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ABSTRACT 

Work, race, health and health behaviours are intenelated in cornplex ways. However, little 

is known about how these interactions nhte to specific occupations or acial/etbnic groups. 

Ethnographie interviews with IO visible minority taxicab drivers in Toronto are used to explore 

the relationship between race, the social and organizational characteristics of work and their 

impact on ârivea' health and health behaviours. It is show that race and class intersect to 

influence the entry of these dnven into die taxi business and locates hem at the nadir of the 

social hierarchy of the industry. The social relations of employment, the organizational culture of 

work and job conditions influence &vers' perceptions of nsks and consequently their health 

behaviours. Drivers understand health as a resource and therefore engage in informal strategies 

that result in health protection. These straîegies reveal a different conceptualization of health 

behaviour than typically found in the literature and suggest new directions for fùrther research 

into other occupational setrings sharing similar work characteristics. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

î7te Researck Qu~n'on 

The recent Canadia census reports tbat ethnic minorities make up 1 1.2% of the total 

population. This represents an increase of 1.8 % nom 1991. The census also nveals that 42% of 

visible minorities reside in Toronto, representing 32% of Toronto's total population (Sta9stics 

Canada, 1996). This increase in the ethnic minority citizenry meam greater numbers are entering 

the worworce. Historically, visible minorities have been rnarginalued in the workforce, usually 

hoMing semi- or unskilled jobs charactetized by low &tusT inadequate earnings and poor 

working conditions (Bowman, 199 1). The globalization of work and the economy, coupled with 

a depressed market suggest that lhis traditional segmentation is likely to continue. 

This segmentation is clearly discernible in Toronto's taxi industry where indu- 

informants estimate that between 80 and 90% of the lessee and shift drivers are visible minorities. 

This study investigates the work and health expenences of these taxicab cirivers. It explores how 

race interacts with work conditions to affect health and health behaviour. The relevance of 

studying interactions of race, work and heaith is evident in the literanire and research data that 

reveal the complexity of the phenornenon of race and the related implications for work and 

health. (For reviews, see McKenzie and Campbell, 1987; Wright-Hendrk, 1987; Fabian, 1989; 

Robinson. 1984; Wagener and Winn, 199 1; Lillie-Blanton and LaVeist, 1992; Kneger and 

Bassen; 1993; Freeman and McCord, 1994; Wrench, 1994; Rushing and Schwabe, 1995; Bun; 

et.al, 1996: Collins, 1997; and DasGupta, 1996). A less extensive but growing body of evidence 

also reveals a link between work, health and bealth behaviour (For reviews, see Haas, 1977; 

Wrench and Lee, 1982; Kaiimo, et. al. 1987; Quinlan, 1988; Amtlsson, 1989; Karasek and 

Theorell, 1990; Ganster and Schaubroeck, 199 1; Johansson, etai., 199 1; Eakin, 1992: Eakin, 

1997). 



Using race to M e  a study ofthe work and h& of male taxi driven offers several 

benefits. It provides a glimpse into the lived expenence of visible minonty populations as weil as 

their experiences of health and work. Also, it contributes to the discourse on ethnic minority 

health and well-being and to the broder domain of health and work. The importance of studying 

the issues of race, work, health and heatth behaviour is also indicated in the demographic, 

economic and racial trenûs in contemporary society. The increasing diversity of C d ' s  

population and the globalidon of work and the economy wiil have implications for societal and 

individual health. Recognizing that the Canadian popuiation is becoming increasingly diverse 

means appreciating the limitations of tiaditional ways of thinking about, developing and 

delivenng work and health policies and programs. if we agrce for example, that experiences of 

health and work are classed, gendered and race4 then developing effective and appropnate work 

and health related policies and services necessitates understanding the iived experiences of 

diverse groups of people. 

The review of the Iiterature that follows covers a discussion of the various 

conceptualizations of race. It examines the iiterature on race and work and on health and health 

behaviour. As wei 1. various stuâies related to the taxi indu- are reviewed. 

The Concept of Race 

Some writen contend that race has existed since time immemorial but thaî its practice is 

relativeiy recent. Winant (1994) notes that the origins of race can be traced genealogically to the 

"rise of Europe. the onset of M c a n  enslavement, the colonializaîion of the Western Hemisphere 

and the subjugation of Asia3(27 1). W r s  iocate it specifically within the Enlightenment period 

and the religious revivai of the 1 8 ~  centucy, arguing that it was a proâuct of the preoccupation - 

with a rational universe and "the eternal force of religious emotion and man's soul" (Solomos and 

Back, 1996: 32). Race has more generaily been Iinked to Western European belief systems and in 



pattkular to its colonial and imperial expansion dvit ies (Dei, 1996; Miles and Phizacklea, 

1984). 

Although discussions of race Vary, they genedy MI into two main categories: biologicaV 

scieatific or social. NonNithstanding the post-mdernist view t&at eveyihing is ~ocially 

constructed, the biological penpxtive will be reviewed bridy, fallowed by a more extensive 

discussion of the social construction of race. The socio-biological perspective maintains tbat race 

is a primordial identity, given at birth, deeply mted and largely uncbangeable. It suggests that 

race detennines not only intelligence, but also social and cultural capabilities (van den Berghe, 

1978; Omi and Winant, 1995: MaMc, 1996). The culture-of-poverty thesis espoused by people 

such as Moynihan (1965) and Commons and Wilcox (in Cheny, 1995) has its mots in biological 

discourse. 

Numerous anthropological studies of the 18" and 19' centwy were grounded in the 

biological concept of race. However, a precise definition of race, then as now, eluded scholan 

engaged in 'race' work (Omi and Winant, 1995). Walter Bagehot's observation about a nation 

aptly applies to race. He notes, "we know what it is when you do not ask us but we cannot very 

quickly explain or define it" (Malik 1996: 2). Hatding (1997) asserts that "race is exceedingly 

difficult to define because claims about race are both true and Mse" (A-1 1). That is, biological 

claims about race are false but race exists as a social construct. In 1995, the L A .  Times and the 

Chronicle of Higher Education ran articles proclaiming that race had no biological bais and that 

scientists shou Id abandon its use (Miles and Torres, 1996). However, rcjecting the concept of 

race raises questions as to how society will adjust to the lack of a construct that has ken used as a 

bais of identity for over two centuries (Katz, 1997). 

Counter to the biological notion of race is the assertion tbat race is a social construction. 

The idea that race is socially consinicted takes issue with the belief tbat people are "bom into 

different races with inaate, biologically based differences in intelligence, temperament and 

characteft (Rothenberg, 1995: 9). It questioas how these concepts can be 'objectively' measured. 



It intenogates concepts such as bypodescent and 5 queries race as sornething concrete, fked and 

objective. As a social construction, race becornes an unstable, decenteied cornplex of social 

meanings capable of king transfotmed by social and politid smiggle (Rothenberg, 1995). 

The concept of race involves multiple fàctots: economics, politics, demography, culture, 

history, geography, ideology and myth (Small, 1994; Solomos and Ba& 1995; Rothenberg, 

1995; Omi and Winant, 1995). It is o b n  defined in ternis of structure and fiinction. Race was 

first a tool for the 'sorting out' of observed buman variations, a way to understand the nature and 

consequences of differences. Van den Berghe (1970) defines it as "group of people who in a 

given society are socially defined as different from other groups by virtue of certain real or 

putative differences" (10). Dei (1996) and Bolaria and Li (1985) suggest that it is a social 

relational categoiy defined or determined by sacially selected physicai characteristics. 

Krieger (1997) asserts that race is a social, not a biological constnict. Her definition of 

race refea to social gmups who ofien share a cornmon ancestry and a heritage of oppressive 

systems of race relations. These relations are justified by ideology when one group benefits by 

dominating the other and defines itself through this domination and by other arbitrarily selected 

physicai characterîstics, most commonly skin colour. She notes that particular biologic attributes 

such as skin colour, hair type and so on are selected and used to define or corne to be associated 

with the biological constmction of race. Since these characteristics have been racialized, they are 

not perceived as one of the many aspeds of hurnan difference but are used to denote fundamental 

differences . 

Lopez (1995) defines race as "a vast group of people lmsely bound together by historically 

contingent, socially significant elements of theu morphology aodlor ancestry" (193). His 

definition alludes to a combination of socio-histoncd and biological components. It also goes 

one step fuidier to include cultural aspects. Lopez suggests tbat the social feanires of race are 

reflected in our existence, Our ways of being in the world. He notes, "it manifests itself in our 



speech, dance, neighboua, and fiiends. Our very ways of walking, talking, eating anà dreaming 

are ineluctably shaped by notions of race" (Lopez, 1995: 192). 

Winant (1994) says diat race is a concept that "signifies and symbolkes socio-political 

confîicts and interests in derence to d b n t  types of h u m  bodies" (270). Wüliams (1 996) 

States that race is strongly associated with sociosconomic status and in maay instances* it is a 

proxy for SES. The lack of specificity and the varying definitions of race serve to support the 

assertion that it is a social constmction. Wbile these definitions defüy avoid the trap of biological 

and economic reductionism that has historically bounded discussions of race, they raise other 

questions. For example, how is race different fiom gender, class or eduiicity? Guima& (in 

Bowser. 1995) points out that the characteristics that define race are similar to the ones used to 

define other social hieraichies. His assertion raises two notewoathy points. First, he introcluces 

another functional definition of race, Le. it is used in detennining structural hierarchy; and 

second. it speaks to the practice of using class and edmicity as proxies for race. 

Lopez ( 1995) declares that 'Uie notion that humankind can be divided dong white, black 

and yellow lines reveals the social rather than the scientific origin or race" (194). The 

fûndamentally social nature of science n~twithstanding~ he maintains that the process of 

construction illustrates the contingent, fluid, historieal, and nonsssentialized nature of race. 

Myrdal (1964) asserts for example, that 'lhe Negro race is defined in America by whites. It was 

defined in terms of parentage through the matnlineal blood Iine" (1 13). Lopez (1995) maintains 

that the black race was determined based on thee criteria: skin colour, a flat nose and woolly 

k i r .  In Latin America and Geniraoy, the determination of race was simple: whoever was not 

black was white. in  the British colonies and particularly in South Aâica, 'haif"' were a 

separate group fiom whites and blacks (Myrdal, 1964). In the ante-bellum era, the 'onedrop' 

rule was also a criterion for detennining blackness. These illustrations meal the historical, - 
spatial and time contingent nature of race and the meaningo attacbed to skin colour. 



Dei (1996) notes that skin colour bas historically been and conhues to be a key fictor in 

the social coastniction of race. Although cntics such as Miles (1989,1993) wam agauist the 

practice of constnicting race based on s k h  colour alone, for people of colour, rewards and 

punishments are apportioned on this bais. Harding (1997) maintaino that race daims have 

economic, politicai, social and psychological effects. Dyson (1996) and Dei (1996) argue that 

race (or skin colour) was and continues to be a means of dividing and culing people. It 

detennines where people live. where and how they work: it determines how they are treated in 

society. This is aot to say that race is purely determi~dc. However, dong with other factors 

such as class and gender, it filters the lenses through which the world is viewed. So, while race 

may be a spurious biological concept and an acknowledged 'social fabrication' (Lopez, 1995), it 

has become an entrenched and widely embraced social phenornena (Small, 1994). 

Dei (1996) suggests chat when we engage in discussions of race, it is not the 

conceptualitations of race that are signifiant but the meanings anadied to it. Therefore, in this 

discussion, the concept refen not to its definitions but to its attributed meanings. In ihis contest, 

investigating the consequences of 'everyday' meanings and belief systems on out existence 

become salient because the meanings amibuted to race and the actions that result fiom those 

rneanings wi have consequences for health. Approaching race as a social construction bas 

several implications for this study. It suggests that race varies culturally, temporally and 

historically, thus different people will interpret and experience it differently. Consequently, in 

health research, understanding the subjective experience of the individual is important to 

understanding their experience of health. 

Health, work und race 

Discussing race and its relation to health is problematic because race is usually treated ai 

the structural not the interactional level. niat is, the emotional and physiological efTects of 

racism on individual health are rarely addressed (Esseâ, 1993; Kneger aad Bassetî, 1993; 



Williams, 

literature. 

1996). The comection between race and health is well documentzd in published 

The literature reveals that race (and ethnicity) are "potent prediaors of variations in 

health'' (Williams and Collins 1995: 359). Data on mortaljty and morbidity rates rweal for 

example, tbat blacks have mortality rates tbat are dramaticaily higher dw those of whites 

('Williams, 1996). Black ill-health bas shifted nom the poverty-related diseases of the 19th 

century to the modem killers such as kart disease, stmke and cancer. Hypertension, a leadhg 

cause of heart disease and stroke is a contributhg fàctor in 30% of al1 deaths in the U.S. The 

black rate of hypertension in the U.S. is double that of white males. Black men under 45 are 10 

times more likely to die from the effects of high blood pressure tban white men and tbe quesîion 

has ken  posed: "what is it about being black that could account for these odds"? (Krieger and 

Bassett 1993 : 163). Genetic, materiaUenviroamentaI, cultural, raciaUethnic explanations have 

been posited to explain the differential patteming of health (Srnaje, 1996). 

Arguments such as the predisposition of Blacks to sickle cell disease are used to 

substantiate genetic explanations of health inequaiity. (Sickle ceIl disease is a result of 

environmental adaptation to endemic malaria (Donovan, 1984) among Afro-Caribbeans). 

However, Krieger and Bassett (1993) and Williams and Collins (1995) argue that these . 

explanations elide social, political and economic factors. It is noted for example, tbai the cause of 

hypertension is not known but many ches point to social factors (Krieger and Bassett, 1993; 

Donovan. 1984). Studies that have sought to explain racial and ethnic differences in health and 

disease solely in economic tenns ignore social aspects such as stress caused by racism (Krieger 

and Bassett, 1993). Stephen Lewis' 1992 report on race relations and policing concedes that 

people of colour, particularly blacks, are more exposed to racism that any other ahnic group. 

Outlaw (1993) reports that bkcks suffer disproportionately fiom hypertension and cardiac 

disease? bath of which have been linked to stress. Stress has been linked to discrimination. 

Psychologist Nancy Don recently conducted a study of mism and its &écts on black males. 

The findings suggested that the constant fnistrations inherent in acism actuaUy increased blood 



pressure thereby putting bkclrs at risk fOl heart disase aaù stroke ( T h  1998). Since work can 

also be stressfiil, and so much tirne is spent at work, it becornes dong with race, a fador in the 

health stanis of visible minorities. 

The cornmon themes in the literature on race and work are hierarchizatioo, margllialization, 

exploitation, and health nsks. Historically, employers placed whites above blacks on the job 

hierarchy (Amott and M a t h i ,  1996). In contemporary society, they continue to be 

discriminated against and remain concentrated in low-or semi-skilled jobs such as des,  service 

industries. manufacturing, or maintenance occupations (Collins, 1997; Bolaria and Li, 1985; 

Amott and Matthaei, 1996). Davis (in Wrench, 1994) mducted an analysis of various officia1 

&ta sources and found that visible minority workea had a 37% greater chance than white 

workers of suffering an occupational injury and were three times more likely to be severely 

disabled by job-related injuries. Robinson (1984) discovered that black worken were 37 to 52% 

more likely to be in âangerous occupations. 

Robinson makes a distinction between hazardous occuputions and hazardous industries. 

He notes that while white workers may be over-represented in hazardous industries, they do not 

occupy hazardous occupations in those industries. in general, worken in hazardous occupations 

earn less than workers in safer jobs do. However, worken in more hazardous industries eam 

more than worken in d e r  industries do. Robinson (1984) postdates that white workers accept 

jobs in more hazardous industries because they are usually unionized and wages are higher. He 

notes however, that even within those industries, black workea usudy occupy the most 

hazardous and lowest paid occupations and are l e s  ke ly  to report wok-related injuries. 

Robinson concludes that the statistical evidence constitutes 'reasonable evidence' of 

discrimination. He theorizes that if there is discrimination in wage levels, k e  is lkely to be . 

discrimination witb respect to job allocations. 

Many of the studies carried out on health neglect the role of occupational conditions. 

Williams and Coilins (1995) state that working conditions tbat include mchinepaced work, long 



houa, exposure to dust, fùmes, other deletenous atmospheric conditions and maintaining the 

body in uncornfortable positions were "major mechanisms responsible for excess moitality" 

(374). The authors report that people of colour are more likely to be exposed to occupationai 

b d s  sucb as toxic chemicals, dust and fbmes because they tead to be over-represented in blue 

collar and senice work. The high rates of occupational injuiy amoag visible minorities have 

traditionally been amibuted to the 'accident prone-ness' of immigrants. Lee and Wrench's 

(1980) analysis of 4,000 accidents revealed thaî tbese bigh accident rates were amibutable to the 

over-representation of minorities in dangerous jobs. 

Other studies have dso identified race as a risk fkctor in work and health (Wrench, 1994; 

Wright-Henârix, 1987; Robinson, 1984). in a study of occupational health and race, Wrench 

found that minority women were concentraîed in 'poor work' and that health and d e t y  problems 

tended to increase when these workers were insecure, non-unionized, transient and under-trained. 

WrightHendrix ( 1987) investigated the injury, disability and death rates by occupational and 

industcy categories and compared black and white workers. The data suggen that race and 

occupation combined to negatively affect quality of life and health. A study of work status and 

quality of life conducted by Fabian (1989) found no significant dwerence between the two 

comparison groups but found that race and gender appeared to mediate the relationship between 

work and quality of life. These studies suggest that individuals who are ascribed different racial 

or ethnic identities are treated differently with respect to work, health care, housing, and so on. 

These differential treatments have implications for htahh (Hahn* 1997). 

Health and health behaviour 

ïhis section briefly defines the concepts of healtb and health behaviour. It traces the 

development of health behaviour and reviews some of the literature on health behaviour research. 

A review of the literaaire on heaith reveals that health is a complex constellation of expenences 

and States of being. It is dyaamic because people define themselves as healthy or wtbedthy using 



different critena. Tbese lay conceptions of health status may or may not correspond with official 

medical definitions of health (Aggletoa, 1990). Wiiliams' (1983) and Herzlich's (1973) studies 

of health beliefs fouod tbat participants considered themselves healthy even in cases where they 

would have been objectively defined as unhealthy. Williams (1983) found that individuals 

defined health as a state of being, the absence of disease, as a reserve or resource, or as a state of 

doing; i .e. realizîng one's full resewe of health. Aggletoa (1 990) notes that tbis latter state is 

characterized by feelings of happiness, relaxation, feeling stmng and baving heaithy social 

relationships. 

Health has traditionally been defined as the absence of disease and the absence of 

"feelings of anxiety, pain or distress". The most widely used definition of health has been posited 

by the World Health Organization. It asserts that health is not just the absence of disease but is 

also a state of physical, mental and social well-being (WHO, 1946). This definition expands the 

responsibility for health to the socialhtrucairal dimensions, since as Kickbusch (1988) argues. the 

physical and mental aspects of health need a 'foundation in a secure society". As well as being 

infiuenced by personal behavioun, heakh is also affected by social, economic and political 

factors. Kickbusch's definition of health also extends the detenninants of health to include 

psychosocial components, e.g. cultural dynamics, social change, social support and social 

relations. Both Kickbusch (1988) and Reed-Flora and Lang (1982) include a spiritual and an 

ernotional aspect to health. 

The dificulty in determining a state of health lies in the contradiction thaî one can be 

deemed healthy in one dimension but unhealthy in another. WHO'S (1946) definition of health 

has been criticized because it suggests that an individual is not heaithy if they have not achieved 

health in al1 dimensions. These definitions imply that healtb is both an objective and a subjective 

state of being. Aggleton (1990) suggests for ewmple diat health is a "relative quality - relative to 

the sunoundings and circumstaaces in which people find themselves" (4). 



It bar a h  been posited that beliefj about health are related to gender and class (Calnan, 

1983). As well, beliefk about health can also be distinguished between illness that is caused by 

extemal aod by intemal fàctors. Extemal fixtofs include for example, environmental hazards, 

stress, and work conditions. Interna1 fàctors d e r  to heredity, genetics and 'inborn dispositions' 

(Aggleton, 1990). The various definitions and conceptions of heahh reflect the innuence of 

popular culture, persona1 experience and knowledge. These m o r s  bc t ioa  to influence 

individual health behaviours . 

The concept of health behaviour is linked to îhe broder concept of health. Heahh 

behaviour has üaditionally been defined as al1 behavioun relaîed to health and illness. However. 

Kas1 and Cobb (in Andenon, 1988) have attempted to distinguish between health behaviour and 

sick-role behaviour. n ie  authors defined health behaviour as "any activity underiaken by a 

person believing himself [sic] to be healthy for the purposes of preventing disease or detecting it 

at an asympttmatic stage" (23). Although the definition addressed the intent of the individual, it 

proved to be problematic because as Andenon (1988) notes, mwt researchen interpreted it in 

ternis of health-promoting behavioua using 'medically-approved praccices'. This interpretation 

was based on the pervasive view of individuals as consumers of health services rather than as 

producers of health (Dowie, 1975). 

The concept was later redefined to address lay beliefs or selfdefined health behavioun. 

E s  reconceptualization (as heakh protdve bebavioua) encompassed behavioun that 

individuals engaged in regardless of whether they perceived themselves to be hcalthy; regardless 

of whether or not the behaviour was objectively effective; and regardIess of whether it was 

medically sanctioned. It included promotion, protection and maintenance of health (Anderson, 

1988). This meant that the individual detennined the meaning of health and that it 'opens the 

door' to consideration of the mental and social dimensions of health. 

Rakowski (1986) fiirtber reconceptuaiized health bebaviour by separatug it hto two 

components; i.e. khavioua îhat were intended to d u c e  the risk of disease or accident and 



bettlviours intended to improve health. The definition disthguished between 'preventive' 

practices that lay in the rmlm of medical science and 'protenive' behaviour tbat was the puMew 

of the individual. Health behaviour bas also been defined in tenns of environmental, not jua 

personal change. Anderson (1988) suggests thaî the concept be broadened to include %y- 

defined terms covering not only wbat individuals do to or for themselves and for their nunilies 

but also their involvement in group or comunity activities, hcluding those designed to promote 

a social or physical environment more conducive to health"(25). This formulation hcorporates 

the larger socio-economic and political sphere and suggests tbat health rtatus is infiuenced by 

more than just self-onented behavioun. 

Noack (1988) distinguishes three categories of health behavioun: promoting behaviours. 

health-related practices and coping behavioua. Healthpromoting behavioun are intentional 

behaviours, directed toward maintenance and improvement of health and prevention of disease. 

Elsew here, health-promot ing bebaviours have been refened to as heaithznhancing behaviours . 

Coping behaviours are defined as those actions engaged in to reduce psychologieal distress or to 

protect the self fiom potential physical or psychological ham. These bebaviours are often 

unintended, automatic teactions or they may be planned (Noack, 1988). Coping behavioua are 

not necessarily health promoting, e.g. smoking may be a (subjective) form of coping but it is not 

an objectively healthfûl behaviour. 

Kickbusch (1988) states tbat people endanger their heaith and are exposed to health threats 

that they are unable to control. They therefore develop ways of coping or managing those threats. 

Health-related practices refer to evetyday behavioua tbat are specific to social and occupational 

groups. They are not considered heaithdirected behaviours but they have an impact on health. 

These practices speak to the ctic perspective on health bebviour. niat is, they form part of 

everyday lived expenence but may not be perceived by the individual as necessady Iinked to 

health status, e.g. "skipping breaidast or 'saaclong' instead of eating regular meals" (Noack, 



1938: 59). While this behaviour may bave an impact on health over the long-term, the individual 

may not perceive it as a health-adverse bebaviour. 

Gochman (1997) posits the most ment definition of health behaviair. He defined it as 

Those pemnal attributes such as beiiefs, expectations, motives, values, perceptions, 
and other cognitive elements; personality characteristics, oicluding -ive and 
emotional states and traits; uid overt khaviour pattern7 and habits that 
relate to health maintenance, to health restoration and to health improvement (3). 

This definition eschews the clinical or illness-related behaviour and captures the assertion by 

various authon and researchen that health behaviour is influenced by beliefk about health, 

meanings of health, and by cultural and social factors and by perceptions of the body. Although 

it includes behaviour that is overt, it is unclear whether the individual is aware that the 'patterns' 

are in fact health-related or heaith-directed behavioun. Eakin (1997) notes for example, that 

behaviour includes bath an emic and an etic perspective. Emic behaviour is behaviour that the 

individual consciously direct towards or recognizes as related to hisher own health and etic 

behaviour is behaviour that observers believe is related to health regardless ofthe motivation or 

awareness of the individual (Eakin, 1 997). 

The etic perspective afTords the opportunity to discuss health behaviour research and look 

at issues such as how research has progressed through various stages. The perspective and 

discipline of the individual researcher have influenced each stage in the development process. 

Research on work and health behaviour has historically focussed on causal factors and workers' 

related illnesses, i.e. they were gmunded in epidemiology and industrial psychology. Nichols (in 

Quinlan, 1988) notes that industrial psychologists fiicussed on the nexus of individual worker 

characteristics and environmental fiutors such as lightiag or noise. Although the psychosocial 

elements of work were not ignored in these studies, Quinlan (1988) notes that they were 

interpreted "via their impact on individual worker's susceptibilit. to injury" (190). That is, the 

approach focussed attention on the individual ratber than on %allective notions' of injury. 



Similar observations bave been made by Anderson (1988) who notes that the ibtors 

ewmined and purported to influence health bebaviour were "potentially modifiable by healtb 

education rather than those which might respond to difrent paaems of workplace or 

cammunity" (3 1). Eakin ( 1997) alsa suggests that heaith behviour research has traditionall y 

ignored workplace factors in the determinants of health behaviour. This meant that health 

promotion strategies were directed towards the individual while ignoring salient determinkg 

hctors such as work conditions. 

Quinlan ( 1988) asserts that even when research focus shifted fiom individual behaviours to 

work conditions, heahh behaviour research was still centered in the (industrial) psychologicai 

discipiine. He argues that this approach to the study of occupational healtb and saféty provided a 

foundation for 'victim blaming' explanations of work-related illaesses. Several explanations 

have been provided under this rubric to explain occupationai health. One such explanation is the 

concept of machismo or the culture of masculinity in workplaces dominated by males. Quinhn 

points out however that although workers may take calculated nsks or may break certain forma1 

rules. their reasons are more complex than '*a simple desire to live out a stereotype of reckless 

masculinity" (193). This assertion is supported by Haas' (1977) study of steelworken. 

Although workers' refusal to express fear about working on skyscrapen suggested the 

machismo concept, Haas' research revealed that this behaviour was conducive to job solidarity. 

That is, the fear that steelworken experienced was not verbalized because it would have eroded 

their confidence in each other. This confidence in each other was necessitated by the nature of 

their work. Dejours (1987) provides an illuminating discussion of the psychological defenses 

against fear and &ety among construction worken. This exemplar illustrates the daerential 

standpoints &orded by the emic and the etic perspective. It implies that complete understanding' 

of health behaviour necessitates the inclusion of both perspectives in the design and nrecution of 

related research. Anderson's (1988) discussion of the Aiameda study supports tbis assertion. 



Over the last several years however, tbere has been a definite shift h m  îhe individual or 

victim-bhmiag approach to examinhg structurai fàctors such as the organization of work as a 

determinant of health and heaith-related behavioun (Quinlan, 1988). The research and literatw 

in this area reveal that health behaviour and the health of workers have some foundation in the 

framework of capital and labour relations. In diis context, profits and heahh are competing 

fkctors. This is illustrated in Lee and Wench's (1982) case studies on piecework ancl industrial 

accidents. The research found tbat there was a link between incentive pay systems and the rate of 

occupational injury. 

Noack ( 1988) and Eakin (1992) note that although it bas long ken  suspected that the 

social and organizational characteristics of work played a cnicial role in the distribution of ill- 

health, little research has been done in this area. For example, there has been extensive research 

done on chernical or physical hslards but féw researchers have examined the impact of the social 

conditions of work (Noack 1988). Eakin (1992) also argues that much of the research on work 

and health behaviour has treated health behaviour as the independent variable, i.e. as a 

determinant of work outcomes rather than vice versa. 

The work-related detenninants of health and health behaviour include three components. 

First. there are the concrete aspects of the job, the material, physical and psychological demands 

of the tasks (Eakin, 1997). For example, the job rnay include the use of technology and this has 

the potential to influence health behaviour. Second are the organuatiod dimensions of worko 

the division of labour, work relationsbips, r e w d  systems, and work culture, e.g. unionization. 

Finally. there are the social relations of production, which include employment relations (i.e. 

individual locations in the social hierarchy of the organization and concomitant power and 

responsibility it -es) and the labour process. 

Inherent in the conditions of work is stress (McDodd and Doyle, 198 1; Kalimo, et. al. 

198 7). Stress results fiom various hctors including, but not Ihited to, low pay, incentive 

payment schema, shihork, job design (e.g. monotony), the organization of work (e.g. job 



controhtoaomy), job insecurity, and social relationsbips with CO-workas aad supervisors. Job 

demand and job control (Karasek, 1979; Karasek and TheoreIl, 1990) is the "conceptual 

centerpiece of the control-demand mode1 of workplace health" (Eakin, 1997: 341). Job dernands 

refer to psychological stressors such as the requirernent to work bard and fàst, having a hi& 

volume of work wbile being constiallied by time or conflicting demands (Ganster and 

Schaubroeck, 199 1). These authors point out that these are psychoIogicd, not physical dernands. 

They note however. that a hectic work pace bas the effect of imposing physical demands that 

result in fatigue. Although these fadon have traâitionally been associated with health status, 

Eakin (1997) notes that they have also been U e d  to health behaviour. Quinlan (1987) notes for 

example that woikers o h  adopted informal responses towards work hazards by engaging in 

protective behavioun such as absenteeism. 

The social and organizational dimensions of work also have implications for health 

behaviour. Quinian (1 987) and Mayhew (1999-in press) found that work involving self- 

employed individuals such as taxi divers and sub-contmtors, where incorne was determined 

based on an output-based systern and that involved intense cornpetition, produced dangerous 

health practices among worken. These health-adverse behaviours ue connected to the larger 

socio-economic dnichires. Quinlan notes that the pressure to peiform, particularly in non- 

unionized environrnents where workers are wlnerable and have heavy debt loads further 

exacerbates health-adverse behaviours. 

As well, group nom,  supervisory relationships and (non) uaioaism are also &ors h 

detennining health behaviour. The influence of group noms on h d t h  behaviour can be 

extracted from a review of studies such as those by Haas (1977), Applebaum (198 1), Nelkin and 

Brown ( 1984), Rayner (1 986) Johnson (1989), and Mullen (1 992). Supe~sory relations and 

their effects are demonsirateci in Eakin (1992 and 1997). Unionism infiuences quality of life by 

providing a 'collective voice' and the ability to bargam for improved work conditions such as pay 

and work houa (McDonald and Doyle, 198 1). The absence of a union or orber collective voice 



suggests tbat workea are more likely to be vulneable to health-adverse conditions and 

behaviours, 

Finally, the social relations of employment, which speak to issues such as management 

structure and workers' location in the social hiemchy of the production system (McDoaald and 

Doyle, 198 1 : Russell, 1983; and Eakin. 1997) are linked ta worken' health bebaviour. The social 

relations of employment refer to the "ideologies, assumptions, and structural forces that, 

explicitly or otherwise, underlie systems of production and the labour process" (Eakin, 1997: 

343). She notes that the dimensions of work (job conditions and the psychosocial and 

organizational environment) create and are creaîed by the social relations of employment. 

To surnrnarize. this section reviewed the concepts of health and health behaviour and 

discussed the literature related to the work-related deteminants of health behaviour. Although 

there is a paucity of literaaire specifically aimed at health behaviour and work, such data can be 

gleaned fiom research conducted in various disciplines. The discussion revealed that the notion 

of health behaviour, which began with a relatively narrow scope, has been expanded to include 

broder socio-economic, political, environmental and cultural fàctors. These elements converge 

in the experience of work to influence workers' perceptions of nsk as well as their health-adverse 

and health-maintenance behaviours. 

The rat5 industry 

The Toronto taxi industry is a privately owned and operated public transportation system. It 

is govemed by By-law 20-85, which is administered by the Toronto Licensing Commission 

(forrnerly the Metropolitan Licensing Commission) (Joppe, 1997; Alberta Government, 1985). 

There are approximately 3,400 licensed taxicabs cumtly operaîing in Toronto. The majonty of 

the* (76%) are leased and the remainiag 23% are owneroperated (Thomas md Shimski, 1996). 

The industry is a camplex structure of owner-&vers, shift and lessee-driven, agents, brokerages 

and fleet-owners (Joppe, 1997). The economic instability and the exploitive oaaire of lease 



agreements coupled with low incomes, low control, vulnerability, protracted houn of work, 

isolation aad long sedentary perîods in a taxicab, is the milieu in wbich taxicab drives operate. 

The abuses w i t b  the industry have led to d e  twcabs, poor driving practices and poor 

customer relations (Thornas and Shirnski, 1996). M e n  drivers are unable ta cover their 

operating costs. for example, they forgo vehicle maintaiance as a meam of reducing expenses. 

As well, driven work up to 18 houn per day, seven &ys per week in order to meet operating 

expenses and earn a living wage (Thomas and Shunski, 1996; Sakai and Takahashi, 1975). The 

combination of prolonged houn of work and poorly rnaintained vehicles function to put drivers 

and the public at risk. 

Sakai and Takahashi's (1975) saidy of taxicab diiven found that the long houn of work 

produced "rnarked changes in physiological parameters" (1 14). They also reported that drivers 

involved in fiequent night work were prone to diseases of the digestive system, a result of 

inegular eating habits. Borgia et.al. (1994) attributed the unexpectedly high rates of diabetes 

found arnong taxi driven to the sedentary nature of the job and to inegular eating habits. Sakai 

and Takahashi (1975) discovered that as the duration of work shifts increastxi, drivers' attention 

span decreased and they became restless. This restlessness was observed in the increased 

movernents of the upper and lower limbs, yawning and drowsiness. Fatigue resulting fiom 

insufficient rest between shifts, sleep deficit, the effects of rnonotonous driving, sitting in a fixed 

position for extended penods and the intensity of the work, paiticularly driving speed, influence 

driver effectiveness and possibly affect driverslient relationships, which in tum affect heahh. 

Probably the most common occupational hazard fàced by taxi dnvers is victimization 

(Stenning, 1996; NIOSH, 1995). In a study of taxi drivea in three Canadian cities, Stenning 

( 1996) found that 6 1 % of the mpondents had experienced victimization more than two times 

dunng the 12 months preceding the study and 80% had some fom of cnminal victunization other 

than fhre-jurnping. at least once in their career. The study found that Mctîmization among tau 

dnvers was 2 1 times thar of Canadians in general and may be four or five times that of police 



officea (Stenning, 1996). Although Stenaing found no significant conelatïon between 

expeciences of victhiation and whether respondents self-identifiai as white or non-white, 

Marosi (1996) reports that a study of Hispanic cab drivers in the U.S. found that 75% of its 

members had been victims of crime. Aiguably, the ethno-cultural profile and ethnic distribution 

in the U.S. and Canadian populations are dissimilar. However, the uicrtasing number of visible 

minonties entering the taxi business in Toronto suggests the possibility that they face a higher 

risk of  being vidirnized. 

As well, studies of homicide in the workplace found that the taxicab iadustry had the 

highest rate of occupationai homicide, a rate 2 L times the national average in the U.S. (Castillo 

and Jenkins, 1994: NIOSH 1995; Liss and Craig, 1990). Blacks in the taxicab business had ,he 

highest rate of work-related homicides of any group (Castillo a d  Jenkins, 1994). in Ontario, the 

rate arnong taxi dnvers was second only to police officen (Liss and Craig, 1990). Taxicab 

dnvea are in a unique position because their workplaces are the streeis and their cabs. They are 

more at nsk because they tend to wodc alone, work late into the ~ g h t  and the early moming 

hours. exchange money in public, and work in community settings or high crime areas (NIOSH, 

1995). Castillo and Jenkins (1994) note tbat because taxi dnvers have their backs to potential 

assailanis and because a phone cal1 dictates where they go to collect or deposit clients, their 

vulnerability to Mctimization is increased. 

A less commonly studied occupational hazard tàced by taxicab drivers is exposure to air 

pollution and chernicals such as carbon rnunoxide and MMT' (Zayed, et.al., 1996). Studies on 

the effects of chernical exposure (Colwill and Hickman, 1980; Zayed, &.al., 1996; Gustavsson, 

et.& 1996; Hemminki, etal., 1993; Borgia, et& 1994) have reported conflicting or 

inconclusive results. Colwill and Hickman (1980) found in theu study of carbon monoxide 

exposure that bigher levels were found inside moving vehicles than statioaacy ones. Rockweil 

' Methycyclopentadienyl manganese tricarbonyl is an otganic derivative of mpnganese usd in cana& 
since 1976 to raise the octane rating in gasoline (Zayed, etal., I9!%) 



and Weir (in Colwill and Hicianan, 1980) found tbat perfomÿuce levels detenorated &ter 

exposure to Iow levels of carban monoxide. They concluded that even low levels might be 

expected to impair the complex task of driving. The authors concluded biat levels of 1.5 to 3.0% 

produced no adverse health efiects and aclcnowledged that there were conflicting views as to 

whether driving ability would be a e d .  

The discussion of potentially dangerous chernicals also raises the possibility of exposure to 

carcinogens among professional drivers. 'Che evidence of increased lung and bladder cancer is 

contlicting because of the presence of confounders such as smoking, age and other occupational 

exposures. Lung cancer arnong taxi drivers has been reported arnong white males in 

Massachusetts, Los Angeles County and Rome but there is a possibility that age may be a tàctor. 

Dnvers aged 70 who smoked had an increased risk of lung cancer when compared with non- 

smoking drivers (Borgia, etal., 1994). Rafnsson and Gunnarsdôttir (l991), in a retraspective 

mortality study of taxi driven, reported a higher than anticipated number of deaths due to iwig 

cancer. This higher level was attributed to the synergistic effects of smoking and exposure to 

second-hand smoke on the job. 

Although bladder cancer was fowd in excess in two U.S. case-controlled studies of taxi 

drivers, these results were not confirilied in other cohort studies. However, bladder cancer bas 

been linked to pmlonged fluid retention among professional drivea (Borgia, et.& 1994). A 

study by Silverman, et& (1986) attempted to link bladder cancer to air pollutants such as motor 

vehicle exhaust. Hemminki et.al. (1993) maintain that air pollution has changed in recent years 

because of the use of catalytic converten, changes in fiels, engines and M c  densities. The 

Silvennan etal. (1986) study was notable because of "the experimental evidence of the 

mutageneity and possible carcinogeneity of motor vehicle exbaust ernission particles" (2 1 15). 
' 

The study, whkh consisteci of 1,909 white males, found an elevation in risk for taxi and bus 

drivers. The increased risk was related to years on the job but was inconclusive as to whether air 

pollutants were a fkctot in the health status of professional drivers. 



Epidemiological studies (Silverman etal., 1996; Gustavsson, etal., 1996) also looked at 

the extent to which health behavioua such as smoking, physid activity (i work and leisure) and 

obesity influence myocardial idiuction incidences. Gustavsson, etal. (1996) found that 36% of 

truck and taxi dnvers smoked daily, compared widi othet gainfiilly employed d e s  (28%), but 

maintaïned there was no increased risk for these driven. It may be argued though tbat the 

exposure to smoke, a sedentary job and obesity rnay contribute to myocardial infiuction 

incidences (Gustavsson, et.al ., 19%). 

Other studies have looked at the rates of ischemic hart àisease among taxi drivea as well 

as the relationship between drivers in rural and urban areas and the risk of myocardial i&rction 

(Gustavsson, et.al., 1996). in this study, the authors found that taxi cirivers in urban areas were 

more at nsk for myocardial îdàrction tban were hivers in rural areas. The traditional risk factors 

for myocardial infaction include smoking and hypertension. Hereditacy factors and obesity, low 

physical activity, cold and heat have also been suggested as risk fàctoa for rnyocardial infarction 

(Gustavsson, et.al. 1996). Burling (1986) notes that in the winter months, taxicab ârivers are 

exposed to heat and cold during work hours because they keep their windows open allowing cold 

air into the cab and unto the upper torso, while at the sarne time, heat is on theu lower 

extremities. It has also been suggested tbat high psycbological demands and low control at work 

(Karasek and Theorell. 1990) may be a fàctor in rnyocardial infârction incidences. Taxi dnven 

often report a combination of high demand and low control at work (Gustavsson, et.al., 1996). 

This would result in a passive job that can induce stress (Karasek and Theorell, 1990). 

The studies on race and health have been epidemiological and etiological in appmach. The 

same is tme of studies related to the taxicab industry; most used a quantitative methodology. The 

Canadian-based studies have faeussed on the problems inherent in the system of plate leasing, on 

reforms in the indu* (Thomas and Shimski, 1996) and on victimization issues (Stenning, 1996: 

Cm.  1997). Stenning (1996) for example, looked at viaimization of taxi drivers. Hawever, 

Toronto, one of the largest cities in Canaâa with a burgeoniag M c  population was not included 



in the sample. As well, non-white &vers or drivers whose first laaguage was not English, were 

often under-represeated or not represented at ai i  in the studies. To date, there have been no 

research grounded in the subjective expenence of taxi drivers and none investigating the &ects 

of race on their work Iives and health, 

With respect to studies on race, work and health, some such as Collins (1995) have looked 

at race and work but ody in respect of the effects on mobility and the racial distribution of power 

in corporations. In studies on health (McCord and Freeman, 1994; Lillie-Blanton and LaVeist, 

1996), race is oAen seen as a mpounding variable, one that is to be controlled for, or, it is w d  

as a proxy for class or socio-economic status. Few studies have attempted to examine exactly 

how sociaYmaterial issues such as education, housing or employrnent affect health (Smaje, 1996). 

As well. in reviewing the literature for this project, no studies were found that lmked at the 

interaction of wodc, race and health thmugh the subjective expenence. 

in contrast to the studies reviewed, the research presented in this thesis is a more indepth 

investigation of the subjective experiences of visible minority cab drivers. It differs fiom other 

studies on race and work in that it examines the work conditions of taxi drÎven and investigates 

how these conditions influence their health and health behaviour. Using an inductive qualitative 

approach based on an interpetive theoretical perspective, the shidy attempts to produce both 

description and analysis of their work and health expenences. This entailed answering the 

following questions: what are the work experiences of visible minority taxi cab driven and how 

do these expenences influence health and behaviour? More specifically, what are their work 

conditions: what meanings do driven attach to health; what occupational threats are they exposed 

to at work; what do they perceive are threats to their heahh; aod how do they manage these 

threats? 



CHAPTER 2 

METHODOLOGY 

lîteuretical and Mdhoddogicul Apprwck 

The qualitative methodologid approach in this study is Ubormed by the 'interpretist' or 

'interadonist' theoraical perspective (For nviews, see Schatzman and Strauss, 1973; Lofland, 

1976; Spradley, 1979; Strauss, 1987; 1990; Denzin, 1989; Denzin and Lincoln, 1994). These 

authon emphasize the links between method aad theory and between researchea and 

pmicipants. Denzin (1989) contends that the research aaivity cannot be judged independently of 

theory, therefore highlighting the comection between method and theoiy. This perspective 

maintains that humans are the source of àata and tbat the role of the researcher is to describe. 

understand and explain the phenornenon (s)he is studying. For this interpretation to be valid, the 

researcher must become intimately f ~ l i a r  with participants' perspectives. That is, the 

researcher must nidy participants' social worlds fiom their perspectives. This standpoint 

emphasizes the between researchen and participants. Hence, the 'research a d  is charactenzed 

as a fom of interaction and the analysis of &ta, an interpretative process. 

The interactionkt perspective is grounded in the work of symbolic interaaionists and 

phenomenologists (Denzin, 1989). This theoretical h e w o r k  emphasizes the subjective 

dimensions of social behaviour, believiag individual perspectives and meanings influence human 

action and consequently the social world. As well, these theorists emphasize processes not 

structures in understanding social phenornena. The focus on process eschews the notion that 

i n t e d o n  can be undentood by foeussing on social d e s  and n o m  since these do not evoke 

behaviour (Blumer, 1969). So that, in attempting to understand the work and health experiences 

of visible minority taxi driven, it is necessary ta understand the maniags they attach to these 

concepts. 



According to this perspective, meanings are a social product, created out of interactions 

(Wallace and Wolf, 199 1). The meanings attributed to issues such as race "gmw out of the ways 

in which other persons act toward the person with regard to the &hg" (Blumer, 1969: 4). They 

are also constructed thmugh a procas of self-interaction, of making indications to oneself 

(Wallace and Wolf, 199 1). niis self-interaction enables the individual to transcend the 

constraints of social and cultural stnictures (Blumer, 1975). Cbaron (1995) suggests tbat social 

and culnid structures have less effect on behaviour dian the process of thinking. That is, 

behaviour is based on thought processes, on 'definitions of the situation'. 

Individuals will define the same things differently at dinerent times (Bogdan and Taylor. 

1973). These differentials can be accounted for bas4 on varying perspectives. Perspectives 

guide 'definitions of the situation'; differing n o m  and values inform them. Perspectives are 

dynarnic in that th- are constantly in flux based on their utility in ongoing situations (Charon, 

1995). Each individual brings to the situation a unique past, life experience and social location. 

So that. backgrounds. ethnicities, cultures and histories, influence perspectives that in tum 

influence definitions and ultimately actions. In referring to the symbolic interactionist 

perspective. Elliott and Fleras ( 1992) state: 

[it is] the process by which racial groups define and inteipret their experiences and 
the events that bring about these experiences. The outcome of this process of 
definition is the aligning and re-aligning of relations as well as the development and 
reformation of prospective Iines of action. ... ( 19). 

Meanings are also based on experiences. These interpr&tiom are a result of an awareness 

of personal biography and history. The intecptetative process may also take account of 

indications the actor makes to himherself about others, e.g. family mem bers (Wallace and Wolf, 

1 99 1). T b t  is, an individual's actions rnay be partly a result of, for examp le, fiwicial or familial 

obligations. While the latter may allude to a social role, Blurner (1969) argues that "it is only in 

highly rinialistic relations that the direction and content of conduct can be explained by roles" 

(75). Social rola are only important to the extent they are taken account of in the process of 



interpretatioa (Blumer, 1969). This suggests tbat social roles, ratber than king deterministic, 

provide a fiamework within which the actor bas agency and can engage in a pwess of thinking, 

barpiring, adjustrnent and compromise before taking action (Elliott and Fleras, 1992). 

A qualitative methodological approach to the study of race, work and hedth, based on the 

interpretist fi-amework is particularly suitable because of the complexity of the concepts of health 

and race and the diverse conceptuaiizations by various authors and disciplines. This fbmework 

incorporates a dynamic of agency, conflict, barpayiing, adjushnent and compromise. It rejects 

any claims of static or non-contextual analysis of race (Elliott and Fleras, 1992). It has the 

potential to capture the emergent, constnicted and situated perspectives of both health and race. 

For example. it was employed by Zborowski (in Charon, 1995) to elucidaîe how different ethnic 

groups define and assign different meanings to the experience of physical pain. 

This interactionist approach to studying race, work and health experiences allows for new 

meanings and different assumptions about participants' 'rdities' to emerge. It captures the 

voices. emotions and actions (Denzin, 1989) of visible minority taxicab driven, giving priority to 

their perspectives. Such research is a first step to conceptualizing and measuring what Williams 

(1996) refers to as 'race-related stressors'. Thus, in colleding data for this study, the empbasis 

\vas on discovenng the meaning that visible minority taxi drivers attach to their &y-to-day work 

and health experiences. 

Sefection of Participants 

in selecting participants for the study, a puiposive, snowbdl-sampling method was 

employed. The underlying pnnciple in purposive sampling is the seledon of information-rich 

cases (Patton, 1987). Lincoln and Guba (1985) advise this method of sarnpling is useful because 

"it increases the scope or range of data expoaed as well as the likelhood that the full amy of 

multiple realitia will be uncovereâ". As weli, "puposive sarnpling cm be pumieci in ways that 



wiU maximimize the investigator's ability to take adequate account of I d  conditions, local mutual 

shapings and local values".(40) 

The initial plan was to interview 12 participants as suggested by Lincoin & Guba (1985). 

However, difficulties in reauiting drivers and the large number of cancelled or refiised interviews 

resulted in time constraints. Consequently, 10, not 12 interviews were conducteâ. Flyers 

(Appendix D) were posted in various brokerages across the City. Contact had previously been 

made with the union and the associations representing taxi drivers. As well direct methods of 

recmitment involved approaching potential participants at taxi stands, telling them about the 

study and giving them a fiyer (Appendix C). To avoid the perception of coerciveness, a phone 

number was provided for potential participants to 41 and leave contact information. This would 

give them the opportunity to rethink whether they wanted to be interviewed. A total of 30 flyers 

were distributed however, only two participants were recruited this way; one had received the 

information fiom a third Party. 

The low response to the direct approaches and the flyers posted in various brokerages 

prompted a different approach to recniiting. I recontacted the union and the various associations 

and \*as advised that deputations regarding indu- restructu~g were penâing at Metro Hall. 

Attending these meetings would provide greater access to taxicab driven as well as provide the 

oppomuiity for interactions before conducting interviews. My first i n t e ~ e w  was obtained only 

after i had developed a relationship with the Presidents of the Taxi Drivea' Association and the 

T a i  Union. They introduced me to several &vers and asked that they 'co-operate with me'. 

Although attenàing the deputations gave me direct access to cirivers, they were more willing to 

co-operate once they realized their union/association sanctioned the project. As Lofland and 

Lofland (1984) observe, allies can give access to participants. A total of 19 potaitial participants- 

were recniited this way. 

A contact sheet (Appendix O) with a ruMing list of potential participants as weil as a 

separate list of indusüy contacts (Appendix F) was maintained. The contact list was updated 



weekly and participants who had not been contacted or who bad not retumed phone calls were 

moved to the new list for re-contact. Of the 19 drivers recniitd, 7 were interviewai. The 

remaining 12 did not return repeated phone calls or were unreacbable whenever contact was 

attempted. My simple to date consisted only of 'day' dnven and this was of =me concem. 

Several participants had mentioned that "al1 the bad things happened at night" so 1 wanted to 

address the issue of d e t y  fiom the perspective of night divers. 

in order to recruit night drivea, 1 Msited taxi stands in the downtown core on two 

occasions in the late evening. Four drivers, including two independents agreed to be inte~ewed. 

Two interviews were achieved fiom these contacts. One participant could not be reached after 

repeated tries and one did not retum my phone calls. Day drivers interviewed were asked if their 

night drivers (the driven with whom they shared theù cars) would be interested in participating in 

the study. No contacts were obtained this way as participants noted that night drivers would 

probably not have the tirne to meet with me. 

Several previous attempts had been made to contact the Airport Taxi Dnvers' Association. 

1 had also Msited the taxi compound earlier in the recruiting stage of the project. None of the 

dnvers approached responded to the flyers 1 distributed at that the.  I redoubled my efforts to 

contact this group since preliminary research had suggested they might have different 

enperiences. particularly around d e t y  issues. Thmugh a ihird party industry informant. I 

eventually contacted and was given a lia of potential interviewees by the Association. 1 was 

concemed about the participants being hand picked by their Association president; however, 

severai attempts were made to contact the drivea on the list. These efforts and a second visit to 

the airport tau compound met with no success. 

Vanbation in the sample in tenns of nationality was limitecl because of the difficulty in 

recmiting participants. The initial criteria were for Englishîpeaking driven of Asian-indian, 

Afncar~ and Caribbean background, with two or more years of full-time dnvuig expenence. The 

final sample consisted of four participants of Caribbean descent and five of Afncan descent. 



Oaly one participant was of Asian-Indian background. Che participant was refused because he 

was of European (Hungarian) descent. In retrospect, it would have been usefhl to interview this 

participant because it might have provided insights that m l d  fonn the basis for cornparison of 

the taxi driving experience of visible minonties. 

CharodmDstics of prîici'nts 

Ten drivers participated in this study. They mged in age nom mid-30s to early 60s and 

years of service ranged fkom 4 to 25 years. None of the participants was Canadian bom. They 

are natives of Eritrea, Ethiopia, Trinidad, Jamaica, Barbados and Pakistan. Two dnvers came as 

refugees frorn anintries that were at war. One participant, wbo is &iginally fiam Eritrea, came to 

Canada fiom Sudan where he worked as a graphic mia .  ~oe'  was a student in Eritrea but lefi 

when war erupted with Ethiopia. He is b e d  and has a 3-month old son. He has been working 

in the taxi business for five yean. He is a lessee driver who woiko by himself'. 

Joe (TD4) was the only participant who responded to the flyen that were posted in 

brokerages during the recniitment phase of the projeet. Other than his wife and baby, he has no 

immediate family mernben living in Canada. His accounts of his experience in the business 

reflects disillusion with his image of Canada as a 'sophisticated country with d l  those 

regulations' versus the realîty of 'unfàirncss', 'injustice' and 'comption' that are a part of his 

daily experience in the taxi business. He stays because of the independence and fieedom the job 

affords him. He says that the best part of king a taxi &ver is the 'range of people' he meets and 

the 'new knowledge' he gains tbat would not be possible if he woiked in a h r y .  

Jan 0 1) is in his early thirties and bas been driving for approximately three years. He 

has a high school diplorna and one year of college. He is single and bas no children. He leases a 

car and plate and is currently driving by hirnself. Jaa was one of the many cirivers who regularly 

' Ail the names are pseudonyms. 



attended the meetings of the taxi task force and was the first to voluntecr to be iaterviewed. He is 

quiet and softspoken. Our discussions revealed his frusfration with work and with his c u m t  

health problems, which he says laves bim unable & engage in his regular exercise routine. He 

admits to working 15 or 16 hours per day and would like nathing beüer than to take a vacation. 

His dream is to own a plate with a 'brand new car' tbat he can drive by hirnself. 

Al (TD2) is in his late thimes and has been in Caaada since 1983. He says he came to 

Canada in seatch of 'a better life'. He is Ghanaian. marri& with no chilkn. He has held several 

jobs, both here and in the United States and has been in the taxi business for 10 years. He is a 

shift driver who shares his car with another driver. Although he says he bas no 'aggrandked 

visions of trying to save the world': he is very much a part of the collective voice o f  the taxi 

business. He is unsure of whether he wants to stay in the business but says he is in the process of 

doing 'some introspection' about his life. His Unmediate plan however, is to go home to Msit his 

parents. 

Roy (TDS) is Trinidadian and a former newspaper stenographer. He bas been in Canada 

for 23 years, is  divorced and has two children. Roy has a quiet, calrn approach to his job and our 

discussions revealed that not very much upsets him. He has held jobs in a metai shop and in the 

laundry supply business. He says he left those jobs because there was 'no cornparison' between 

his wages and the 'cost of living'. At the time he went into the business, it was 'lucrative' and he 

put his name on the list for a plate. He has been in the taxi business approxirnately 18 yean. He 

is a shift driver who rents his cab on a weekly basis and ârives only during the &y. He says he 

will stay because there is no where else to go. His mure on the waiting list means he is probably 

one of the drivers who will be issued the new 'ambassador' plates recently announced by the Ta* 

Taskforce. 

Tom 0 3 )  is also a Trinidadian national in his late m e s .  He bas the energy of a two- 

year old. He is marrieci, hm two children and has b a n  dnving for 25 years. He &ove part-tirne 

for several years h i l e  attending univenity but eventuaily dmpped out and began drivhg full- 



time. He is a former field supervisor for a tobacco company and is the only smoker of the group. 

Tom's appraech to life is to let nothing bother him. He says 'youthfiil exubennce' brought him 

to Canaâa in 1969 but 'lwkhg back, 1 could say 1 made a mistake, but I'm not gohg to w ~ g  my 

han& for the rest of my life, tbat's water under the bridge'. He gets pleasure fiom 'tending his 

garden' until late into the night and exercises to keep fit. He is a shift driver who shares his cab 

with another driver. 

Ken (TD6) is a bioiogy major and fonmr bank worker with a gnat sense of humour. He 

came to Canada fiom Pakistan in 1984 and proudly infonned me that bis great grandfàther came 

to Canada 3t the beginning of the 19' centuiy. He is the only member of his family to bave 

imrnigrated to Canada since then. He is manied and has two daughters. He is concemed about 

how he will pay for their education if he stays in the taxi business without owning his own plate. 

Mer  getting laid off from several odd jobs, he went into the business because other fnends were 

also in it. He says the job was suitable because geography was his 'bat  subject in grade 10' and 

he was a quick study. At the time, the taxi training program required only two days. He is a 

lessee driver who until recently was driving by himself. Ken does not believe in exercising but 

says he goes for walks and fin& the fiesh air g d  for his mental heaith. He looks forward to a 

'long healthy life' but says the taxi business is taking h h  away f?om that goal. 

Zac 0 7 )  is from Eritrea and is in his early forties. He has been in C d  for 10 yars 

and has a college diplotna. He came to Canada as a refugee d e r  his hometown was destroyed 

during the war with Ethiopia. He is d e d  and bas no children. His family still resides in 

Eritrea and he is concerned about his mother who is suffering h m  Parkinson's disease. His 

b i l y  expects him to help them immigrate to Canada but he is unable to do this because under 

the immigration requirements, be does not eam sufficient incorne. He is a lessee driver who 

drives both &y and night shifb by himselt Like bis countryman Joe, he betieves in the idealism 

of CaMdan society as Fdir and just and is clearly disillusioned by the contrariety of bis 

experiences in the business. 



Ben (TD8) is in his late fifties, is divorced and bas two children; he is renwiiscait of a 

stem high school p~c ipa l .  He came to Caaada in 1974 fiom Bubados, began dnving taxis at 

nigbt, and went a school duMg the &y. M e n  there 'were no jobs forthcorning' in the area he 

traùied for, he continued to dnve and has been driving for 20 years. He stopped dnhg several 

times over the years to nin as a d i d a t e  in the municipal elections. He believes 'politics is the 

pervasive force that determines wbatever happens in society'. He says tbat politics is bard work 

but it is what he would like to do. He is a shift driver who rents his cab on a c h l y  basis. 

Ed (TD9) is in his early thirties and came from Ethiopia five yean ago. He is single and 

has no children. His M l y  is still in Ethiopia and he says he spends most of his disposable 

income on telephone calls to them. He bas ken driving for approximately four years and at the 

time of this interview, he was working part-the. He was recovering fkom a ncious assault and 

mbbew by two men. He feels isolated and is experiencing difficulty acclimating to the culture of 

Canadian society. He says the most difficult thing is adjusting to the disrespect of people he 

encounten. He says this is not bis country and redises it will never be. In the Ethiopian culture. 

if a child does not respect hisher parents, then the parents no longer consider h i d e r  as their 

child. Ed applies this ethic to his new country. He says the job is only tmporary until he knds 

something else. He is a shift driver who rents his cab on daily basis. 

Jim (Tû 10) is an independent driver who has been driving for 20 years. He came fiom 

Jamaica 29 years ago. He is manied and has two children. He is a former licensed electrician in 

his early fifiies. He says whenever he is having a bad day, he goes home, spends time with his 

daughter and maka dinner for the family. He spends his summer evenings and weekends playing 

cricket or soccer. 

The participants are a heterogeneous group in tenns of age, marital status and class status. 

Class status refers to their status widun the industry. Oniy three participants owned their own 

cars a d  only one owned a plate. Five of the 10 participants are maCneâ, t h e  are single and two 



are divorced. The majority of cirivers have a college or hi@ school diploma. OnIy one bad a 

univenity degree and two bad dropped out of college and two out of University. 

EpisemoIogr*caI lsw es 

Lofland and Lofland (1984) point out that the concerus we bring to social research are a 

funaion of our biography and history, of race/ethnicity, gender, experience and class. It has also 

been suggested diat what social scientists make problematic in research is what is problematic in 

their lives. In traditional research, these linkages are not acknowledged because we attempt to 

separate our biography fiom our research. As the above authors note, "the n o m  of scholarship 

do not require the researcher to base their souk, only their procedures" (Lofland and Lofland, 

1984: 8). Kirby and McKenna (1 989) contend however that researchers mua include their own 

experience and understanding as pad of doing research because they are an integral part of the 

process. 

The question of whom should study a pcirticular setting, group or question has also been 

posed by researchen. Lofland and Lofland (1984) assert that this is a matter of personal 

consideration since the questions opeak to the researcher's particular penonal relationship to the 

group and his/her personal values. Chmsing to 'start where you are' may create methodological 

and ethical difficulties. However, the authors assert thaî it is a small price to pay for the creative 

wellsprings and meaningfbl links between the personal and the etnotional without which research 

becomes merely a 'ritualistic, hollow c d .  Starthg where you are means dohg research that is 

relevant to you as researcher because it is the penonal and emotional cornmitment that will 

stimulate and sustain the passion necessary for successful completion of a project (Lofland and 

Lofland 1984). 

The impetus for tbis study was my interest in work and health issues. As well, 1 have al-s 

found race to be a paradox because it contains both truths and fàisehoods. These truths and 

falsehoods make the expenence of race and racism ambiguous and disputable; the visceral nature 



of racisrn often leads requests for instantiation. My own experience of race and work is similu to 

those documented in the expenences of other women. However, liüie has been doaimented 

about the male experience of wodc, heath or race/racism and my curiosity about theù experience 

was piqued. As well, many studies bave identified the mechanisms of racism but few have 

focused on the intedonal  level, at its impact on the daily experiences of people of colour 

(Essed, 199 1). Visible minonty taxi cirivers in the taxi industry were selected for this study 

because (a) the industry is predominately male; (b) the industry is occupationally hazardous; (c) 

there is a large number of visible minority taxi drivea; and (d) linle is known about their 

experiences in the industry or how these expenences intemct with other issues such as race to 

influence their health and health behaviour. 

May (1997) posits the research act is influenced by class, race and gender. It follows 

therefore that both data collection and data analysis would be Muenced by my 'location' as a 

wonmn of colour and as a graduate student. in keeping with the naturaiist hadition therefore, I 

am obliged to acknowledge that my own experiences, understandings and assumptions about race 

and health are a thread woven through the fabric of this study. Although 1 expected to be 

surprised by the findings in this study, there were seved results that 1 anticipated. Being a 

peaon of colour, and understanding the saliency of race in eveiyday lived expenences, 1 expected 

patticipants' stones would reveal both the latent and manifest mle of race in their lives. As well. 

because of the interaction of race and class, 1 expected that some participants might view their 

experiences as a fwiaion of class, not race. 1 also expected that some participants would engage 

in risk-taking behaviour because of the need to not just eke out a living but to rnake a profit. 1 

speculated that the 'aggressiveness' 1 observed among dnven previous to this study mighi be a 

coping strategy for stress. Also, it was possible that drivers gave liüie thought or attention to 

their health and may view threats to health as a cost of doing business. Lady, because of the 

nature of the business, 1 expected to h d  high levels of stress among dnven that may or may not 

be recognized or iwied as suc&. Some of these assumptions were borne out; &en were not. 



Being a member of the visible minority p u p  among whom 1 was conducting research did 

not parantee me aecess, rapport or Unmediate trust. Deaihg with a largely immigrant 

population, where cultural issues are involved and where 1 might be perceived as a ' m e r '  

meant it was important to develop a certain level of tmst that would eaable participants to sbare 

their stories. 'Ibis involved reiterating my commitrnents as laid out in the consent fonn and 

'being honourable' . Kirby and McKenna (1 989) define this as listenhg to our instincts and king 

authentic, "recognizing our experience of marginaiization aod using it as our toucbstone" (3 1). 

Paying attention to instincts means being willing to recognize and embrace the contradictions and 

questions that often make us most uncomfortable. 

Presentation of self becarne crucial to re-enforcing the commitments contained in the 

consent fom and to facilitating the flow of information. It also meant king perceived as non- 

threatening and with an honest yet acceptable level of incornpetence (Lofland and Lofland, 1984). 

Participants at times laughed at questions 1 posed. In retrospect, I realized that in my attempt to 

gain an understanding of the business and their experiences, 1 asked questions that to them 

seemed silly; afterall, everyone in the business knows what conaitutes a 'good fare'. On the 

other hand. my status may have negatively affected the quality of data collected regarding race 

issues. Spradley (1979) suggests that when researchers are too close to the culture, they might 

take too much for granted. As well, it can create problems in data collection because, based on a 

s h e d  statu, participants may perceive the researcher already has the answea to the questions 

and so provide little i n f o d o n .  Correspondingly, ifthey perceive you are 'ignorant' bey will 

'teach' you about their culture. 

Gaining trust also meant 1 had to rem fiom questioning their values, belief systems and 

selfcod~dence (Lofland and Ldand, 1984). Listeniag aüentively aad appearing genuùiely 

concerne4 even when it was inelevant ta the research topic, created and maforced trust. OAen 

interviews went off on 'tangents' about personal pmblems, irnmigdon issues, and fnisttations 



inherent in dealing with govenunent institutions. 1 found myseff giving advice, making 

suggestions and aecepting invitations to cultural events. 

The issue of tmst was continually ra id  over the recruitment and data collection process. 

One notable incident occurred when I atîempted to remit ni@ drivers to be inte~ewed. 1 had 

apptoached a prospective participant at a taxi stand late one evening. AAer spending 

appro'ùmately % hour in conversation, he agreed to be inteniewed and we anaoged a time for me 

to cal1 him to confinn our meeting. ûn sitting d o m  for the i n t e ~ e w  however. he refbsed to sign 

the consent fom and did not want to be audiotaped. Reassurance and explanation of the project, 

the purpose and content of the consent fonn did not change bis mind. He would taik to me but 

would not go through a fonnalized process. His explanation of his refusal illuminated his 

uncertainty about trusthg me. 

Being a member of a visible minority group benefited the research process in that 1 could 

both empathize and syrnpathize with participants. While there was a certain level of social 

distance (i.e. graduate student, female) between participants and myself, we s h e d ,  at the macro- 

structural level. the same location in the social hierarchy. That is, we shared either a visible 

minonty status or skin colour, which made raising the issue of race relatively eaq. 1 do wonder 

however, at the effect my gender had on the process, e.g. would they have shared different stories 

with a male researcher? 

My status as a female graduate sttident appeared to affect the balance of power and 

equality in the interactions. There were participants who seemed daunted by my 'student' status. 

On these occasions, I followed my intuition and attempted to equalize the balance. I taked about 

issues chat we had in common, like 'making your bills' at month's end. M e n ,  wbo focussed on 

my gender statu5 assumed the 'superior' d e ,  usually by attempting to control the interview 

process. In these situations, 1 gently reasserted my control. 

A concem that amse during the &ta collection pend  was the issue ofüade-offs, i-e. what 

were the participants getting in retum for pmviding me with idormation? Lofland and Lofland 



(1984) suggest tbat while contact rnay be short-lived, participants having the opportunity to tell 

their stories and my listening to them could be considered a trade-off. hivers were offered an 

honorafiun and 1 assumed tbat would be coasidered quid pro quo. The issue came to the fore 

when one driver (Zac), voiced bis impression that my reseatch was a fàct-fbding mission, the 

first step in helpuig cirivers deal with the leasing and exploitation issues penneating the industry. 

It was necessary to explain to this phcipant again, wbat my role was aod the limitations of what 

1 could do. This incident reveaied that although &vers read and siped the consent fom, it did 

not guarantee they understood the contents of the fom. Mer  this, 1 began detailed explanations 

about the content of the form and the implications of consent before they signed. This particular 

incident revived for me the ongoing debate regarding the meaning of infomed consent. 

The other problem that amse was where to position myself in ternis of the M o n s  within 

the industry. In order to get access to drivers and to industry information, 1 needed the help of 

brokerages, unions and associations. The division within the industry became conspicuously 

obvious while attending the deputations at Metro Hall regarding the taxi industq and leasing. 

Dnvers and plate-ownerslagents congregakd on separate sides of the chamber. in the face of the 

apparent divisiveness within the industry, my concem became how to maintain neutrality or the 

appearance of it. This concem was raised again when 1 was askeà by an association member and 

participant to write an article about the taxi industry. 1 considered the ethical implications and the 

cummitments 1 had made with respect to the conduct of the research. While my role in the field 

alternated between researcher and leamer, such an action would cornpletely transform my role. 1 

explained on the second request to write the article Q bad let the fust request pass without 

response) that 1 had presented myself as a 'saident researcher' and writing such an article would 

change that role. 1 suggested it might be possible afta 1 haû withdrawn h m  the field. In 

retrospect, this helped reinforce the trust 1 was trying to cultivate and rnaintained my access to 

brokerages and participants. 



Daru C d k i o n  and Munugrment 

Qualitative data were collected ushg semiieuctured interviews and 1 conducted al1 of 

them. A total of 10 taxi dnvers were interviewed. Two interviews were Carneci out at Metro Hall 

during the taskforce deputations, one in a food court, one in a fast food restaurant, another in a 

grocery store parîung lot and the remainder in the public area of a downtown hospital. Ananging 

interviews was problematic because of the schedules of prospective participants and the difficulty 

experienced in contacting them for confirmation of meeting times. Postponements and 

cancellations were cornmon and resulted in a pmtracted data collection phase. 

Actual meetings for interviews were relatively easy due to the work organization of the 

dnvers; i.e. they could stop in the rniddle of a workday in order to meet with me. The difficulties 

as discussed earlier were the cancellations and missed appointments. Unless dnvers bad cell 

phones, they were difficult to reach. OAen participants would agree to be intewiewed on a 

particular day but when contacted to confirm, they were unable to meet that day or they were 

unreachable by phone. 

All participants consented to the interviews being audiotaped. Audiotaping has several 

advantages. although several researchen warn against depending solely on taping and sugiest 

taking backup notes. However, audiotaping freed me from note taking about the content and 

allowed me to focus on the context of the interview and to make notes about the process. As 

well, it facilitated a more conversational exchange, i.e. making eye contact, active listening, and 

so on. There are several disadvantages to audiotaping. On one occasion, the batteries ran low 

and the last 15 or 20 minutes of the interview was not recorded. It was then necessary to 

reconstnict it fiom mernory. Reconstmchg the final portion of the interview allowed me to 

con- the quality of the audiotaped interview with the segment îhat was recorded by band The 

quality of the data were not comparable, Le. the taped interviews provided richer, more detailed 

information. 



Severai events witb respect to the data collection pmcess deserve mention. First, the 

interviews were conducted in public places so background mises made transcriptions slower than 

anticipahi. As well, because of the language issues (which were anticipated and dimssed in the 

research proposai), there were inevitable gaps in seved of the inte~iews. However, these breaks 

did not significantly alter the content or c o n t a  of the interviews. Tbe tapes were replayed 

repeatedly in order to reduce the size of the gapo. 

Second, one interview proved puticularly difficult pady because the participant would not 

a m e r  questions that were posed. He often ignored my quesiions and discussed issues he felt 

were important. OAen these were not directly relevant to the research goals. ( T h s  individual 

was the only participant who asked me for University identification). Although we had one 

previous meeting (during the deputations at Metro Hall) and although he bad read and signed the 

consent fonn before the interview began, he seemed to be under the impression that the 

University or I had the capacity to 'help' the taxi industiy. When he introduced a topic relevant 

to the goals of the research and 1 attempted to probe funber, he would respond that it was 

irrelevant. It became necesmy to stop the intewiew and explain again, the purpose of the 

interview. 

Although interviews were nonnally 45 minutes to one hour in length, this interview lasted 

well over 1-1/2 hours. Much of this information was not transcribed because it was irrelevant to 

the immediate goals of the study. The nature of the interview made it difticult to probe the 

participant's responses because he was so aegressive in his aftempt to control the interview. His 

marner resulted in a less spontaneous interaction and affected the quality of the &ta cdlected. 

Finally, as mentioned earlier, one participant with whom 1 bad a previous meeting and several 

telephone conversations, refûsed to sign the consent fonn and declined to k audiotaped upon out 

scheduled i n t e ~ e w  meeting. He was so resolute about not having anylhmg Witten d o m  that I 

did not attempt to use an intewiew pide or to take notes d u ~ g  the interview. His role became 

one of informant and our conversation became coiitext for undastandhg some of the cultural and 



oqphatioaai issues of the industiy. Athough this was a positive outcorne, his nnisal for a 

more f o d  intewiew was unfortunate because his cultural standpoint would bave added richness 

to the researcb. 

The i n t e ~ e w  format usai in the data collection was adapted fiom Kirby and McKenna 

(1989). A set of open-ended questions (Appendix A) was used to foeus and guide the interview. 

Utilizing open-ended questions dlowed a more 'give and take' appmacb to the interview pmcess. 

It allowed a fiee-flowing exchange tbat enabled participants to express their ideas and to 

introduce ideas not previously raiseci by me. It also provided opportunities for probing and 

leading the i n t e ~ e w  into new directions. Since the yrocess allowed frce expression, each 

interview differed in that it was necessary to vary question wording, trorder questions and 

substantive issues covered in the process. The disadvantage of this format is that the potential 

exists for in te~ews  to go off on tangents or to becorne uncontrollable. 

A contact summary sheet adapted fiom Miles and Hubennan (1994), (Appendix E) was 

utilized for each interview to summarize themes, missed information and questions that were to 

be incorporateci into subsequent interviews. Topics covered in the interview included: general 

life situation. length of tirne in C a  reasons for coming, family, previous work expenence. 

socio-demographic characteristics, entry into the taw business, financial arrangements: daily 

work issues, number of hours worked, physical and psychological impacts, relationships, and 

race-related issues. 

Participants agreed to foilow-up d i s  but oniy two were contacted after the interview. One 

participant requested a transcript of his interview and ihis was mailed to him. Two participants 

who were actively involved in the Association were contacted, one to get firther information on 

the activities of the Taskforce, the second con& me because he bad 'some more thoughts' on 

the race aspects of the rcsearch. T k e  short, spontaneous in te~ews  were conducted with airport 

taxi drivers and these notes were utilized in the data d y s i s .  'Ibae notes were relevant to the 

health and safèty issues in the industry aad the intra-racial segmentation within the taxi indus.. 



Two visits were made to the airport in an effort to recruit airport taxi drivers. Although no 

fonnal intewiews were obtained, the visits pmvided the opportunity to observe the drivers at the 

compounds. The visits also prwided insights into the organization of their work inside the 

compounds. As well, two visits were made to the Royal York Hotel and Union Station where 

independent taxi driven have exclusive rights to these taxi stands. The first visit was purely 

observational. It was made d u ~ g  rush hour, their busiest time. The second visit was made mid- 

moming at which time driven were approached and asked for thek participation in the study. 

Audioiapes were transcribed verbatim: however, company naines, individual Mmes or 

other identiQing characteristics wete omitted. In the eariy 

in speech, and so forth were included in the transcriptions. 

transcription progressed, only relevant data were included. 

transcriptions, laughs, asides, pauses 

However, as &ta collection and 

First names were initially used as 

identifien on the interview transcripts but were later replaced by code names in the presentation 

of the data. interview questions were included in the transcripts and were coded with the data. It 

ushg a Sanyo Memo Transcriber suitable for 90-minute cassettes, did al1 transcriptions. 

Dota Analysis 

in qualitative -dies, the researcher Y bricoleur (DenUn and Lincoln. 1994) occupies dual 

roles, as interviewer and tramcriber. This allows tentative analysis to begin eariy in the data 

collection phase. As tapes were listened to during transcriptions, notes and memos were written 

regarding similarities and differences in the &ta and a tentative coding scheme was developed. 

Coding is more than just the discovery and naming of categories (Strauss, 1987), it is "the process 

by which data are broken down, conceptualized and put back together in new ways" (Strauss and 

Corbin 1990: 6 1). Open coding, the first step in data d y s i s ,  "fracbins the data, thus freehg the 

researcher fiom description and forcing interpretaîion to higher levels of abstraction" (Strauss, 

1987: 55). 



The data were ûanscribed, formatted for, and Unporteci into NUD*IST 4.0. This is a tes- 

based data anaiysis software used for organizing and coding data. It was particularly usefiil in 

searching the data for key words and phrases. ûnce the transcripts were imported into NUD*IST 

hard copia were printed, read and coded by band. The codes were then entend into the program. 

This apprmch, though it seems redundant, fkcilitated a third reading of the traoscnpts thus 

aording fùrther familiarity with the data. Data were anaiyzed by breaking texts into thought 

units, Le. into sentences or paragraphs where they constituted a camplete thought. INtial coding 

bas too specific and restn-cted the ability to 'induce' or develop higher order concepts. This wuas 

a result of attempting to simultaneously learn the software while coding the data. It shifted my 

focus from the task ofcoding to leaming the mechanics of the program. Data were resoded 

more loosely. 

Analysis involved labelling the data using codes derived fiorn the interview guide and frorn 

the words of participants or induced Born the data. Some codes were purely descriptive and 

others represented analytic or sociological concepts. The data were coded with the research 

questions in mind and without looking at relevant literature. Using the 'coding paradigm' 

suggested by Strauss (1987)' 'conditions', 'strategies and taaics' and 'consequences' were 

searched for in the data. 'Conditions' in this instance refer to the properties defuiing the work 

environment, working conditions, work organization, structure of the taxi industry, social 

organization of dnvers, and so on. For example, the concept of 'long houn' was a property of 

'working conditions'. 'Strategies and tacti& comprised the various behaviours that participants 

engaged in at work. 'Consequences' pertained to any derences to resuhs of behaviours. Strauss 

(1987) refers to this coding as "open coding". This process of unresüicted coding resulted in 

concepts tbat were provisional in nature. 

Many segments of the &ta were double or triple cded because they seem to fit into more 

than one categoty. This cross-nferencing elucidated possible iinks in the data. As familiarity 

with the data developed, the coding scheme cbanged ad categories were reviewed and revised. 



Some codes were eliminated, others were renamed, a d  grouped hto bigher level concepts. For 

euample, clrivers attempted to contml threats to beaith by varying the flow of their work, Le. they 

alternated betsueea sitting at a taxi stand @osts) or cruising. Participants used the words 

'cmising' and 'posts' M these units of texts were coded using these concepts. While these could 

bave been translated into concepts, maintahhg the participant's own ternis kep the interpretation 

open. Strauss (1 987) refea to these as 'in vivo' codes. Later, these concepts were combined and 

later translated into the higher level coacept "improvisiag" which was then put under a larger 

categon, labelled 'Trotecting Healtb". Denzin (1989) refers to these latter codes as 'second- 

order' concepts. 

Data were also read with a view to understanding divers' conceptions of health, their 

perceptions of nsks, and their experiences of race at work. In this phase of the analysis, texts 

were read for specific words or phrases that might illuminate meanings they attributed to these 

concepts. May (1997) notes that data analysis is influenced by race, class and gender. In the 

process of inducing meaning fiom the data regarding these and other concepts, 'experiential data' 

were used. Strauss ( 1987) refers to experiential &ta as king in the anal y st's head. It is technical 

or general knowledge that is based on experience. 

Denzin (1989) contends that for any research to be considered complete symbols (words, 

language and meanings) and interaction must be combined. Referred to as theflrst 

methodological principle, he suggests that it is necessary to illustrate behaviour, not just the 

attitude of participants. So that, to ntlly understand the issues of work, race and health, it was 

necessary to link the aîîitudes of &vers to their behaviours. Thus, in searching for the meanings 

they attach to their work and health experiences, their perceptions of risk, their conceptions of 

health and their resulting health bebavioun were examiaed. Comparing and contrasting of data 

were done, particularly with respect to the different classes of cirivers (independents, lessee and 

shift driven, and airport &ers). 'Ibis provided greater understamihg of woik organization and 

control issues and the difEerent implications they had for bealth and health behaviour. 



in presenthg the findings of this study, witing began by eyiag to describe the immediate 

context of taxi &vers' work liva. Memos and notes written ove? the period of data collection 

and aniûysis were organized muad the major tbemes and coaccpts tbat describecl die taxi 

indu*. As weli, secondary data about the industry, including the By-law (20-85) were 

reviewed and used in the presentation of this chapter. As is cornmon in qualitative methods, 

analysis and writing does not occur in a lin- Eashion. Aaaysis a d  writing up of tbis project 

was a reiteiative process. Ofken writing about one code stimulated ideas about another, 

necessitating an interruption of the cunent task to write about another before the idea was lost. 

Since data hold the possibility for so many dEerent -ries, it was important to constantly remind 

myself of the story 1 had chosen to write. Since 1 haà approadied writing up the data by putting 

together memos and mini stories previously written, the process seemed vey much like putting 

together the pieces of a pude. And, very much like a p d e ,  the general outline of the thesis 

was continuaily being revised in order to find the best fit. 

hesentation of Findings 

Throughout this research project and in presenting the findings of the study, a key 

concem has been how to communicate data about visible rninorities that did not present them as 

victims but as active agents who mate and are created by the system in which they exist. This 

concem nised another issue, how to be tme to the findings in the data? That is, if 1 were 

concemed about presenting participants in a negative light, thereby reinforcing racial stereotypes' 

would it infiuence my interpretation of the data? In order fulfil Kirby and McKenna's (1994) 

counsel to be honourable and authentic, it was necessary to contextualize the findings and 

conclusions drawn by placing them in a social, historical, or cultural context. This meant 

examining the saciai reality in which participants exist and out of wbich they function (Kirby and 

McKenna, 1994). 



The presentation therefore includes a description and d y s i s  of the immediate social 

context in which drivers exist, i.e. their work environment. lbis involved "a close searching 

description of the mundane details of every life" (Lofland and Lofland, 1984: 3). Descriptions of 

working conditions is relevant because it prepares the reader for what is to come, it contextualizes 

participants' stories and it facilitates an understanding of their experiences and how they might 

Sec t  health and health behaviours. Brymn (1988) notes that descriptions of social settings 

investigated should be consistent with the perspectives of the participants in that setting. 

Consequently, participants7 words were used extensively in describing their work environment 

and working conditions. 

Strauss (1 987) notes that analysis always includes "real live" data and that choices about 

what to present are invariably challenging. He suggests though that it is important to find a 

balance when doing holistic presentations of findings. In presenting data about visible minority 

taxi driven and their work and health experiences, it was important to find the balance between 

description. analysis and the voices of participants. In this presentation, quotes are used to give a 

'sense of reality' to readers and, as noted earlier, to facilitate understanding of the phenomena 

under study (Strauss. 1987). Participants' words are used to convey the meanings they attach to 

social reality and allow the reader to evaluate the validity of my conclusions. Quotes presented 

from more than one participant are meant to demonstrate comparisons and similarities. Counting 

illustrates the representativeness of the findings within this sample and gives credence to analytic 

interpretations. Pseudonyms have used to identify participants and to provide anonymity. In the 

quotations, (..) designates pauses in speech, (...) represents deletions of words and (....) deletion of 

sentences. The [ 1 indicates where a word has been inserted or changed to facilitate 

understanding, for grammatical correctness, or to protect the identity of companies or individuals: 

With respect to inclusiomuy language, the pronoun 'he7 is used throughout the report only 

because the participants are all male. 



Presentation of findings begin in Chapter 3 with a discussion of the âünensions of the taxi 

driver's expenence. This involves a discussion of the d e n t  feobres tbat influence the 

expenence of drivers, uicluding their experience of race and theu mode of enûy into the business. 

Threats to health, which are inherent in the social and organizationai structure of work and in the 

behaviour of drivers, are presented in Cbapters 4. The protective health strategies that drivers 

engage in are presented and analyzed in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 discusses the sûuctud factors that 

aid in the protection of drivers' h d t h .  The finai chapter elucidates the major findings and these 

are discussed in relation to relevant literature. Limitations of the study are noted and conclusions 

are drawn with respect to implications for tùrther research and for work, race and hea1th praxis. 



CHAPTER 3 

DIMENSIONS OF THE TAXI DRIVER'S EXPERIENCE 

To understand issues of race, work, health and heaith behaviour, it is necessary to explicate 

the stories of individuals since these understandings are embedded in their experiences. The 

social and organizational environment of woik and the broader socibeconomic structures 

influence aîtitudes and health behavioun. This chapter explores the experiences of visible 

minonty taxi drivea. Its intent is to pmvide the context for further discussions of their health and 

health-related behavioun. It explores various dimensions of their work and examines how these 

factors influence their experiences. Specifically, îhe chapter describes their modes of entry into 

the business, the different types of dnven and what the classincations mean for their work 

experiences. Finally, it discusses the nature of work in the taxi indusüy. 

Entty into the business 

Drivers enter the taxi business for various reasons and under different circumstances. 

Their stories illustrate varying experiences and histones. Some 'fell into' the business, others 

chose to become taxi dnvers and some had 'no choice'; entq into the taxi busincss was a last 

resort. This section explores why and how participants become taxi dnvers and wbat keeps them 

in the business. Only one participant voluntarily decided to go into the taxi business full-tirne. 

He is an independent driver who made the choice because: 

1 worked on construction, actually, I'm a licenseû electrician. But about 20 yean 
ago, I decided 1, they were sendiag me on some ciary jobs, you know. 1 was g d g  
al1 the bad jobs, way out of town, so I wasn't spendhg much time at home, 1 had 
three small kids, if the kids were sick, one of us bad to stay at home, it was always 
her so 1.J h e w  someone who had a plate for saie..I had the ind-pendence, 1 bad no 
boss to cal1 and rnake an excuse for not comîng in to work. (TD 10) 



Shce he voluntaiily chose to go inta the taxi business, he may have a different attitude/ 

perspective towards his job. For him, this was an escape from a job that was not conducive to his 

lifatyle and where he felt he was king treated unfairly. He haâ the fiaancial tesources to hvest 

in his own plate. He notes that one of the benefits of this airangement is that 'he amvers to no 

one'. The independence that being an owner-driver atforded meant a better quality of Me for hirn 

and his family. 

Three participants went into the taxi business after they were obliged to rnake choices 

about school and taxi àriving. One driver worked at a job where he was separated nom his wife 

and children. He says he could sleep only in three and four-hour blocks because he worked with 

propane gas and a produd that had to be temperature controlled and checked at regular intervals. 

He left this job, went back to school and &ove part-the. He says: 

. .. .Therets a host of guys out there that went to university have not completed.. 
driving a cab and going to university is the moa difficult thing to do. ...in those days 
it was very lucrative and many, even after school, continueci to drive taxis. I 
remember. 1 would dnve Fnday night until2 a.m., get up at 8 dnve til midnight, 
drive Sunday until midnight..but my assignments arent done. But 1'11 be tired until 
Wednesday. .and the assignments are pilhg up. So I'd have to study for 18 houn 
straight. 1 was going wacko, 1 had to stop. The doctor told me I had to stop one of 
the two, either go to school and dont drive or drive and dont go to school. So the 
choice was clear..and 1 coufdn't go to school without dnving, so 1 &ove. The 
choices are clear. (TD3) 

His comments suggest that some ârivea entered the business on a part-the basis when it 

was profitable and that it was m a t  to be a temporary solution. In talking about making choices, 

this participant notes that the choice he had to d e  was clear. in redity, there was no choice. It 

was a matter of supporthg his h i l y  or furthering his education. nie traditional d e  of the male 

as provider is still a salient feature of the socialisation process. Though he perceives he was 

making a choice it is questionable whether in reality he had any choice. 

Another participant woiked in the newspaper business and came to Canada witb the . 
intention of complethg a course in journalism. He confided that he was aot successfiil in this 

endeavour and 'had no choice but to turn to the taxi cab business'. Another driver worked in 



several h i e s  and restaurants More going into t&e taxi business. When asked about acadernic 

pursuits, he admitied that be dropped out an electronics course because niends who had 

gmduated before hun could not fiad jobs. A former instrument technician went iato the taxi 

business afier completing a course in printing but could not fM a job. He started dMng taxi as 

a temporary measure and bas been driving in excess of 20 years. 

FUially, one participant who bol& a degree in biology h m  his home country went into the 

business because, %tien you corne as an immigrant, you have your own responsibilities that 

hinder your time to spend on your education". ("Ill@ For him the reasons were purely pragmatic, 

he had a family to maintain. M e r  driven taked about the difficulty of finding good work. One 

participant. in detailing his previous work expenence, spoke of the difficulty of fmding any real 

jobs. He adrnitted having a real job at one point but said he 'quit because of the politics'. 

The reference to jobs other than taxi driving as real jobs reveals the inherent feelings of 

some drivers that their status as taxi driven is a marginal, low-status one. This is illustrateci in the 

comment of one participant who says: 

. .. .I guess some people presume you're an idiot, you're a sort of dummy if you're 
driving a cab. niat's a presumption by a lot of people. They wouldn't admit it but 
that's a presumption. (TD8) 

The comment reveals the belief that there is a stigma attachai to taxi driving. This stigma 

has consequences for the expenence of visible minority taxi drivers; first, in terms of the negative 

meanings imputed to race and with respect to the perception that it is unskilled work and 

therefore cames no prestige. If the job requires no skills, then it is not a real job. That îaxi 

driving is not considered a real job is illustraied by the transient nature of the industry. Many 

driven stay only until they can find something else or they only work on weekends. The long 

houn and low pay might be a -or in this instability. The difticulty expressed by several driven 

about the inability to find good work suggests concems about quality of Me or job satisfkction. 

niey may feel trapped in their present jobs and in fact, two participants refend to taxi drivhg as 



'slavery' and another compared lease agreements to king in a 'prison'. The feeling of being 

tqped  was also reflected in a statement by another participant who in talkiag about his lease 

agreement said, "the guy completely packaged deal me". (TD7) 

For these cirivers, entry into the taxi business was less problematic tban for new 

immigrants. Their experiences differed in that they had the required language skills and had a 

support base of fiends and family members living in C d .  For tbe new immigrant, caûy into 

the job market cm be hstrating and stressful. Feelings of hstration and helplessness are often 

a result of the inability to find work they feel bey are qualified to do. Two participants who are 

relative1 y new immigrants went through retraining to overcome the problem of lack of 'Canadian' 

qualifications only to be fàced with the issue of lack of 'Canadian' experience. 

One driver, a former graphic artist, reports that he eould not find work when he first arrived 

in Canada. He characterizes his inability to fmd work as a graphic artist as a 'rejection' by 

Canadian emp foyers. When probed about why he felt rejected by ernployen, he says: 

The reason 1 was told by many employen was 1 dont have Canndian expenence- 1 
dont have Canadian experience likc graduation degrees or something..I used to be 
[a] graphic artist..so 1 was hoping to continue but 1 couldn't fiod a job that satisfies 
my experience. 1 was rejected actually. 1 was not accepted by employers. (probe) 
Race, language, if you are not perfect English speaker, if you are heavy accented 
person, for sure, many employea, they are not going to hire. That is my belief. 
(TD4) 

For this participant, his status as an immigrant and as a visible minonty functioned to make 

his entq into the business a last mon. The limited ski11 requirements and the relatively low con 

of the driver-training program facilitated his entry into the business. The feeling of being rejected 

by other employees and the ease of entry into taxi driving d e s  it an amaaive opportunity. For 

him, going into the business was also iduenced by the stigma of 'being on welfàre'. He talks 

about searching for a job for 'maay months' and says: "...evenhially 1 gave up, 1 stayed for a 

while without having any job, just taking w e h . . a t  lab 1 got information, 1 got information fiom 

fiends 2. (TD4) His comment rdects relief at fïnaIly bavîng the opportuaity to work. It also 



partly explains why the taxi business is racially segmentai; many new immigrants get 

information about the business nom fiends or neighboua. 

One participant reports that his neighbour kept encouraging him to go into the business 

when he was unable to find work. This driver came to Canada as a refiigee. He recounted bis 

expenence dealing with H u m  Resources Development Canada, stating that he was not given a 

choice in the courses he cwld take ancl so he bained for a job he did not want. Having completed 

the course, he !vas unable to find work so he became a taxi driver. He says: 

.... 1 was lwking for any course h m  manpower and dKy didn't Ove me a chance 
[with] what 1 needed to take. Anyway . .we'll give you a course, this type of course. 1 
said, 1 dont want this, 1 want this..I was new and 1 bad to accept beause ... Well, 1 
finish a machine shop course in order to be a machine operator..but when you are 
walking in the hot Sun and you dont have..you can't stand waiking. So 1 quit for so 
many reasons. 1 finish my course actually, which is good ... 1 was proud of if like 
how I made it..look at thk.1 used to go to any place and show hem, 1 have this.. 
some will be honest with you and tell me, we are lwking guys in this business for 5 
years. Well, afkr a lot of try and try, 1 gave up and start in taxi anyway. But 1 didatt 
like it: I avoided going into the taxi business. 0 7 )  

The explanation elucidates diat for him, taxi dnving was a last resort. It reveals that he had 

little choice in the decisions regarding his work life. It shows how structural forces functioned to 

infîuence his experiences as a visible minority immigrant. The data suggest he felt powerless 

because he was new to the country and did not have the knowledge or the resources to iduence 

decisions that were being with respect to him, decisions that would have implications for the 

quality of his life. 

One participant posits that 90% of taxi driven are visible minorities. Of that, he says, 70% 

are Somalians. He asserts 'there are only a few guys fiom the Caribbean' and the rest are fiom 

East india. This analysis suggests that new immigrants are the dominant group, in terms of 

numbers, in the industry. As well as the 'word-of-mouth' mechanism mentioned above, this 

phenomenon could also be amibuted to structural facors. Maay immigrants corne from 'Thkd 

World' societies and their skills and expenences are regarded as inferior by 'Canadian' standards. 



Those who wish to continue working in their professions must go thmugh a process of 

accreditation. This eaa be a long and complicaîed process and, as asserted by one participant, 

. . 
they have other obligations and do not have time to spend on iceauung. As well, the wuirement 

for Canadian experience contributes to the segmentation of visible minorities in the taxi business. 

That the taxi industry is racially organized speaks to the interaction of class and race, which 

fhctions to place the driver on the lower stratum of the indu-. That is, they do not have the 

financial resources to invest in their own plates and are thedore compelled to work as lessee and 

shifi drivers. Their location in the social hierarchy withia the industry has consequenees for their 

experience as taxi driven. 

The taxi industry has been described as a 4410w-level entry into business that will always be 

predominantly staffed by immigrants" (Manley, 1998). Such cbimcterizations can only bave 

negative effects on the people who work in the business, perticularly those who corne to the 

industry highiy skilled. Few of the drivers who participated in this study entered the business as a 

choice. They were either financially desperate, had no other job options, or they perceived the 

taxi industry was a refuge fiom the fa*ories. The opportunity for autonomy that the business 

afforded is one of the things that attracted rnany driven to the industry. 

When they were asked what was the best thing about king in the taxi business, the most 

fiequent response was the independence it afforded them. Six dnven cited either independence 

orfieedom as part of the reason they went into the business. One participant explains: "I don? 

like driving taxi, 1 am driving taxi because ifs paying my bills right now but it's not 

something ..." He left the thought unfinished but continued, %e independence is greaty'. ('ïD2) 

Another driver notes: 

Well, 1 got into the taxi business because 1 want to be independent businessperson, 1 
dont want to work for somebody so this is one chance to establish my own business 
and to grow.(TD 1) 



The concept of independence seems eontradjctocy to their l ivd experiences. Based on 

Webster's definition of independence, driven would be completely autonomous, i.e. not working 

for someone. in reality, plate owuen control dnvers to some extent, sometimes indirectiy 

through an agent. Plate ownen or their agents are L a m  to penalize drivers for perceived 

offences. Participants relate anecdotes about driven who lost the use of their plates because they 

publicly criticized plate ownen. 

One driver's cornments about Udependence captures the range of meanuigs in the concept 

and the reality of what it reaily means for taxi drivers: 

The best part, well, the thing, maybe two things about it is that you are..sort of bave 
got a 6.eer &y, a 6eer work situation. You don't have a boss on your back, you 
dont have..you're not confined to a particular building or place tbat you've got to be 
and you cm meet a lot of different people and you can do your own business. You 
can deal with your own business or your own a n .  If you're deaiing with your 
own business or your own afikin, you've got that flexibility to do what you want to 
do. If 1 want to go, if1 want to go to City Hall on the taxi business, 1 don't get paid 
but 1 can do it. Whereas, if Fm working in a ktory, even i t  .I kiow Fve a case 
where 1 told my boss, well, you can deduct money from my pay, but he says, no, no, 
no, we employ you to be here. You're tied down. It is a kind of open-ended kind of 
job. I think that it is..you can start your &y and finish it according to your..what 
you decided. Of course within the constraints of malring a dollar for yourself, you 
see. (TD8) 

Divers believe themselves to be entrepreneurs which to them means, 'not having a boss'. 

'not having to make an excuse for not coming into work' not 'being inhibited by the status quo, 

like having io be nice to your boss to get ahead'. Their understandings of independence center on 

everyday work activities such as choosing when to take lunch, when to take breaks, and start and 

stop times. Al1 this flexibility is constrained by the need to eam a reasonable wage. The 

comment illustrates that independence is understood at a practicai and fundamental level. Tbat is. 

it is framed in ternis of not king tied to their cabs or to someone else's schedule, to the 

immediate control of job tasks. It dws not extend to the brooder stn~ctunl and organizational 

aspects of their w o k  



Altbough some participants may feel trapped in the job, leaving is not an option because 

their choices are limited. As well, they are constrained by fàmiliai and financial obligabons. For 

example, new dnven who are still payhg for their cars will still bave drat f h i a l  obligation 

after they leave. This is especially difficult if they are in debt to plate owners who financed their 

cars. They are alsa constrained by the issues tbat led tbem to the business initially, i.e. by the 

lack of 'Canadian' expenence, deficiency in official language slolls a d  by racism. Finally, they 

are bound by work schedula that leave them little time for anything else. 

Asked why they stay in the business, four dnvers report that they stay because they hope to 

eventually get their own plate, one reports that he will stay only until he can find something else. 

Another states that if he does not get ownership of a plate soon, there is no point to staying. In 

the meantirne. staying means making trade-offs that have consequenees for their quality of life 

because the job is low status, stigmatized, dangerous, and provides little income or psychosocial 

benefits. As one participant pointed out however, 'the only good thing about it is, at least you're 

self-ernployed".(TD7) 

The data demonstrate diat dnvers' entry into the taxi business is facilitated by the limited 

skill requirernents, the low cost of the driver training program and the retatively short t h e  period 

required for training. As well, the stigma of being on welhre, king forced to make choices 

between school and work and familial obligations are also Eictors that influence entry. Working 

in the industry was? in rnany cases, meant to be a temporary solution to the difficulty they 

expenenced finding 'goad' work or 'real' jobs. Limited officia1 language skills, racism and non- 

recognition of previous skills and work experience contribute to the diffculty of finding other 

work. Finally, word-of-mouth among the various groups, the promise of autonomy and the 

opportunity to build their owm businesses are powefil inducements into the business. 



T y p  of ~ v e d  

The social orguiitation of dnvers in the industry is directly related their work (lease) 

agreements. The industry consists of lessee dnven, shifk divers and independent ârivers. Lessee 

drivers theoretically are investing in the taxi business. niey purchase a car, lease a 'plate' and 

are in essence independent business people. In some cases, the driver leases botb the car and the 

plate. The plate is analogous to a work permit; drivers cannot operate a cab without one. It is 

ieased on a monthly basis, which means drivea have possession of both car and plate for 24 

hours each day. As will be elucidated throughout this thesis, this type of arrangement bas major 

implications for the quality of life of lessee drivers. 

A shift ciriver rents a car with a plate on a shiit basis. Shih are usually 12 houa in 

duration and cars are rented weekly or âaily. If drivea rent on a daily basis, they must pay the 

rental costs at the end of the shifi. Each shift costs approximately $80. They purchase their o w  

gas: eveiything else is covered by the $80 charge. Participants report that it is not unusual to pay 

for shifts out of their own pockets when they do not eam enough at the end of the day. Drivers 

within this group tend to be the most transient in the industry. Many work only on weekends; for 

othen the industry is a sojourn until sornething better cornes dong. The lirnited timt alloied for 

their shih and the transience attributcd to them have implications for the experience of this 

category of dnvers. 

Paxticipants describe the independent driver as the 'aristocrat' of the industry. The major 

difference between the lessee and shifi driver and the independent driver is the ownenhip of a 

plate. The independent dnver owns his plate and car and except for a yearly plate fee, pays no 

Throughout (his work dnvers bave been described as a 'mical labour force', as 'selfcmployed' and as 
'pieceworkers'. While these terms reflect Werent conceptmiizations of work re1ations and may appear 
conuadiaory, they accurateiy describe drivers' dinmng work relations, Le. as owners, renters and lessees. 
Under the Wotkpllaœ s a f i  and insurance Board employer classification system, flœt owners are 
designated as employers. This impties that lesce and shift dRvers would be comidered employees. 
Independent driven would not be includeû in tbis categonzation. Conversely, drives are deemeâ self- 
employed by the Toronto Licensiag CO-ssion. Drivers' incornes are contingent on the m b e r  of 
customers they obtain in a given shift, hence their characterization as pieceworkers. 



extra costs. Independent drivers have what SM and lessee drivers describe as 'lucrative' taxi 

stands thaî 'nobody else can touch'. ûne participant notes t h  "an owner of a plate can make a 

decent living in the business [because they] dont bave to work as rnuch".('ïDl) niat is, the 

independent driver works shorter houa than the d e r  two classes of drivers and bas the potential 

to tam a higher level of income. The access to lucrative and 'safer' clients tban the lessee and 

shifk dnver suggests a Metent type of work expenence for the independent driver. A participant 

explains one of the main differences between independent and lessee cirivers: 

.... the p y s  that are leasing or âriving for companies..they're just hustling just like 
myself. It's just that 1 might be in a M e r  position than them. lf 1 don't make it for 
that day, it doesn't bother me as it would with them ("I7l IO). 

The comment implies that ownership of a plate provides security not af'forded other 

drivea. It manifests itself in a 'better position'. Dnven mention for example, that the 

independent driver, if he chooses, may lease his cab to a second driver. A lessee driver may also 

sublease his cab to another driver. However, as one participant points out, "it's different when 

you're leasing than when you own because the owner can take back the plate in seven days". 

(TD8) This observation speaks to the uncertainty and uisecurity that is nonnative among lessee 

dnvea. That is, the loss of the plate and their jobs with relatively short notice. 

in sum, the expenences of the lessee, shift and independent driver differ because of the 

differential effects of structural factors such as economics, the nature and organization of work 

and work conditions. An independent driver does not experience the same frustmtions, stresses 

and anvieties as the lessee or shift âriver. ûwnership of the plate means the expenses of the 

independent driver are significantly lower than that of other drivers. As will be demonstrated. 

throughout this discussion, this translates into differences in their work and health experiences. . 



me nature ofwork 

There are numerous fktors inherent in the nature of work, the structure of the industry, and 

the b r d e r  social and economic milieu tbat influence the experience of the visible minority taxi 

driver. Factors that influence their experiences include economic exploitation, prolonged work 

hours, uncertainty, cornpetition, antagonistic relationsbips, their physical work environment (the 

car) and race. Each of diese are explicated and discussed below. 

Economic exploitation: 

Econornic exploitation is experienced through lease agreements drivers enter into with 

plate owners. T h i s  experience is specific to lessee ârîvers, many of whom are visible minority 

immigrants. A lease agreement is a contract between the lessee driver and the owner of a plate. 

The agreement lays out the conditions for use of the plate. The typical arrangement involves the 

driver providing his own car, and paying maintenance, insurance and monthly radio dispatch fees 

to a brokenge. (Brokerages are companies diat rent radio dispatch seMces to taxi drivers. In 

some cases, they act as agents for absentee plate owners. Absentee owners are individuals who 

own plates but do not drive a cab). 

Under the B y-law. these types of leasing anangements are illegal. in order to fil fil the 

conditions of the By-law, which requires the owner of a plate to provide the car dong with the 

plate. the driver purchases a car and transfers owmship to the plate owner. In many cases, new 

immigrants do not have the resources to purchase a car or to get bank loans. ?n these 

circumstances, the agent or plate owner wül offer to fiaance the car. Dnvers cbaraaerize these 

agteements as exploitative. One participant explains that: 

The guy who leases the plate bas to buy the car h m  the person fiom whom he 
leases, in most cases, so maybe the car is worth $7,000 but the guy says 1 want 
E 13,000. You Say, 1 don't have enough money to pay you for the car..the guy says, 
don't worry, 1'11 finance it for you. But [the bank] bas a finance rate of 1.9% but this 
guy will tell 1 need 30%. So by the time you finish paying for this supposedly 
$7,000 car that you got for S l3,OOO, yw payhg S20K for something that is wonh 
$7,000. But aâded to tbat, this $7K[car] is not a good car so you constantly in the 



body shop, in the garage. And every time you corne off the macl, it toits you money 
ancl you're not making any money..so it's a double whamrny . (TD3) 

The comment provides an example of one source of economic exploitation the driver 

expenences when he fVst attempts to enter the taxi business. ui most cases, he must purchase a 

car fiom the lessor in order to have access to the plate. He pays an exorbitant rate of interest 

because he bas no other options and perceives bat the agentIomer is being helpful by facilitating 

easier entry into the business. This perception is illustrated in the comment of a lessee driver who 

thought he was king helped. He says: 

.... Well, this guy who sold me the fust car, he encouraged me to the business. 1 
thought he was encouraging me but he was tiapping me e a l l y .  ... he sold me an 
old. .I don't know how it passed the DOT, that's insuit to the Metro Commission. He 
sold me a totally crappy car.1 bought it because he was offering me, everyday he 
cornes to me..within two weeks the wheel was going out. (TD7) 

This participant was a new immigrant who needed to h d  work. He realized only afker the 

car began to have mechanical problems that he had been victimized. In order to have access to 

the plate. the driver must also purchase dispatch services. The plate holder usualiy specifies the 

dispatching Company to be used. One participant estimated that lease and dispatch fees 

approximate $2,500 to $3,000 per month. He maintains that a driver mua make $800 per week 

before he makes anything for himself. 

Lease agreements leave drivers vulnerable in several anas. Ka plate owner decides to take 

back hisher plate, the driver is entitled to only seven days' notice. Second, the driver's 

invatment in the car may be los< if he loses the use of the plate. As weli. plate owners can 

repossess both the car and the plate in disputes with drivea because legally they own the car. 

One driver explains how this happeos: 

.... under the By-law the pemn can give you seven days' notice and have back the 
plate. So? you might hvest $15 to SZOK in a taxi, buying the vehicle, which you 
sbouldn't be doing in the first place. Then because you shouldn't be doing it, you 
have to put that vehicle in tbe m e  of tbe owner of the pkte because thcy've got to 
show the Commission that it's theu car. So you take your money and you buy a car, 
then you put it in their name and technically, they're the owners of the cab. They 



could walk away with it. You dont have any rights, you how. (probe) In theu 
narne, yeh, they could take it if they wmt t a  And when we bad the seike and the 
p y s  wouldn't pay them, they carne and towed the *us and the police wauldn't stop 
them fiom towing bcuwse..the police said well the ownenhip is in their name. 
(TW 

The comment illustrates how the By-law governing the industry creates an environment of 

insecurity and uncertabty for drivea. It makes cirivers wlnerable to exploitation by allowing 

short periods for lease cancellaîions and by not providing an appeal process. One phcipant 

advised that if his lease gets cancelled, "1 bave nowhere to appeal it". (TD6) It also demonstrates 

that where owneahip of the plate and the car are in question, the lessee driver bas no rights under 

the law. 

The exploitation of drivers is also fàcilitated by their fear of being out of work and of 

'losing everything.' This feu stems fiom the difficulty they experience in hding employment. 

One driver expressed his concem about king 'out of job ... without any compensation.' When 

asked how dificult it is to get another plate, he said: 

Oh, it depends on how much good co~ections you have in the industry or you may 
not get it at all. 1 know so many drivers in the last few years, they're driving 
somebody else's m. They were leasing before.. . ('ïD6) 

The comment alludes to the potential difficulty in getting another plate. The limited 

number of plates in the industiy exacerbates this problem. The loss of a plate may result in 

'driving somebody else's car', whicb meam ifthe driver nonnally drives during the day he may 

have to drive someone else's carat night. 

One participant noted that the union representing taxi drivers bas attempted to minimire 

the exploitation of dnven by negotiating set prices for plate ieasing. However. not al1 dnven are 

unioaized, and as suggested by one participant, drivers collude with ownen with respect to 

setting lease prices. Drivers' fear of losing theu ability to eam a living may aocount for these . 

behavioua. ûne former lessee driver expiains how platewwners play on this fcar: 



1 used to lease one time but if you got a plate and somebody [else] cornes dong, 
they'll come and say, weii '1 want d e r  $50 a moatb'. The aiternative is either 
you give them the $50 or they give you a weeks notice. They did it with a lot of 
guys, they come $50, $50, $50. Evay time they can get somebody to pay them a 
little bit more, they come to you the driver and tell you, well listen ï, you kmw 1 
want so much more. And some drivers find themselves paying a lot more money 
that way. Tbat's b w  diey increase h m  about $600 to $700, up to abait $1,000 
now. If they hear tbat somebody else is getting $1,200, they come to you ... m8) 

The remark suggests that ifdrivers do not accede to requests of the plate owner, they have 

seven days to find another source of income. The possibility dm exists k t  the owoer may take 

possession of the car because technically, helshe owns it. As well, ifthere is a loan outstanding 

on the car, the driver risks losing the car ifhe m o t  make the payments. To minimite potential 

losses, drivers invest in obsolete police cars that cost relatively little. However, purchasing an 

0 1 4  inexpensive car creates other problems for the driver because it usually means he has high 

car maintenance costs. 

Insurance premiums are another aspect of the exploitation of taxi driven. The nature of the 

business coupled with the purchase of old cars mean clrivers pay excessively high insurance 

premiums. Divers report that insurance deductibles are as much as $10,000. Often this coverage 

does no< extend to theft, accidents or vandalism. Its only fùnction is to allow the driver to use the 

w as a taucab. This means that if an accident occun, the driver must bear the cost of replacing 

the car or risk losing his plate to someone else. If a lessee &ver taka on an additional driver, the 

insurance costs are also increased. However. his leasing costs are reduced because they are 

shared between two people. On the other hand, ifhe loses the use of the plate or if the car is 

involved in a severe accident, two people lose theù livelihoods. One participant who was sbaring 

his car with another driver relates his expenence with leasing: 

. .. .I felt tired and 1 dont know wbat to do..I put another driver at aight, I told [plate 
owner] I'm putting ciriver, he raised tbat much because Pm putthg night driver, 
because 1 can't aBod to wok 24 hain a day..SiOO a week, it's total abuse. But 1 
dont know what to do. 1 just [oeed someone] to drive a night SM..& 1 told him * 

and he puts bis name to be insureci and everything and you dont klieve, within two 
months the car went out, accident. Tûe guy was driving nights, he was drivhg 1ued 
at 4:00 in the mocning, he ciossed stra.iNt Iw, whatever, and somebody hit and the 



car totally went and he was aiive. You know what bappened, Fm not goma pay you 
a penny. Although 1 used to pay him like $700 a week, including ianuaDcc and 
evesiihu>g, he said, I'm not gohg to pay..ifyou dont [ga] new car, I1m going to take 
the plate, plus he was charguig me on a daiiy ôasis tili 1 b ~ g  a new car- 1 said 
where ta go, where to go complain?, 1 dont know..who do 1 go to? This guy 
mpletely packaged deal me, insurance, plate rental, displtch fée. And now he's 
asking me, he goes to the accident scene and he took his plate and he says, he's 
taking the plate, if you dont pay them a weekly payrnent as if you are worbg. .I1m 
going to take the plate from you. 1 &nt know wbat to do, I'm fînancially 
trapped..after this, building this business for a yew.1 ody get in an accident, I'm 
totally out of business. (TD7) 

The anecdote captures the various dimensions of the taxi driver's expenence. Finf it 

illustrates the wlnerability of drivea with respect to lease agreements as well as the control plate 

ownets exercise over them. This driver's powerlessness is illustrated in the precarious access to 

the plate and the unpredictability of his worklife. It expliates the exploitation and abuse to 

which he and other drivers are subject at the han& of plate owners and insurance companies that 

specialize in 'taxi only' insurance. The notion of being 'packaged deal' suggests that he feels 

trapped. This feeling is echoed by other participants who refer to leasing as a 'prison' or as 

'slavery'. It also demonstrates the helplessness and fnistration he feels because he has nowhere 

to go for social support. If he wishes io retain the use of the plate, he must continue to rnake 

rnonthly payments, with or without a car. The aneulote also revcals two notable aspects of the 

taxi ciriver's experience, i.e. the dangers of night work and accidents that are a result of fatigue. 

The above data reveal that economic exploitation operating through the mechanisms of 

lease agreements and insurance rates have implications for taxi drivea' experience. It 

demonsirata that the stnicture of the industry innuences their experience of work. For example, 

the Commission Ercilitates the economic exploitation of driven by allowing its regdations to be 

circumvented. The By-law incmes the insecunty of drivers and ôicilitates the procas of 

exploitation by allowing short lease cancellation notices and by providing no recourse for drivea 

who lose the use of a plate. Immigrants are susceptible to tbis exploitation because they are new 

to the country, have few mources and littie howledge and are usuaily desperate to fiad work. 



As well, the excessive fiaance and insurance rates on can and the high costs of leasing and 

dispatch fees have major implications for the quality of life of driven . 

ProIong2d work hours: 

Working long houn is another fcature of the taxi business that has implications for the taxi 

driver's expenence. Long hours of work are associated with the lease agreements and the 

resulting high costs of doing business. It has implications for driven' experiences because it 

speaks to the quality of their lives. Long houn are particularly problematic for lessee driven and 

specifically for lessee driven who operate a cab without a second driver. in t a h g  about the 

effects of long hours on drivea, one participant says: 

So rnany divers, I how, they have big families, they stay in their cars practically. 
They rnay go home only to have a sleep for few boum. I know them because the 
time 1 go home they're still working, sometimes 1 come back next day, they're still 
working. That means they might go home or may not bave gone home. So many 
times you see them sleeping just in fmnt of a hotel so that the first customer gonna 
wake them and they could go. Late houn, you know. there is nobody sa they're the 
first car sitting in fiont of Toronto General. 'ïhey rnay be sleeping in the car, the 
customer gonna come and open the door..they gonna wake up and just drop them. 
It's a vety different type of life than most of the people think ...(TM) 

He suggests that driven live in their cars and go home only long enough to sleep. Three 

participants mentioned that it is common practice for drivea to sleep in their cabs, usually in 

parking lots. in front of hotels, or in alleyways. Two drivers adniined to sleeping in their cars 

during their shifts. If bivers are sleeping in their cars overnight, it meam they are away fiom 

their families for extended pends of time. It also suggests they may no< be getting adequate rest. 

One participant notes that "you don't have time to spare, span time to enjoy your life, to 

enjoy other activities7'.(TD4) He admits that the long houn are affecthg him ~ O W ,  but he is more 

concemed about the future and the amount of time he will have to spead with his baby who is 

now a new bom. He is concemed because 'borne of bis niends who have kids, they do have this 

typical problem".(TD4) Another participant asserts that worLUig long boun ''the persos the 



individual bas no time for himself. to do aay serious seKanalysis, it's one continuous motion of 

trying, with no benefits or any sort of thiag".(TD2) He says: 

.... The amount of time you have for youiseifù very, veq small and so, ifyou're not 
carefbl, you get hto the point where you begin to neglect your looks because.. 
paxticularly if you have to lease a car..with some of these people they have to keep 
the car by themselves 24 houn, you're going ad you're gohg, gohg and you 
hardly have time. (TD2) 

nKse comments demonstrate ârivers' perceptions that leasing is a fàctor that Muences 

the quality of their lives. It implies that drivers may bave diminished levels of social suppon 

because they spend so much time away from their îàmilies and friends. nie commeats also 

suggest that because drivers have so little leisure time they may not take time for personal 

maintenance. If ârivers do not have time to maintain their appearances, it may have implications 

for their ability to attract clients and rnay result in their working even longer houn. 

Another participant ad& that taxi âriven have no health or overtime benefits, that 

'everyday is the same' because they have 'no holiday work conditions'. He says that unionized 

dnvers are entitled to one week's vacation: however, only four of the approximately 17 

brokerages are unionized. One participant notes that the worst things about dnving a taxi are "not 

being able to make enough money and not being able to take a vacation like anybody else". 

(TD 1) Another suggests that for taxi drivers, every day is the same. He States: 

.... And you know what most rnakes me sa4 when I see long weekends, nobody in 
the City. 1 wish to take a rest fiom the car. But this car, every second has to be paid 
for (probe) .... But if you are. .you want to be serious and have a real vacation Iike, 
real whole days, it's up to you. (TD7) 

For this participant, his financial obligations preelude taking time away h m  dn'ving. If he 

wwts to have a vacation, he must be willing to tracle economic well-being for leisure. The 

comment reveals that even on holidays, when 'there is nobody in the City' driven are dl1 

working. His cwvnents speak to the quality of his life, the types of choices he bas and to the 

constraints inherent in the stnictural conditions of his work. 



Participants note that they work between 10 and 12 houn per shift. One shat driver 

explains that he works seven days per week because "then's no way you cm make enough 

money if you take days off'.(TD2) Lessee and shifk drivers who share their can with a second 

dnver report that they work a minimum of 12 hours, at least six days per week. Lessee drivea 

who do not share their cars work longer houn. One driver points out that: 

... if you drive a double shift you probably work 16 hours, you don3 work less than 
15 anyway, you work more than 15 hours in a double shifi. Only those who own the 
plate, they don't work that much because they don't have too much expenses aod 
s t u f f . * . o  1) 

This means that independent driven can work shorter hours because they do not incur the 

level of costs that lessee and shiff ârivea do. Although the comment shows that lessee drivers 

will work as much as 16 houn per day, one participant observes that lasee drivers who do not 

have a second driver will work fidl 24-hour shifts. These extendeci work hours often occur on 

weekends when drivers Say there is an increase in the volume of customen. In relating his 

experience working without a second driver, one participant notes: 

... the shift going to be like 7:00 to 7:00 everyday, minimum. Fridays and Saturdays, 
sometimes you dont go home. Like, one Saturday, ! remember, 1 worked almosf 
like 1 staited Friday in the &pime. 7 o'clock, 1 was al1 Friday night and 1 went home 
around Saturday moming, 7:30,8 o'clock. (TD6) 

This suggests that driven will work inta the night and this bas implications for their 

experiences. One participant who works both &y and night shifts notes tbat 'driving at night is a 

lot of headache' and that he gets easily imtated &r dnving the long houn during the day. He 

asserts that he does not like dnving at night but 'it's the only solution in my hand'. For lessee 

âriven who work alone, the impetus to work longer hous is having 24-hour access to the car 

coupled with the concern about paying the high lease cosis. 

Driven also extend their work houn when they have not eamed enough to meet their 

financiai cornmitments. One participant, wbo was inte~ewed at the end of bis workday on a 

Sunday, reveals that he normally does aot work on Sunâays but he bad not earned enough money 



durhg the week so 'he bad no choice'. He admits that sometimes, even with the long houn he 

puts in, there is little return on the investment of the .  His exphnation underscores the dejection 

he experiences on such occasions. He says: 

... it's not easy dnving 12 b u n  a Qy. Maybe the first 10 years it's okay. You go to 
sleep at 1 I and you wake up at 4. You're in the car by 5,5:30, and you paik the car 
at 4:30, S..day after day. It's baid. Ifit was rewding, rnaybe it waild take some of 
tbat sharpness off the edge..but under the system, a m e r  ploughs his land, plants 
his seeds, it cornes that high and then hail cornes and smashes everythuig up. He's 
distraught. That's how 1 feel..Itve worked al1 day and this is wbat 1 bave. (TD3) 

His comments suggest that the 'system' impedes bis ability to eam a living wage. Under 

the 'system' a driver must work long houn in order to -ver his leasing costs. 'Ibat the practice 

of working long houn is a hction of the structure of the industry is elucihted Ui the comment 

of a driver who says: 

1 used to Iûise but 1 found that when you're leasing, most of the guys that drive. .are 
leasing, you find they are dnving about 14-16 houn a day. So, ualess you have a 
very reliable dnver..when you have one vehicle, you got to have a reliable person to 
drive it. If you dont have that person to drive with you, you're gonna find younelf 
driving extra houn. (TD8) 

If drivea do not have a second âriver, they will work longer houn. Dnvers admit that it is 

dificult to decide when to quit and they often only stop when they have made enough to cover 

their bills. One driver notes that "at the end of the &y, it's tiring but there is no other choice. 

You've got to make the money to pay your bills and that's it."(TDS) 

The data demonstrate that prolonged work hours Muence the experience of taxi drivea b!, 

reducing the amount of tirne they have for leisure, family, and Gends. This suggeJtr that they 

will have decreased levels of leisure and social support, dequate rest and less time for personal 

maintenance. It also illustrates that the social and organizational conditions of work influence the 

number of houa that drives work and constraùis their choices with regard to their quality of life 

(e.g . taking vacations). 



Economic uncertainty: 

The economic unpredictability of the busiaess and the unceitainty inberent in dealhg with 

clients are salient features of the taxi driver's experience. Tbe uncertainties with respect to 

leasing are explored in the section entitled Economic Exploitation. This section b i s  with 

drivers' experience of economic uncertainty. n ie  uncertainty they expenence is influenced by 

the nature of the industry, Le. they are subject to the capriciwsness of clients. One driver 

remarked diat the number of people who take cabs is decreasing because of their own financial 

concems. Uncertainty is ewcerbated in the summer montbs when many people prefer walking to 

riding in a cab. This uncertainty is reflected in the following comment: 

Supposing you're driving by yourself, you know you have to pay $200 ... so you 
gonna rnake sure you have $200 in your pocket before you go home. It may happen 
in 10 hours or it may happen in 24 houn you know..so you gorina be out. (TD6) 

Several issues are revealed in this comment. First, it illustrates the i n t e d o n  of long 

hours and uncertainty; i.e., drivers are prepared to work longer houn in order to reduce the level 

of uncertainty. It also means that lessee drivers who do not share their cars with another driver 

will work longer houn to earn the requisite amount of income. As pnviously mentioned, sharing 

a car means drivers will also share leasing c m .  This belps to reduce the number of houa tbey 

work. The unpredictability of the business means he has no idea how many houn he will have to 

drive in order to earn the income necessaqr to cover his costs. 

Drivers also repon that working 12 or more houn tach day does not parantee that they 

will earn enough income to pay their bills and eam a living wage. Conceming economic 

uncertainty, one participant notes that: 

....In general, dnving a taxi now is like fishing..you could be fishing there and i'm 
here, you catch a fish and 1 catch notbing. You put your Ihe back in, you catch 
amther fish and 1 catch nothing..so, it's luck. But a good driver couid make his 
luck. (TD3) 

Another &ver says: 



It's very chaotic out there. You m o t  d e  a living. S a m e t w s  you go home 
with about $15, sometimes $20. It's almast impossible. Of course sometimes you 
get a bit lucky but that is very rare. Lilte I worked yesterday and it was good. If1 
had worked today, it might have been the opposite. (TDS) 

The reference to being lucky rnay be a refiection of the conditions in which drivers are 

operating; Le., the depressed state of the economy and the intensity of competition for customen. 

It also reflects the inhience of the organization of woik. nie industry is organized into areas (or 

zones) and six cabs are assigped to each a m ,  some of which are busier tbaa others. For example, 

the downtown con is a busier and more lucrative place for taxi diiven tbao, say north of the City. 

Therefore, where a driver works may influence his level of income. 

Dnvea report thai it is not unusual for waiting periods on cab stands to extend one hour or 

more before they get a customer. One participant comrnented that driven can sit for hours on a 

taxi stand and a customer "comes out and wants to go around the corner". (TD8) Another 

admitted that he once sat for seven houa on a taxi stand and got only one customer. He says: 

....y ou know..I sit seven hours on Constellation Hotel..by the airport. 1 got my first 
d l .  in 10 minutes 1 get into my car going to the airport. 1 thought ifs the best &y 
for me, it's gonna be a good day for me. There were only two, three cars on 
Constellation and so 1 sit there. 1 get nothing. Nobody came out of the botel, no - 
came out ... AAer seven hours, 1 got a cal1 on the radio and that p y  was in a bad 
attitude, working with Ontario government, NDP governrnent at that time and he 
cornplained against me to the TLC. (TD6) 

Getting an 'ahport run' first thuig in the moming and then getting nothing else for the 

remainder of the &y explains why sorne chivers perceive that their ability to eam a living is based 

on luck. The notion ihat their income in dependent on 'the fates' is a gened consensus among 

driven. However, they do have ways of increasing their luck. The uncertaioty has implications 

for drivers' experiences because it infîuences the number of houa they work and the way they do 

their job. e.g. engaging in competition with other clrivers. 



Competition is a salient aspect of the taxi driver's experience. As the number of taxicabs 

increase and the number of cuitomers decrease, chvers compete on two ftonts; with each other 

and with illegal cabs and iimousines from other jurisdictions. These iUegal cabs and airport 

limousine operaton pay 'eookies' to hotel doonnen who 'feed' them customers. 'Codiies' refer 

to monies paid to doormen in exchange for providing customea and 'feeding' refea to the 

p d c e  of giving the 'better fares' to preferred divers. Better fins refer to customers who are 

going long distances, usually to the airport. 

The proliferation of technology (e.g. fhx machines) bas reduced the volume of tbeir 

business. Competition fiom new businesses, e.g. carier companies, has decreased the volume of 

packages normally delivered by &S. As well, the travel industry has had a negative effect on 

the taxi business with the advent of its dl-inclusive packages for travellen who would nonnally 

take taxis. One driver explains that: 

About 15 years ago, 10 - 15 years ago, you used to be able to make something out of 
the business but since the recession and lot of changes in technology with fox 
machines and competition fiom couriers ..and odier economy packages offered to 
travellen by the hotel industry and things like that have taken a lot of money out of 
the ta.. business. So where in the past you could work 10 houa, a 10-hour day and 
get away with it, nowadays you cant do it because the overhead costs for taxi drivers 
is quite high. (TD8) 

The comment illustrates that the proliferation of technology and other marketing schemes 

have decreased the quality of bis life by lengthening his working day d reducing bis level of 

income while, at the same time, the cost of doing business has increased. It also suggests that 

divers perceive technology as a cornpetitor. 

Driven use technology in their day-today work in the fom of radio and computerized . 

dispatch systerns. Bath these systems have implications for the expenence of the âriver. Radio 

dispatching facilitates competition because divers cian hear when a cal1 is being dispatdied. As 



well, competition is fostered by the nature of the business and by the organization of woik A 

participant explains how their work is organized and how the dispatching system works: 

... the dispatching depends on where you are and also let's say there is an ana, in that 
area where they have a p s t ,  they cal1 it, where you sit aad wait. Ifa compaay calls, 
if you're first on Iine you respond a d  you get the call, whatever order cornes 
first..and ifthere's another one the second guy gets it, t h ' s  how it works. But if 
you're in the area, in the zone..if there wmething came up and if you [the dispatcher] 
look for a car, if you're in that area, you say I'm in such and sucb place and you get 
the order, if you win...if you're close to the order..that's how it woiks. ml) 

The idea of 'wiming' eluciâates his perception that he is competing with his co-workers. 

The phrase, 'that's how 1 play my garne' was used by one participant in referring to the way he 

organizes his work. This participant notes that when dispatchers try to h d  cars that are 

'ccuisiag' the zones, dnvers who engage in competition, will misrepresent their locations in order 

to get customen. ('Cruising' refen driving around in designated zones in search of customers). 

The competition ihat ensues when calls are dispatched is illuminated in the comments of another 

participant: he says: 

... the dispatcher gives a fare location because there's nobody at the post. Everybody 
is pro-driver..I'm here, I'm here, I'm there, I'm there, 1 dont do it. That's why 1 lose 
money in this business sometimes because a lot of bad drivea. I dont know how 
(they've] been created, like, 1 dont feel even sometimes to drive a taxi but 1 have to 
do it for one thing that 1 told you.. .(TD7) 

The rernark implies that if a driver chooses not to join the competition, he will suffer 

financially. It also hints at antagonistic relations between &vers that may be a result of the 

competition between them. As well, it expresses the ôustrations he is experiencing with respect 

to his work. The concept of competition and the possibility for creating antagonistic relationships 

is also elucidated in the comments of another participant who explained the ciifferences between a 

computerized dispatch and a radio dispatch. He says that in a computerized dispatch order 

... Nobody else in the Company is aware of it. But as in the other case, when they 
give you an order, people run and steal your order because everybody hean where 
you have to go. And if you're not close, you loae your order. C11)2) 



The comment iilustrates that driver5 compete witb each d e r  by getîhg to the locations of 

kes before the dnven to whom the calls were given. Tbis bas implications for &vers' 

experiences because they must msh to get to the customer ahead ofother cirivers. As well, it 

creatcs problems between drivers because it -ses anger aod fhsüation and engenders 

amagonistic relationships. 

The data dernonstrate îhat competition is a con fcanire of the taxi driver's experience. 

Their perception of the industry as a cornpetitive one is iilustrated in the way they talk about their 

experiences, (e.g. using words such as 'win', 'lose', 'garne'). Cornpetition is faciiliitated by 

various factors in the organuation of their work (e.g. dispatching system). if drivers do not 

compete, there are consequences because they may not earn enough to meet their financial 

obligations and this has implications for their overall well-being. However, when driven engage 

in competition, the likelihood exists for antagonistic relationships to develop. 

Antagonistic relationships: 

As mentioned above, antagonistic relationships between clrivers is a ftnction of 

competition, which is facilitateci by the nature and organization of their work. The feelings about 

competition and its effects (e.g. linle social support among drivers) are reflected in the comments 

of one participant, who says "...taxi drivers are not really your fiiends, cause you dont know 

them..cause they are also in the sarne vicious circle ...Y (TD2) However, not every contentious 

relationship is rooted in competition for customers. These relationships also develop in 

interactions with police officen, dispatchers, plate owmen, hotel doormen and other public 

drivers. 

The perceived antagoaistic relationship between dnvers and police results fkom the 

conflicting goals and perceptions of their roles. Mven  argue that they are 'taxi chvers' and that 
, 

has a particular meanlng for them. It meam bey must, or will do, wbatwer is necessary to please 

their clients because their livelihood depends on that. The duty of the police is to maintain safety 



on the roads. They perceive driven are 'professionals' who ought to kaow and foliow the rules 

of the r d .  One participant says: 

... they tell me, oh you should know bette?, you're a taxi driver, pmfèssionai. Course 
I'm professional but 1 have to go out there and make money. ml) 

His role as a 'professional' means bis job is to d e  money while the expectation of the 

police is that part of his role as a taxi driver is to know and adhere ta the rrafnc b u s .  Their 

diffenng perceptions and priorities cause eonflia. 

nie concentration of cabs in the downtown core and the limited nurnber of parking spaces 

on tau stands, mean bat drivers spend much of their time trying to avoid being ticketing by 

police and parking enforcement officen. Much of their time is also consumed going to court to 

dispute fines or going to police stations to protest ' h s m e n t '  by police officen. There are 

diffenng perceptions of the police arnong driven. Some cirivers maintain that the police are just 

there to haras them. They assert that 'police hate taxi drivers' and go out of their way to target 

them. One &ver explains that even at the taxi stands, private cars will take taxi spaces, forcing 

the cabs to sit outside the boundaries of the taxi stand. He says the police will fine the driver for 

being outside the codhes of the taxi stand but will not fine the pnvate W. Mers  believe that 

the police will fine drivers only when they break the law and that they are 'only doing their jobs.' 

Although participants have suggested many police officen 'don't treat clrivers with much 

respect', none explicitly said they were harassed because of their visible minority status. They 

attributed the behaviours to the negative perceptions of the public and the police: 

... the police in the City, bey bave this notion in hem that al1 the taxi driven are bad 
dnvers. Supposing, if there is any accident in the City, you see one should be a taxi 
the other should be a private car, you can easily say the h l t  is fiom the private car 
fiom your judgement. But everybody passing on the road go- Say, this taxi clriver 
must have bit that car..without even knowing what hajymed or how it bppened, 
they gonna say it's the taxi drivers Ewlt. So s u p i n g  somebody rear-end a taxi 
you know, nobody gonna say that he or she hit the taxi*, tbey gonna say, he must 
have backed up. (laughter) (TD6) 



Although the statement was made with humour, the wderlying implication is tbat the 

public has a negative perception of taxi cùivers and this has implications for their experience at 

work. One participant explaias for example that public driven make it dinicult for thern to do 

their jobs. He notes drat ".... evea some of the public, they bate taxi drivers, oh you think you own 

the road". (TD3) He explains that public drivers will often not let cab drives in fiont of them and 

driven will then engage in aggressive behavioua that result in antagonistic relationships. 

Dispatchers are also a factor in the experience ofârivers and are in rnany cases a source of 

fnistration for them. Four of the ten participants said they avoid working with dispatchers 

because they tend to be abusive and disrespecthi1 to drivers. For cirivers who depend on 

dispatched fares to eam incorne, dispatchers are indispensable. (Dispatchers operate out of 

brokerages and provide customers to the drivea through the radio or computerized dispatch 

systems). Some drivers perceive dispatchers are racist and report tbat they engage in the practice 

of 'feeding.' 

In making a point about the historical racism of dispatchers and the practice of feeding, one 

driver asserts, "I speak no different now than 1 spoke then, but the dispatcher used to Say, 1 can't 

understand what he's saying, to give it [customers] to their white friends". (TD3) 'Feeding' is the 

same practice engaged in by hotel doormen. in the case of dispatchers, 'Mer' customers are 

given to their niends. Another participant, in t&ng about his experience with dispatching and 

dispatchers relates an incident he overheard on a radio dispatch. He says: 

... he's [the driver] having a problem with the dispatcher, and the dispatcher was 
telling him, 'corne to the office' and Fm listening to because 1 have to operate the 
radio because this is my computer. And the p y  say, 'why, you want ta beat me?' 
And the p y  Say, 'it is cruel to beat an animal'. m7) 

He switched to a different company that had a computerïzed dispatching system. About tbis 

system he says: 

...[ company] computer which is useless arcept for you are sa% nom the headache 
with the d o  nom abusive words fkom the dispatcher or some stupid drivers. 



The comment illustrates the type of abuse atperienced by drivers and shows that the radio 

dispatching system fkilitates the abuse. It also icveais this driver's M o n  with both the 

dispatch system and his CO-workers. His apparent hostiiity towards his CO-workers may be a 

result of cornpetition. The perception that dispatchers are disrespectfil and racist, combined with 

their practice of feeding creates hastility between the two grwps. 

Drivers who sit at taxi stands at the hotds express anger and âustration with hotel doormen 

and illegal limousines and cab driven. As mentioned earlier, hotel doonnen accept money fiom 

illegal cabs and limousine driven in retum for providing hem with customers fiom the hotels. 

Drives report that they will often conftont doonnen about the 'unfâir p d c e '  of giving clients 

to illegally operated cabs. In mon cases however, it is the driver who gets penalized. One 

participant explains that : 

Sometimes, if it's heated up, they cal1 police, and the police gives you trespass 
violation. The hotel is considered like private property. It's not on..some are on the 
street but most of the time when you pick up a customer, it's h m  the fiont door of 
the hotel, which is the property of the hotel. So if you try to deal it, or if you 
confiont them. sometimes they d l  the police and the police gives you trespass 
violation, ticket. (TD4) 

Since this practice is illegal under the By-law, drivers perceive that it is udhir for the 

police to cite them for breaking the law while nothing is done about the practices of the hotel 

doomen or the illegal cabs. incidences such as these serve to create antagonistic relationships 

between dnven and hotel doormen and the police. Dnvers also hold the Licensing Commission 

responsible for allowing the illegal praaices to continw. With respect to the Commission, one 

driver observes that: 

.... Nobody telis them anything..the Licensing Commission bas not enfoiced any of 
the regulations. They got a big by-law and they do thhgs but a lot of major things, 
they dont really hone in on pmblems. They're legolistic more in certain ways, in 
certain problems tbat they would deal with iike the owaenhip of the plate or 
removing plates or, when a failun 0f.h the inspection pmess or ifthere is no 
insurance, those major things. But in the &y-to-day ninniag of the industry, they 
ignore it. (TD8) 



Since it is the '&y-to-âay running of the iadustry' tbat most influences driven' 

experiences, they perceive tbat the Commission is not concaned about theu welfare or their 

concerns. Participants also suggest tbat the ant~onism between pkte ownerî and driven is a 

result of the Commission's unwillingness to stop the perceived exploitation of drivea. One 

driver notes that: 

.... I can tell you most of the dnvers' aggravation and hsûaîion towards the Owen 
is because the Commission won't do anything and they feel they are just losing 
money everyday to these people.. ..Most of the aggression h m  driven, as Ev as 1 
know is because of, you get a g y  with 30 or 20 plates and he's d l  g d n g  issue 
fiom the Commission right? He doesn't work, he doesn't drive, he just leases the 
plate out and collects the money and he's still got his name on the list, getting plates 
from the Commission. This sbouldn't be. nie plates should be given to the p y s  
that are putting in 12, 14 houn per day and taking al1 the risks. This is wbere a lot 
of these driven..the aggravation is coming fiom. niat's why they don't like ownen. 
A lot of drivers will tell you, they don't like owoers because the owners are getting 
al1 these benefits from the Commission. (TD 10) 

The comment illustrates drivers' perception that the Commission's administration of the 

industry unfairly Eivoun plate ownen. Much of this conflict stems fiom the issuance of plates 

and fiorn lease agreements. It illustrates drivers' feelings that they put themselves at nsk by 

working excessive houa in a dangerous occupation wbile the benefits accrue to plate ownen. 

Participants dso report t h  the Commission has delegated powers to the police, giving 

them authority to. for example, stop dnven and check for 'trip sheets'. (Trip sheets are records 

of customen and charges that driven mua have with them at al1 times). As well, there are 

Commission-appointed inspecton who have the authority to cite cab drivers for various perceived 

offences. With the increased focus on the incfustry in recent rnonths and the campaip to 'clean 

up the indum', dnvers perceive they are king unfairly targeted: 

....&y made, they siarted to beef about smog and cabs tbu are smoking awhile 
back. If you make a by-iaw, you cadt just target taxi cabs. There are a lot more 
private cars in the city than taxicabs, right? You look at wme of tbese buses, these 
Greyhouad buses, they are the worst smog people in îhe city and these big trucks. 
Why are you gonna just target this littie package of 3,500 can, taw. Isn't there 
somahing going on here? .... the Commission sees tiaese cars on the road and sees 



the bad state that they are in and they do nothing about it. So, you c d t  b b e  the 
ownen, you have to blame the Commission, they're not enforcing the niles and by- 
laws. (TD 10) 

ïhe temark reflects drivers' belief tbat the Commission fiialitates the 'penecution' of 

drivers, The assertion that the Commission is aware of the condition of taxjcabs but chwses to 

do nothing suggests that drivers are being held to stPadards that the Cammission does not uphold. 

ïhis perception is further illustrated by this participant who posed the question: "ifthe 

Commission says this car is fit enough to be on the ioaâ, how can the cops stop you and tell you 

your car isn't fit enough to be on the road?'. .IO) 

The data elucidate that antagonistic relationships are a significant aspect of the taxi driver's 

experience. The police, the Licensing Commission, plate owners, hotel doormen, dispatchers and 

other users of the roaû, constitute the driver's experience of codict. niese adverse relationships 

originate in the structure of the industry (e.g. Licensing Commission), the nature of the business 

(e.g. cornpetition) and are grounded in individual behavioun (e.g. dispatchers engaging in the 

practice of feeding). 

The car as a workpluce: 

A unique feature of the taxi driver's experience is that his car is his workplace. Much of 

their workday is spent inside the car and this has implications for their work expenence. As well 

as king their workplace, the car serves as a home away h m  home. Drivers oflen take naps in 

their cars when they are working double shifts or when they get tired during a shift. They also eat 

in their can while sitting at taxi stands or while 'cruising'. Lease agreements and financial 

resources of drivers largely detennine the quality of the cars they drive. That is, a driver's 

classification and his permanence in the industry duence the quality of the car he drives. A 

shifk driver reasons that: 

.... most garages, if you drive for them for a while, you tend to get the same..they 
tend to give the best cars to the oldest drivers or, you know, certain drivers, dnve a 



particular car, they'll retain it. So long as you're a regular driver. But if you're not a 
regular &ver, they'll give you anything else..you get the oldest ones if you just 
come fiom off the stre et.... m8) 

He is explaining the how the social organization of drivers detenniaes who gets old cars 

and who gets 'better' cars. Transient shift drivers for example, will get the older, less d e  cars. 

The benefits tbat accrue to a 'regular driver' highlight the üansient nature SM dnving and the 

value attached to stability in the industry. 

Participants perceive that die volume of business they obtain is affected by the condition of 

their cars. One driver describes his car as an '8-yeardd Chevy with no air conditioning' and 

uncornfortable seats. He says that eustomers cornplain about the 'junky cars' and he specuhtes 

that illegal limousines would be less problematic if taxi drivers &ove better can. Another 

participant notes that he has no air conditioning and that this rnakes working during the summer 

months particularly dificult. He says: 

. . . .Daytime, in the summertime it's hot, you must have an air conditioner. To reach 
fiom one point to one may take time so you get easily tired. Two hours, you are 
exhausted, above exhaust [ed]. You're not cornfortable, unless you have a gwd, 
whatever, like if you are a plate owner. (TD7) 

If he has no air conditioning, the heat of the summer months combined with long houn of 

dnving means he will be easily exhausted. The comment also reveals the consensus in the 

industry that only independent drivea can afford better quality cars. This sp& to the effeas of 

lease agreements and to the benefits of having financial resourccs. 

In sum, the data suggest that the car plays a significant role in diivers' expenence of work. 

They use the car as a home away h m  home and it is their workplace. The condition of the car 

influences their ability to get clients and bas implications for s a f i  and well-being. The quality 

ofthe car a driver uses is dependent on his resources and on his location in the social hienrchy of 

the industiy. Their financial resources and their stability in the industry largely determine this. 

Al1 these issues speak to the quality of woik iife of the taxi driver. 



E*pniencing Race: 

Race and class are also features of the taxi driver's experience. The saliency of race and 

class changes depending on the context of îheir experiences. As the pdcipants* narraiives 

reveal, there are situations where there is uaeertainty about racism. This rnay be amiiuted to the 

interaction of race and class. As well, since racism is often covert, it often leaves the drivers 

uncertain about how to characterize an encounter or incident. Racism is defined in terms of 

actions, procedures or cognitions that contribute to the devebpment or maintenance of systems of 

domination and oppression (Essed, 1991). It is the interactional level of race and it is both 

matenal and intangible and can be expressed overtly or covertly. 

Three dnvers descnbed specific incidences of racism; othen made general comments with 

respect to perceived racist incidences. The statements were characteristic of past and pnsent 

expenences. An exernplar of the generality of the comments is elucidated in the statement of one 

participant who states that although he gets "a few obnoxious clients, me] can tell the ones who 

don't really care for you". (TD 10) The statement reflects his use of intuition, evaluative skills. 

and historical events. That ist he is likely drawing on past experiences in making these 

assessments. 

Other participants framed their responses to questions about race in terms of interactions 

with clients, the police and so on. Two participants framed their responses in historical terms and 

four reported the use of racial sfun or other derogatory terms by clients and dispatchers. One 

participant states that when he began driving yean ago, 'people would iepuest not to have black 

driven.' Now, he says, bhck drivers are mmonplace and people expect that their driver will be 

a visible minonty. The normalizing of visible minorities in the industry does not negate the 

presence or effects of racism. One participant explains that: 

... I don't know if you could observe it. The discrimination is there, you koow it, but 
it's Iike a slap al1 day long* you get used to it. When a guy hits you with a crow bar 



on your head, tbat wakes you up. But you get the waLe up cal1 sometimes, people 
use..'you stupid nigger' and this. We have to ignore it; you can't fight.. .. (TD3) 

The comment reflects seved issues. First, it iliuotratcs his perception that racism is there 

but it may not always be discemible; when it is expressed in coveit ways it is deniable and 

mitigable. It also suggests that it is integrated into bis everyday routine so that it becornes part of 

the fabric of his life. This is demonstrated in the comment 'you get used to it'. The notion of 

king 'woken up' also supports the idea ùiat race, in the everyday experience, is often latent; that 

drivers' experiences are 'ordinary' until an event like the usage of a derogatory terni rnakes it . 

unusual. The comment that 'you can't fight it' reflects a belief that racisrn is a fact of life, that it 

cannot be changed. Having to 'ignore it' means that to draw attention to incidences of racism 

would be to highlight bis powerlessness. It may ais0 suggest that in order to earn his living, he 

mua leam to overlook certain issues. This participant's perceptions are also nflected in the 

comrnents of another participant who says: 

... we live in a racial country. Race does everything but 1 have not been ... well, 1 
guess 1 have been penalized. I'm dnving taxi in a very affluent country. But, like 1 
don't think about it ... so 1 don't really allow myself to wony about it. But 1 am sure 
that probably there is some racism that is, you know, underlinhg so many things. 
It's probably racial for them not to do anything about it [leasing], shce it affects 
only black people and non-Caucasians and sfuff like that. Other than that, 1 carat say 
anything..what happens in the taxi industry is a microcmm of what happens in the 
society . (TD2) 

The comment supports the above perception that racism is a fàct of life and he too feels 

there is nothing he can do about it. Not dowing hunself to 'thiak about it' means not dealing 

with the consequenees of racism (e.g. driving taxi in an anluent country) and serves to alleviate 

his feelings of powerlessnas. Assening that the 'industry is a microcosm' ofsociety suggests 

that racism is part of its framework and that it is difficult, ifnot impossible to alter such a 

gargantuan entity. mus, although he views racism as problematic, he sees it as a condition that is 

immutable. His comment suggests acceptance or at least resignation to the realities of society and 

his lived experiences. 



Racism is also experienced tbmigh the ideology of negative steieotyp~. ne ~egative 

perceptions of visible minorities are not limited to stereospes of them as chinais. There is also 

a prevailing perception that they lack UiteUigence. 'Ihis is demonstnted in the commeats of one 

driver who had been woiking as a taxi driver wbile going to school. He says: 

....[th e] incident that stood out with me, I was studying at York University. That's 
how 1 narted dnving a cab b s e  1 bad to pay my way duough. So one &y 1 was 
reading a book, we had exams..and 1 think the nome of the book was "Five Great 
Essays by John Stuart Mill". We have an exam on phiiosophy and 1 was reading dus 
book, one of three 1 had to read. It was 3:00 in the moming and I'm making b y  
while the sun shines because 1 got to get it doae, but 1 got to have money too. This 
guy came in the cab and once I saw him 1 tumed the book over. He picked up the 
book and said, what's a taxi driver doing reading a book I l e  this. 1 said somebw 
le& it in the car and 1 was just lwkiag at it. He said, I klieve so bccausehe called 
me Jamacian..you Jarnacians are so dumb, what do you lmnv about John Stuart 
Mill. 1 found myself apologizing to him for reading the book (probe) Because this 
is the climate you're in. The very nature of the taxi indusûy is prejudiced. m3) 

Several aspects of race are revealed in the comments. It rdects his perception of the 

histoncally prejudiciaVracist nature of the taxi industry. He draws on his bistarifal knowledge 

and understanding of racism in order to determine that the experience was a racist one. The 

someone attempting to put himself though school; it illustrates a prevailing ideology that is used 

to marginalire and pathologize particular groups or nationaiities, i.e. lack of intellectual ability 

and thus incornpetence. Since this participant is not Jamaican, it also demon- the practice of 

ignoring the individuality of visible minorities, i.e. they are al1 from the sarne place, they are al1 

the same, and so on. The question 'wbat's a taxi driver doing reading this book' elucidates not 

only the widespread notion of lack of intelligence but also the prevalent negative stereotypes of 

taxi dnven as people incapable of otber work. The experience also reflects the interaction of race 

and class, Le. he is a visible minority and be is also a taxi driver. The negative meanings 

amibuted to his status, raises questions about his intelligence. 

As previously mentioned, drivers believe there is a perception that taxi dtiving is a job of 

last resort, a job for people who are uicapable of doing anything else. The percqtion of 



ignorance combiaed with traditional stereotypes of visible miwrities, particularly people of 

colour, reiaforces the uiferiority attributcd to visible rninority cab drivas. As a i e  driver 

observes: 

.... 1 guess some people presume you're an idiot, you're a sort of dumrny if you're 
driving a cab. That's a presumption by a lot of people. They wouldn't admit it but 
that's a presumption.. ..(TD8) 

Although the statement does aot specincally address racism, it retlects coguitive elements 

of the phenomenon, i.e. prejudice and stereotypes. He suspects thaî individuals may bave 

prejudices diat while they may not admit to them; they may unconsciously act out those feelings. 

These cognitive and affective &ors may manifest themselves in behavioun such as rejection: 

for example, refùsing to use the services of particular drivers. ûne driver talks about how 

customers go about refusing his services. He says: 

... 1 couldnt believe one time..they're very smart, you know, the customer. T'hey 
know mostly, who take a taxi. If they see you and they dont like you, they'll Say, 
oh, I have a charge with such and such a Company. Which means if I'm driving 
Royal, if they see Cwp ,  and they can take Co-op, even though we're sitting. Or if 
you're driving, they pass me and they go behind me. So..or, the one going the other 
way, if they're on my side and I'm going and they flag and I stop, no, no, they gonna 
get the one passing by to make a U-tum and pick them [up] so they choose al1 in 
different way, to pick whatever driver they want.(TDl) 

While racism can only be inferred in this anecdote about the rejection of the driver and his 

services, for another participant it is more overt. His perceives that his rejection is based on the 

prevailing stereotypes of visible minorities and immigrants. He States: 

.... people they are basically, 1 can't say they're racist but, they're the ones who can't 
adjust with other people. They see my turban and they're gonna say, no, no, Fm not 
going with a Paki. (probe) Once in a whik you get it. And so many times the 
person coming out of a hotel, he gonna think Fm a new immigrant, without even 
talking. He will thiak 1 caanot even s p a k  English and explain myselfand he's 
gonna go to the next car. Without even checkhg where he's go@ if 1 h o w  it or 
not because he would prefer to go to the next taxi. There [are] so many diings which 
is in this industry tbat is not always good. (TD6) 



First, the comments reflect those of previous participants about the spomdic naîure of race- 

based abuse. As well, w h e r a  other dnven perceive they are king rejected based on skn 

colour, demonstrated in the statement 'people would request iiot to have a bkdc driver', this 

participant's statement highiights wbat he perceives are the elements his rejection, his turban and 

perceived hck of official language skills. He beiieves that it signifies to customers that he is an 

immigrant and that one of the characteristics of an immigrant is that hdshe c m o t  speak the 

ofticid languaga. T h i s  is a common stereotype of taxi drivers that tends to reinfarce the notion 

of inexperience or possibly incornpetence. His beliefthat customers perceive that he rnay be 

incompetent is reflected in his next statement. He says: 

....( they] view that you may not know the City, you rnay not know the language. 
You may have a problem with expressing yourself or understanding his or her 
needs..so they treat you like, as if, some kind of a raw person getting into the job. 
Like supposing there is a new receptionist at the once, so tbey tnat you like that., 
like you dont know anything about it. Because they make their perception at your 
looks. without even opening your mouth. (TD6) 

Asked how he feels about the abuses and rejections he experienca, he says: 

.... how would I feel, it's very fnistrating [sometimes] if I'm not in a good mood. 
M e r  times, 1 rnay easily say okay, find another one, the one you like. (TD6) 

His comments are reflective of the two previous participants regarding the inevitability of 

racisrn and racial abuse. He tm recognizes that it is problematic, particulady when he is 'not in a 

good mood'. On other occasions, however, he seemingly accepts it as part of his expenence and 

suggests they find a 'suitable' driver. His earlier comments also reflect ambivalence at labelling 

an incident racism, even when it is overt, ic .  using a racial slur. L l e  his CO-worker, he likely 

perceives there is nothing he can do if customen do nct want to hire bis cab or about the 

stereotypid views of customers. His limited lines of d o n  agauist racial abuse serve to 

reinforce his powerlessnas. 

in general, social interactions are ofien pemieated with uncertaînty. Drivers say they deal 

with dl kinds of people who are on the whole, all susiigers. Tbe nature of covert iaeism may 



therefore intense fcelings of uncertainty for dnven. A &ver illustates the ambiguity of his 

experience in social interactions with customers when he says: 

ûne thing tbat bathers me sometimes is, you've got to drive some racists in the City 
and 1, I fétl that 1 dont want to be servicing those kinds of people but Uiere's no way 
of hiowing. Of course, legally youtre not supposeâ to refuse people but you could 
& dnving somehody who is a Klu Klux Klan person. When 1 drive some of these 
[clients], 1 wonder who they are, you know. But there's no way of knowing ....y ou 
get al1 kinds of types on the job. You meet al1 kinds of people, you know. (TD8) 

The statement reveals tbat although be would pnfer not to provide service to potentially 

racist clients he is unsure of who they are. Even if he biows, he is unable to refuse them service 

because the By-law states he must provide his seMces to anyone who lawfully requests it. The 

acknowledgement that you meet 'al1 kinds of people' only serves to increase the uncertainty of 

his experiences and reflects a certain lack of control or powerlessnas. This participant also 

believes that because he is black, clients perceive he has information that other driven do not. 

They presume he is involved in illegal activities or that he knows where to get illegal substances. 

He says: 

Some people presurne because you're a black taxi driver you're into h g s  too. I've 
had people lave a white driver and come to me because he wants dmgs. He corne 
and takes my cab and then he asked me about dnigs. Most black people they feel 
are connected with dnigs. (TD8) 

This comment reflects the prevailing stereotypes of blacks and demonstrates one of the 

effects of the historical criminalization of black males. It illustrates how structural factors 

W i o n  to influence micro level issues, i.e. how negative stereotypes and popular media images 

of blacks affect the experiences of individual blacks. His self-image as a lawabiding citizen is 

impugned when customen assume that because he is black he is involved in, or has information 

about illegal activities. 

The uncertainty inherent driven' experience of race is also demonsMted in theu 

conversations about their relationships witb the police. One participant used the word 'persecute' 

in talking about relationships with police. Some driven suggest that they are king 'picked on' 



by police. However, this perception is not a general consensus among drivers. Tbcre are other 

dnvers who feel the police are 'just doing their jobs and if the des of the r d  are followed, 

'they won3 bother you'. Oae driver who believes tbat the police only issue fines when drivers 

break the nila argues: 

1 don't think the police hassle rnost taxi drivea. I've beea in this for 25 yean and at 
night the police have nothing ta do and 80% of  the vehicles on the r d  afkr 
midnight are taxis. And some taxi dnvers rarely, you know, they dont stop at the 
light, they corne to a stop sign and..rolling stop and 1 think you'll hear fiom those 
guys that the police barass them. Fm fiieadly with a police sergeant and he told me 
that he has [subordinatcs] who are anti-cab &vers. They hate taxi àriven. But the 
general run of the miIl of police officers, 1 don't think so. But I'm positive that you'll 
hear that some p y s  Jaying because I'm black the police officer.. but 1 don't believe, 
I'm not saying it does not exist.. .. m3) 

The ambiguity for this driver is reflected in his belief that iacism exists but he is uncertain 

about the circumstances under which it accurs. His uncertainty is compounded by the knowledge 

that some police do 'pick on' driven but others do not. The comment reflects a codict between 

what he believes, what he knows and what he feels. In this circumstance, he gives the benefit of 

the doubt to the police, suggesting that driven do break the rules of the road and that the police 

are therefore justified in what they do. 

Divers often make judgements about racial experience and engage in behavioun based on 

the conclusions they draw. As the data above suggest, these determinations are often made based 

on historical knowledge and experiences. The expenence of one participant at a taxi stand when 

he fint became an independent driver illustrates how his first encounter with his new CO-workers 

influenced his judgernent and his resulting behaviour. The meeting led him to the conclusion 

that : 

... white drivee don't care for you tw much. They know you're there but a lot of 
them wish you weren't, just by their attitude. 1 remember the first t h e  1 went to 
Union Station when 1 became independent. 1 pulled up on the stand and this guy 
came and said to me, do you own this taxi? 1 said as faras 1 know, yeb. He says, do . 
you want to show us your ownership? 1 say, who are you; you're not the 
Commission. And then he say's well, ifyou're gonaa be &wn here, you'd M e r  
leam to play the game. And h m  that, you kiow, it's just a different attitude. These 



guys tW that this cabstand is theirs and anybody else is jwt intniding on tbeir 
place, you know. So 1 kept my distance fiom them .... (TDl0) 

The comments are ii~lothêt example of the effects of the prevailing stereotypes and images 

of blacks. They illustrate tbe sllnikrity of tbe experience of m e  among visible miwrities (e.g. 

the experieace of the driver above who was reading in his cab). For this participant, king 

'dinerent' by vimie of his visible minority status raises question as to whether he belongs at the 

'independent' taxi stand. He says that as a visible rninority among the independent chers, you 

are 'cast as an outsider'. The independent taxi stands are lucrative and exclusive stands reserved 

for independent drivers who are considered 'aristocrats' by shift and lessee drivea. He is 

requested to prove he belongs there because he does not fit the 'profile' or 'nom' of an 

'anstocrat' taxi driver. The dernand to pmve himself again reflects the ideology of prevailing 

stereotypes, i.e. visible minorities do not belong (in certain places). The statements also 

dernonstrate the changing intensity of race and class. That is, ahhough class status provides 

cenain privileges, in some contexts, race huiaions to negate those privileges. 

Keeping his 'distance fiom thern' suggests that the social distance4 created by race 

increases. This is exacerbated by his perception that he cannot mist his CO-worken. He recalls 

that on one occasion he asked a CO-worker to pick up one of his 'regular' clients. The client later 

told him that the driver he sent had attempted to negotiate with him. ms again highlights the 

influence of cornpetition in creating antagoaistic relations). Chwsing not to inte- with co- 

worken serves to highlight his already marginalized status. This behaviour however, reflects his 

attempt at caping with the reality of his experieacn. 

Driven attempt to deal with their expenences of m i s m  in different ways. The data thus 

far demonstrate that in some cases they ignore it or awprlnormalize it. In the case of the 

4 F i  uscd to mean 'aioofiiess and inagpiopcbabüity', especially W œ n  nembers of différent social 
stmk this tenn is also used fomially to denote formal institutiooali;ted systems such as the apartheid and 
cuie systems of South Afica and Iodia J p y  aid Jary (1995) suggest howevtr îhat stxatification exist in 
al1 wcieties. The tcrm is used here to &note distance bctwecn racial grwps. 



participant referred to above, keepiag bis distance mans  he seeks rolidanty with d e r  blacks 

inside and outside ofwork. He says: 

... I have a couple of West Indian guys tht, ifmy customer alls me and 1 can't make 
it, I'U send them. But I waild never send a white guy .... You just keep your distance, 
do what you have to do, go dom there. 1 tell the- I'm not here to make hiends, 
I've got my friends at home ....(TD 10) 

While this participant's coping stratcgy is action oriented, anotber participant uses a more 

cognitive approach to dealing with racism. He says: 

Dr. [ m e ]  fiom T ~ i d a d  was one of the most prestigious men in the Caribbean. He 
was black. My Brandfather was a doctor, he was a bladc man. When we were small, 
we were brainwashed. When you saw a white person, you thought he was Jesuî' 
uncle. in a sense we werent wrong because we were cxposed to the elite. When 
you come here and you see these bums on the Street corners, the life 1 lived in 
Trinidad is supreme to the life these people live. (TD3) 

His comments rpflect a defense against the racism he experiences. He attempts to counter 

the widespread stereotypes of visible minorities as unintelligent and incapable by painting out 

historical and prestigious figures who are black. He points to the influence of dominant ideology 

on blacks in the Canbbean, which is pady a product of colonialism. The statement also reveals 

an interesting class dynamic, i.e. here in Canada he has a reduced class statu compared to ihe one 

he bad at 'home'. He draws cornparisons between the quality of his life in his home country and 

the quality of life of whita in 'their own'. Pointing out that he was 'Mer  off in his country 

than they are in 'theirs', is a way to reconcile his experiences of racism. 

The data demonstrate that drives expenence racism dumigh the actions and beliefs of the 

people they encounter at work. It illustrates that they experience racism through mechanisms of 

uncertainty, powerlessness, racial durs, and rejeciion. It elucidates as well, that not d l  situations 

are racir and that in some cases, situationai fiutors change the inteasity of race and class, and 

serve to create the uncertainty that &vers expenence. With dispatchers for example, cirivers are 

not always sure whether the antagonistic nature of their relationsbip is a result of race or of 

rancour in the heated exchanges when cirivers are competing for &es. The meanings attributed 



to m e  affect theu day-to-day work experiences because clients wül d u s e  their seMces based on 

racial and cultural markers or d l  insult or demcan them by using racial slm. That race 

influences their lived expenence is dso illustrated by their entry into the business and by the 

racial stnicbuing withui the taxi industry. 

Summciry 

This chapter explored the dimensions of the visible taxi drivers' experience at work. The 

salient feahires of their experience include economic exploitation, economic uncertainty, 

prolonged work hours, competition and antagonistic relationships. As well, it examined the 

implications of having a car as a workplace. It examined the emy of driven into the taxi 

business and analyzed the implications it has for theu work expenences. It described the 

different types of âriven and explained how their location B the intemal hierarchy of the industy 

influences their experiences. Finally, drivers' experience of race, its atûibuted meanhgs and the 

implications for their worklife were discussed. 

The data demonstrate that fhctors such as economic uncertainty, economic exploitation, 

and competition al1 Funaion to Muence the experience of taxi drivers. The economic insecurity 

is partly a product of exploitative lease agreements. The unpredictable nature of the business and 

the broader economic conditions give rise to longer work houn for the driver. Antagonistic 

relationships occur in interactions with police, dispatchers and otber public drivers. As well, the 

exploitation by plate owners and the perceived unwillingness of the Licensing Commission to 

intervene, operate to create antagonistic relationships between divers and plate owners and 

between driven aml the Commission. Fiaally, the cornpetition that is inherent in the business 

engenders antagonistic nlatiomhips between drivers. AU these haon d a t e  the taxi drivers' 

experience and Nnction to create threats to their psychologieal ad physical weU being. The 

types of threats to which driven are exposed are e x p l i d  in Cbapter 4. 



CHAPTER 4 

THREATS TO HEALTH 

Chapter 3 described and analyzed the dimensions of the taxi driver's expenence. The 

section concluded with the assertion tbat those -ors hctioned to Muence their health and 

heaith behaviour; that is, they are a source of physical and mental threats to the health of drivers. 

This cbapter outlines and examines the Werent types of health threats to which driven are 

exposed. These threats are embedded in the nature and conditions of their work. 

Types of heafth threats 

Threats to taxi driven' health include working long hours, victimizations, stress caused by 

conflicts, and cornpetition. As well, they include the organization of work, which comprise 

elernents such as cruising and night work: risk-taking, which includes behaviours such as 

compromises and trade-offs made that constitute threats ta health such as smoking or forgoing 

personal care. Each of these is discussed below. As well, driven' perceptions of what constirutes 

a health threat are woven into the discussion since it is posited that these conceptions infiuence 

health behaviour outcornes. Perceptions of threats to health are influenced by the nature of work 

and by industry or group/social n o m .  

Working long hours: 

Long work houa are normative in the taxi industry. The practice is linked to the high 

coas of leasing and bas various imp tications for the health and well-being of taxi dnvea. As 

noted ûtrlier, participants report that shift and lessee drivers work a minimum of 12 houa or 

approxirnately 80 to 84 houn each week. Some cirivers report that they work double shifts on 

weekends because it is a particularly busy time tbaî provides tbe oppomuiity to d e  up tbe 



income not camed durhg the week. The aeed to work long houn is a M e r  to leisure t h e  and 

consequently it is perceiveci as a threat ta mental health. Tbe lack of leisure means drivea are 

more likely to be stressed and this rnauifests itself in health-adverse behaviours. One 

panicipant surmisa for example that drivers are impolite to c1ient.s because they are suffechg 

fiom mental stress. He argues tbat the constant about incorne coupled witb the long 

hours of work causes ill-health. He asserts: 

. . . why does the public complain..driven are surly and rude..the driver doesn't mean 
to be wrly and d e .  When you look at the the ,  it's 3:00 in the aflemoon ancl you 
have $30 in your pocket and you figure I could only take in another $19 20 buch, 
wouldn't you be surly? It's pot that the guy wants to be surly. His mental health is 
affected. (TD3) 

The comment reveals a connection between insufficient leisure, incorne insecurity, and 

mental health. Driven' apprehension about their ability to eam sufficient income is heightened 

by a la& of ieisure caused by working long houa. The fnstrations result in negative behaviours 

such as discourtesy. Even when driven are exhausted, it is difficult to take time away from work 

because they have no benefits. Taking time off means loss of income and this serves to 

esacerbate their tension. The consequence is a cycle of long hours, stress and anxiety that 

sometimes manifests itself in behavioural problerns. This behaviour is illustrated in one 

participant's readion to slow drivers on the road: 

. . . .I reall y get mad, 1 get mad and sometimes when I see the faces of the people, then 
1 feel sad for responding tbat way..cause truly, some of the people have no business 
being on the road, you know..old ladies and youag girls and they have no ciue what 
they're doing. And one of the things that taxi drivers get impatient witb is they 
understand the diffcrent f o m  things take and different things and reaction time and 
they get impatient ... . m2) 

This participant says tbat he yells and scieams at other driven on the road. The behaviour 

reflects anger and hstration. He is impatient b u s e  he feels 'old ladies and young girls' are 

slow and are not 'good drivers' who 'slow him dom'. This type of behaviour creates negative 

images of taxi drivers and makes ii more ditlicult for tbmi to do their jobs. 



The perceived discourtesy of driven might also nsuh in further loss of incorne. As well, if 

they are hstrated by their inability to eam a reasonable incorne, bey may engage in health- 

adverse bebaviours such as aggrasiveness oa the roads. Tbis exposes hem to physical risks. 

One participant reports that woikiag long hours coupled with his inability to eam sufncient 

income have resulted in a loss of empadiy towards people. He says: 

.... So the problem 1 am having is now by workuig too many houa and..too long, 
like I'rn lasing a lot of my physid and also..kindness..and having feelings towards 
other people..you know being kind because 1 got hstrated by not making enough 
rnoney so, I star& to develop this kind ot.ûebaviwr, that 1 dont let people to cut me 
off or dont let people get in fiont of me because anytime, if someone corne in fiont 
of me they drive slow so another taxi pull in fiom another Street and get ahead of me 
and he's gonna get the fàre. So that's the main other thing that 1 have to aware of 
every time when I'm dnving..that 1 have to be able to make money cause if Fm not 
making money 1 get headache and that's the big problem..I dont d y  look at 
anything else except how much money I'rn goma d e  because the big problem is I 
have to pay for the car..I rait the car. p l )  

This driver, who leases a car and drives by hirnself, exhibited a high level of mistration. 

He reports that he is experiencing headaches, h e e  and back problems and he attributes these to 

the long hours in the car. His refusa1 to let othen to 'cut him off implies he may engage in 

behaviours that could be dangerous to himself and to othen. His comments reveal his amiety 

about income as well the role of cornpetition in creating these behavioun, i.e. another taxicab 

rnay get ahead of him and will get the customer. The dueat to bis health is highlighted in the 

comment '1 don't look at anything else except how much I'rn gonna make'. It suggests that if his 

focus is on competing, he may be less aware of potential health hazards. 

He feels that his lease costs are too high and that in ordet 16 have money for himself, he 

has to work longer and baider, which increases the possibility of accidents. Having to work 

harder means that he may mise for longer periods because cruising afFords better oppomuiities 

for getthg clients. He later states rbat he got into an accident and attributed this to fhtigue and 

lack of exercise. He says: 

... Like last tirne 1 was three days, miss my exercise and 1 bad a small accident. 1 
was [ad the stop sign ail of a sudden..I was using the radio and I was writing and 1 



didn't realize, 1 l& my fwt..but îhat's by being tired. So tbe car was rolling forward 
and this p y  was makhg a left tum [at the] intersection. When he made a Iefk tucn, 
he hit me on my driver side..I didn't fel the car was rolling, 1 didn't even realize 1 
let go of my foot..I wu hoiding it (brake) but 1 just slowly, you know.. @robe) The 
main diing is 1 was tirai, too, not looking at, 1 was writing up here, a couple of 
seconds, it wasn't even a minute. ml) 

He perceives that the la& of exercise depleted his energy levels and caused bim to be less 

alen. 'Ihis lack of awareness is evinced in bis comment that he did not d z e  he had let go of the 

brakes. His fatigue affects his job performance and increases the danger to b e l f  and to othen. 

Fatigue is common among lessee driven who do not have a second driver and therefore tend to . 

work 24-hour shifb. One lessee driver notes that: 

... 1 work both shih myself. 1 dont have driver so 1 work until 1 get exhausted. If 
I'm tired, 1 go home, sleep. If 1 feel gooâ, 1 go out and work. 1 dont have any other 
driver, so 1 work mixed, day and night. (TD4) 

Fatigue may cause driven to fall asleep at the wheel. Severai drivers reported king Ured 

and drowsy during their shifts. This ntay be exacerbated if driven do not get adequate rest 

before their shifts begin. nie data suggest that drivers rnay in fact not get adequate sleep. The 

following comments illustrate drivers' sleep habits: 

Mostly six hours but that's about, sometimes less than six houn..and it really makes 
you tired and sleepy by the end of the week ... On top of that, you put longer hours 
close to the weekend because at night it is more busy ....(T DI) 

... 1 dont get as much sleep as 1 should. I work on a regime where I get the driver to 
corne to me at the end of his shift and 1 pick ... so it's a tight schedule. I'm used to 
staying up late at ~ g h t  and to do that, 1 got to try and go to bed earlier..and 1 dont 
always get to bed earlier. So 1 get.1 sleep short houn. On the weekends 1 tend to 
get a late moming, Saturdays and Sundays to make up for that cause like..sometimes 
i'rn dnving and 1 get drowsy .... (TD8) 

Yeh, so at the end of the day, 1 get exhausred, tired, then 1 go home, sleep, til the 
next shifi. Maybe 1 can have two hours [before] the next shi& When 1 wake up, 
have my breakfast or be ready for my ... work 12 hours, you get tireci, you sleep, and 
continue into the next cycle. (TM) 

The data illustrate that lack of sleep is a health bazard (Le. getting drowsy while driving). 

nie effects of d e q u a t e  sleep are heightened as the workweek continues and drivers' ability to 



recognize the signs of danger, for example, may be diminished. As well, drivers have been 

characterized as 'cantankerous', 'rude' and 'surly', behavioun that rnay be partiy attributeâ to 

The cycle of sleep a d  work whicb is implied in the temarks suggests a lack of, or the 

potential for, diminished levels of social support. Che driver reports becorning estranged from 

fnends because they do not undentand the nature of bis business. For another driver it means 

having no oppomuiity for ~e~refiection, for nuiaullig the emotiod or physical self He m e s :  

.... you never bave any t h e  for you rself.... a person, the individual bas no t h e  for 
himself, to do any serious se l f4ys i sY it's one continuous motion of trying to..with 
no benefits or any sort of thing coming so..you have no break...of course, you dont 
have any social üfe..you don't have any real fiien âs... (TD2) 

The cornments suggest that the nature of the business impedes driven' ability to rnake and 

maintain social ties. For example, even when driven share a cab, they rarely see each other. 

Two participants said that they parked the car outside the other drivers' homes at the end of their 

shifts. This usually happens while the other is still asleep. Another driver reports that 

communication between himself and his paitner only occurs when there is a problern with the car. 

Long hours also mean isolation from their communities. One driver, in taiking about social 

activitia says: 

... social life is also big problem because since you don't have time for yourself, you 
cannot spend time for your social activity like gaihenng or attad a party or invitation. 
Although might be ceremony regarding your community, you cannot attend easily, 
you know. So it's really hstrating, you don't have time to spaie, spare time, to enjoy 
your life..to enjoy other activities. You are human king; you are not a robot, so you 
need certain activities and varieties. Even to enjoy your life in, stimulate your 
mind. .It's big problem. (Tû4) 

Feelings of isolation and discome*ion fiom community are particularly salient for new 

immigrants who do not have close familial ties in Toronto and for whom being witb membea of 

their communities is the closest thing to fàmilial support they will get. ûnly one of the three new 

immigrant driven had h i l y  members in Canada. Neither of the other two eams enougli to meet 

the immigration requirements aecessary to sponsor h i l y  memben. One participant notes that: 



....I couldn't bring my fâmi1y.J bave a lot of fàmily m want to bring, even my sisters 
now, all the family have kiâs and they want to send them here. They ask al1 the tirne 
and I've failed, 1 don't ûnow what to say to them, 1 just give dian promises. m7) 

The pressure ofrole obligations ad the inabihty to filfil them causes feelings of fidure. 

The fear of t3iilure may compel cûivers to work longer hours. This participant related a story 

about a âriver fiom his community who haâ sufEered an emotiod coUapse because he had been 

working 24-hour shih without adequate rest. He says, "...I usd  io hear him on the radio [#] 

thatts the plate number, please send [begging for kes]. ..". ('ïD7) Another reported that a driver 

had comrnitted suicide afler he bad 'failed' to provide for his family. As suggested earlier, the 

constant Ettigue can lead to behaviourai problem and depression. Tbis participant m7) reports 

feeling 'saci' whenever there is a holiday and he is unable to take the t h e  off 

Drivers also express concems about the affects of the long houn on their h i l i es .  One 

suggests that the long houn in the car means "no vacation, no rnaintaining your health, just 

maintain the car ...y ou don't raise a Eunily, you don't raise a child, don't be h u m " .  (TD7) Two 

driven, who are cunently single, express concems about ever having the opportunity to taise a 

family. Another States that his 'gets irritated' with his wife. He attributes his irritation to the long 

houa and the hstmtions of his job. 

Drivers perceive that their jobs are meatally not physically dernanding. One participant 

reports that at the end of the day. he is not physidly tired but he is mentally exhausted. Another 

says that the job is mentally tiring and "when you're tired mentaily, you'll be tired physically as 

well".(TDS) As illustrated below, king mentally tired speaks to the denwds of the job. One 

driver notes that: 

.... driving a taxi, you have to concentrate aii the tirne. You have to be checking the 
rem-view mirror, therets a guy in the car, or therets no..you have to look for a fkre 
and you have to keep your eye on the mad...(TD3) 

Another says: 



... Like you've been out thete ridîng around for the whole day. A taxi driver bas got 
to be very alert. If yodre looltiag f9r business, you've got to look around you al1 the 
rime to see who wants a cab. Sometimes people don't men rem@% you, you couid 
see who watlts a cab More even they flag ya, down. So a &ver can d e  money 
on the street drivhg amund but you've got to be dert, every second and then you 
gotta be watching out thai you dont get into an accident. You gotîa be look@ for 
police that give you tickets, speedîng and... (TD8) 

The data îilustrate that drivea do not &une theîr work in physical t e m .  They define 

physical work as 'lifting things al1 day'. Hence, it is the mental dernands of the job that threaten 

their health. The mental exhaustion that cirivers experience is due to the n d  to be coustantly 

alert, to keep their eyes constantly moving in order to see who wts a cab, while avoiding the 

physical threats inherent in taxi driving. One drîver notes chat at the end of the day he feels 

'tired in the brain'. He says: 

Mostly you know, the part tired, you're tired by the brain, your eyes are tired. You 
don't feel like watching the TV, you don't feel like keep on sitting because your 
posture is always bent and you're..the lower part of the vertebrae, the tender pan you 
know. Because that doesn't remain the same, you know. That's why most of the taxi 
drivers, they complain about the back pain after a few years. (TD6) 

The reference to the physiological effects of work spe& to the hazards of long periods 

sitting in a fixed position. Sitting for long periods rnay lead to sore irritated muscles bat may 

be made wone by the condition of theîr cars. Being 'tired in the brain' may be caused by the 

psychologtcal dernands of the job, which manifcsts themselves physically. For example the 

need to always be alen and to watch several dif5erent things at once may result in eyestraùi. 

Work houn are also a Eictor in the inegular dietary habits of drivers. Seved àriven 

report diat ihey cany 'snacks and water' in their can. ûnly two participants said thcy took time 

for lunch, one lessee driver (112 hour) and one independent driver (as neeâed). Alrbough 

drîvea say they eat 'healthy' faods, they do not adhere ta regdar dietary paîtans. h e  driver 

asserts for example that: 

... You shoulda't eat three or four meals a day anyway. Maybe I'd eat an apple, buy a 
miit bowl, but it's just go in the store, buy the h i t  bowl and go. (probe) 1 might 
stop at the airpart, you drop a fàre, tben you go on the pst, 1 get out strdch my legs 



and bave my b i t  bowl or an apple or something like tbat. But no, no lunch, no, YOU 

can't S o r d  that m3) 

First, the comments illustrate that taxi stands serve a dual Naaion for drivas. It is a rest 

stop as well as a place to get clients. Its use is similar ta that of the car as a woikplace and as a 

home away fiom home. Seconcl, the comment demonstrates the effects of beliefs on behanour, 

Le. not eating tao many times per &y. His comrnents are reflective of eating habits that are 

prevalent among the participants in this study. i.e. biven have only one or two meals per day, 

usually consisting of h i t .  The prevalence of fiuits as a meal suggests that it is the most 

convenient thing to eat shce many divers eat on the run. One driver admits that he will only 

stop to eat if it is something he cannot eat while driving. The assertion that 'you can't &Tord 

that' suggests the influence of the nature of the work, i.e. time pressures preclude taking the 

time for a proper meal. If drivers are working long houn without proper meals, this has 

implications for their health. One participant notes that: 

.... 1 eat while I'm driving sometimes. i dont like to do it cause 1 have a customer 
but most of the time, but d l  now, I couldnkt find a better way how to deal with 
eating. It's really difficult. Sometimes you miss your time, you feel hungry, you 
feel wveak. sometimes the whole shift you'll be a mess because you eat some [un] 
balanced diet. it's real difficult. And plus.. .I'm not having two days, I'm not 
planning, I'rn not resting. This. .create constant consciousness, constant worriness, 
constant d o u s .  At least if I have two days [oq,  1'11 collect myself and plan, what 
is good for me, and what is good for that. ..(TD7) 

His comments reflect the consequences of unhealthy dietary habits and the influence of 

his work houn. His weakness may nsult fkom the lack of regular meals and may be 

exacerbated by his piezxisting health condition (low blood sugar). He says that eating junk 

food, usually hamburgers and fies, gives him power. These eaîing habits, coupled with bis pre- 

existing health condition, have implications for his long-tenn health. By not tal<Uig the time to 

properly care for his himself, he puts bis heahh at risk. niat the nature of their woik, the 

concems about hcome and time limitations negatively afkct drivers' health behaviours are 

evidenced by the comments of a shifk driver who says: 



... 1 might buy takt out foui and eat it-p and sit on post or book in an area and eat 
it- But aot, not sitîing in a nstaurant geaeraily ôe~wse the time f5lctor in 
business..cause you dont want to miss business. 1 dont know, i f 1  have a cab..like 
when Fm leasing and l'm the only driver, you've got t h e  to do that. When you're on 
12-hour s b ,  every..as fàr as I'm concemed, and 1 thuik most drivers..every minute 
counts. Because, if you miss one call, it could be a $70 run..you dont kaow. It 
could be the one that's goana rnake your day, so nobody wants to miss a call. m8) 

He suggests that lessee driven bave more tirne for proper mals than do other driven. 

However, as evidenced by the comments above (TD7), lessee àrivers do not always take time for 

lunch. While the pressure for sbifk divers is inherent in the limited time they have, the pressure 

for the lessee driver lies in the necessity to earn income because his cosis are generally higher 

than tbat of the shift driver. The comments also ailude to the uncertain and unpredictable nature 

of the business and the concems and consequences of missing business. 

Working long hours negativeiy affects the quality of life of the taxi driver. The practice 

limits their leisure time, which results in lowered levels of social support. It also results in 

unhealthy sleep patterns, dietary habits and it is a source of stress. It exposes dnven to phpical 

health risks because it causes fatigue, whtch rnay cause them to be less alert on the job. Finally. 

the long work hours have the potentid to cause tensions and aggressive behavioua, which may 

result in conflict widi the police, other cirivers. and the public. 

Risk tuking: 

Drivers engage in risky and aggnssive behaviours for several reasons that relate to the 

nature of their work. Risky behavioua include picking up 'questionable' clients, while 

aggressive driving behavioun include speeding or making u-turns in inappropriate vatfic 

conditions, cutting off other drivers and so on. These bebavioun are influenced by the time 

constraints under which driven fiinction, theu anxiety about income, their desire to please their 

clients, cooflict with other usen of the road, and ampetition. These faaoa constitute physicai 

and mentai healtb nsks. 



Theu perceptions of nsks are Muenceci by the nature of their work and by the social 

environment within which they work. In their attempts to please clients, for m p l e  drivers 

engage in health-adverse bebaviours such as speeding. One participant observes diat customers 

perceived by others as risky behavioua. He says: 

.... ifyou cal1 me and 1 came to pick up to take you to wberever you wanted to go 
and you said to me, 1 have to go to the airport, 1 had made amgements for 
somebody, a fnend of mine, or my M e r ,  mother to take me, she called me and told 
me she can't rnake it and so, I'm reaily late. And these an normal everyday 
occurrences. So the taxi driver says, weU, Pm a taxi. What is he supposed to do? I 
mean, so, he tries to help the person you know, he bad to do a few, you know ... 
ma 

The sentence is lefk unfinished but it suggests a perception that in order to provide good 

service to his clients, he will do what is necessary even if it means engaging in health- 

endangering behavioun. His assertion that diese are normative events in the business suggests 

that nsks are an accepted part of the job. This perception is confinned by the following 

comment, made by a shifi driver: 

.... [risk] comes with the territory If you want to be a taxi driver you have to be 
prepared to endure these things. But does the pay conunensurate with the risk? This 
is the trouble. (TD3) 

The implication of the remark is that drivers are willing to accept the risks if they are 

remunerated at a level that is Eiir or in line with the perceived level of risk. The statement T m  a 

ta.. driver' implies, not only obligation to perform a senice, it suggests an expedation and an 

acceptance of risk. A discussion about risks with one driver rwcals that he does oot perceive his 

aggressive driving behaviour as a serious hdth  threat. He believes he bas 'imovaiive moves' 

with which the public is not familjar. He says: 

... t h e  are certain fotrnafi*ons and patterns that occur that wwld make me, make 
some innovative moves that is aot very fàmiliar to the p n e d  public..but it all 
depends on the circumsiances.. (laughter)..because normally, 1 wodd not do that, but 
Fm a taxi driver. See, afbr al1 these things are done, hopefuUy, we'll have to begh 
to talk about the working conditions of the taxi driver. (TDî) 



ïhe statement suggests tbat the work conditions infiuence his kbaviour. R also suggests 

that under nomial circumsta.nces, (e.g. when he is not working) he would not eDgaBe in such 

hdth-adverse actions. When driveis engage in these behavioun, they depend on the car and 

their skills to execute these actions. However, there are &vers who Iack good driving sWls and 

rnany cars are old and therefore are unreliable. (As one participant asserted, "people are dnving 

taxis who don't know how to reverse" (TD3) and awther stated, %ere [are a] lot of bad drives 

on the r d  ..a lot of p y s  with licenses that shouldn't be dnving a taxi cab". (TD10)) 

This same participant (TD2), in explaining one type of risky behaviour (u-tums at 

intersections) that he engages in reveals his dependence on the car and his skill. When asked 

whether this was not putting himselfand other people at nsk, he responded: 

.... No, it shouldn't be..if it's done properly, it won't cause a problem. You have to 
anticipate and you have to watch. But you get to diis point after seved years and 
confidence in your âriving. . t h  is pure diiving skill and having a good machine to 
execute it..yeh, and dnving skills. (TD2) 

He believes that this endangering bebaviour can be 'done properly'. The comment also 

suggests that experience in the business plays a role of in sbaping his perceptions; i.e., although 

he does not have a 'good machine', he has confidence in his skills and he bas done ths before. 

Mile  he rnay be skilled at driving? the threat inherent in this behaviour arises fiom the 

condition of the car he dnves, (Le. an obsolete ex-police car). 

Driven report diat they sometimes engage in aggressive behaviours because they feel 

'regular' ârivers, baseci on their perceptions of taxi drivers, make it more dBcult for them to do 

their jobs. One participant says: 

.... A iaui driver bas to be a liale more aggressive t h  the normal driver. By nature, 
and if you're not as aggressive, you're going to lose. You gotta make the guy think 
I'm not gonna yield. A [car] is canlng and you want to chanse hnes, 1 don't do it di 
the tirne? but die p y s  won't let you change because it is a taxi..aud the public knows 
that. The car doesn't belong to the driver so he if it gets a dent, he doesn't care. But 
I just ôought my new Lincoln Town Car, 1 dont want to get it .... The public is very 
anti cab driver in a certain sense. But on the other side of the coin, ifthe passenger 



is in the taxi, she wants the taxi to get there as fàst as possible so she wants the 
driver to be aggressive. So ifs a six of one and balfa dozen of the other thing. 
m 3 )  

Another driver says: 

... the taxi drivers stay on the road for long houn, some of them, they rush for their 
customen, some of hem, their customers [are] in a rus4 so they want to please 
hem, so they realîy rush for it..to where reckless driving, so that gives a wrong 
notion to the people on the road at that tirne .... they bave this notion in them tbat ail 
the taxi driven are bad drivers. Supposing, if there is any accident in the City, you 
see une should be a taxi the other should be a pnvaîe car, you can easily Say the fault 
is fiom the private car fiom your judgement. But everybody passing on the road 
gonna say, this taxi driver must have hit that car, without even knowing what 
happened or how it happeneâ, they gonna say it's the taxi driver's fault. So 
supposing somebody rear=end a taxi you know, nobody go- say that he or she hit 
the taxi, they gonna say, he must have backed up. (TD6) 

The comments elucibte the confiicts these drivers experience. There is an imperative to 

please the client; if they do not engage in the aggressive behaviour, they lose financially. If 

they engage in the behaviour, as illustrated in the cornrnenfs of (TD6), they reinforce the 

negative perceptions of the public. This serves to heighten the level of antagonism between 

drivers and the public. As well, they create physical nsks to themselves, their customers and 

other usea of the r d .  These risky and aggressive behaviours coupled with the anti-cab 

sentiment of public drivers mate conflicts and increase the possibility for verbal or physical 

altercations. 

Conversely, pleasing the client provides financial incentives as well as positive feedback 

that is important to the psychologicd well-being of driven. One participant explains why he 

tries to do his best when clients are in a huny. He says: 

... 1 picked up three guys and they said listen, we are late for the airport. 1 did the 
best I could and they got there on time. ... And the p y  gave me $50 U.S. and it's a 
$30 Cdn fare and with the exchange, so be also most gave me $60 for a $30 fare. 
And, it's uplifbg to know that same people at least don't think a taxi driver should 
be under the mg. This guy is saying man, you guys do agnat job, without you, 
we'd be stuck. (TD3) 



The question to be r a i d  here is what does 'doing his best' entail? It suggests that he 

will engage in nsky behaviours because bis livelihood depends on d e d  aistomers. One 

participant notes for arample, tbat if "you takc them [customen] and they like your attitude, 

they 'Il ask you for your number. Most of the customen like me because I'm on tirne". (TD 1 O) 

Trafic is a source of stnss and o h  causes tension and aggressive bebavioun in &vers. 

For taxi drivers, being on the road is work, not pleasure. One participant notes that when he is 

dnving his own car, be a different person, 'it's more like a pleasure cniise'. Whai he gets in his 

cab however, 'it s not longer play, it's work'. (TD2) The stresses caused by pro~racted work 

hours, the density of traffic, coupled with individuals who are 'pleasure driving' are a source of 

annoyance. This is heightened on the weekends when taxi &vers are tired but are d l  putting in 

long houa. One participant explains that: 

Well, like on a Sunday for instance, like this, most cab âriven would rather be 
home. ...theyt re not here to play, at least that's the way 1 feel. However, a lot of 
people on a day like this are just pleasure driving so therets always that conflict 
because.. (probe). See, the person is probably unaware of his environment, the cab 
driver wants to go and pick somebody up or do something..therets conflid. (TD2) 

'Pleasure drivers' represent a threat or a barrier to his livelihood. The confiict arises from 

the limited amount of tirne within which to eam sunicient income. The t h e  constraints mas 

cause tension and anxiety that may quickly tum into impatience with other driven or even 

pedestrians. Th~s creates the potential for confrontations. 

Another potentially dangerous aspect of divers' behaviour is dected in the cornments of 

one participant who advises that he has 'an open policy, 1 go anywbere, 1 drive anybody. (TD8) 

This UIVeStrained approach to picking up clients is common among driven, parthlady when 

business is slow. In these instances, healtb a d  financial secunty are in conflict. Drivers abnit 

that they will ofken ignore their instincts and pick up 'questionable' clients, knowingly putting 

themselves at risk. The data suggest tbat chvers recognize that the risky and aggressive 



behaviours they engage in have consequences for their h d t b  and for their relatiouship with the 

public and the police. This is reflected in the comments o f  one participant who says that: 

... .akr this iilegal leasing business, that is probobly the next thing we should look 
at, is trying to bave a good rapport and a pmper representation in the police and 
letting hem understand wbat a cab driver is al1 about, tbat it's work and it's not 
about a deliberate, reckless attitude of some people to tenorite, you know, motorists 
on the r d .  But a genuine willuigness to make a living basecl on the oppressive 
conditiok that we have to deal with. (TD2) 

The comment highlights what this and other driven believe are at the root of the work 

conditions within the industry; i.e. leasing. It suggests that until leasing concems are dealt with, 

everything else will rernain a secondary issue. 

Com~romises and Trade-offs 

Another f o n  of risk-taking that constitutes a threat to driven' health is their practice of 

compromising and trading off. Compromises and trade-offs denote the behavioun engaged in 

and decisions made by dnven that constitute an exchange. For example, drivers exchange or 

trade health for financial securîty. The two most common trade-offs that drivea make are 

allowing customers to smoke in their cabs even though they know it is a danger to their health 

and not taking time for personal care. 

Smoking: 

Of the 10 drivea interviewed only one smoked. They express concerns about the 

dangers of smoking in a small, confined space and suggest smoking in taxicabs te made illegal. 

Drivers perceive ihat the taxicab is their workplace and are annoyed by clients who smoke in 

their cabs. One participant assertsi that: 

.... 1 dont like people lighting up in my cab because a lot of them come in the cab 
and they say, "oh, 1 want to have a s d e ,  I'm not going to be able to smoke at 
work, so 1 wanna smoke here". Well, chis is my workplace too, if they can't do it at 
work, why they gonna come and do it in my cab? ...you h o w  what 1 mean. (TD8) 



He does not want people to smoke in bis workplace; however, the compromise he makes 

is demonstrateci in his next comment. He says: 

But, sometimes you goüa be flexible, ifthere isn't much business and you too bard 
on them, you wouldn't get any ..A could go agaiast you, you how..when tbings are 
very slow. (TD8) 

Another participant who was asked about smoking in bis cab says it botbers hm but feels 

he bas no choice. M e n  asked why he felt he had no choice, he says: 

... If 1 make my car non-smokiag, 1 lose B e  50% of the business. Like 30 % of 
customen, they smoke. If the car is non-smoking, they go to a smoking taxi, so you 
can't afFord to Iose 30% (probe) It bothen me, but there is no choice, 1 have to 
accept it. (probe) You have to close the window but you have to put on the Fdn. 
But..still smoking, if the window is open, it bothea me. Not only the smoke, they 
bum the seat, they bum the interior of the car, it damages the interior of the car. 
(TD4) 

Although driven prefer clients not to smoke, the data reflect they have no choice. One 

driver advises that he put up a 'no smoking' sign and no one took his cab. Though he 

recognizes that smoking is 'very dangerous for health' and though he says smoking 'gives him a 

headache every tirne [he] smells it', he allows clients to smoke because he will 'lose a lot of 

business' if he does not. This reflects the powerlessness of driven to control these threats to 

their health. They are forced to make a choice, so they trade their health for economic security. 

nie health behaviour of the lessee and shift-driver regarding smoking deviates from that 

of the independent driver who unequivocally asserts: 

Nobody smokes in my cab. I've got the sign up and nobody smokes. 1 Qn't care 
where they're going. At Union Station, a guy jumps in, he says, 'driver 1 have to 
smoke'. 1 said 'sorry'. Then he's teliing he going to Oakville. 1 oaid, 'it really 
doesn't matter where you're going, you still can't smoke'. So b t ' s  if nobody 
smokes in my cab. (TDlO) 

His status as an independent driver Oves him control over the conditions of bis work and 

the consequent ability to control the risks to which he is expased. He is not concerneâ with 
* 



losing incorne because as he stated earlier, 'if he does not make it for the day' he does not get as 

concemed as the lessee or shift driver does. 

Personal care is defined for the purposes of this discussion as the everyday maintenance 

of the body that individuals engage in such as going to the ôathroorn, eating, seeking medical 

are.  and personal grooming. As the data suggest, drivers' workdays are unpredictable; they do 

not know when or where they are going to get clients or how mucb they will eam in a day. One . 

participant notes that a trip could be "a $70 run or it could be going around the corner". (TD8) 

Drivers are therefore in a constant state of anticipation. They must be ready to leave once the 

customer gets in the car because they cannot take the chance on losing business. Consequently. 

trade-offs are often made between taking time to eaf going to the bathroom and taking a client 

to their destination. One participants says that: 

.... when 1 get in the car, if 1 stop for breakfbt, 1 Mght miss a fare..and it's on your 
mind. If you are conscientious about it, you dont want ta get out of the car. You 
must get out of the carat least once or twice a day to go to the bathroom. You know 
how many drivers 1 know who have stopped driving and told me they have bladder 
problems. It's detrimental. 1 know at least five pys.  They cal1 and say, listen I just 
came fiom the doctor, they finished driving now. Dont hold water they tell me, it 
&mages your bladder. It is very..that is the worse part of taxi driving. You don't 
want to get out of the car. You want to go to the bathroom but you scared you're 
going to ... So now somebody flags you down or you get an order. The p y  is going 
to the airport. By the time you get to the airport, you're almost wetting your pants. 
So you run back to a hotel and. .it hum. ûne guy wears a àiaper and apparently it is 
irreversible.. . .(TD3) 

The data demonstrate the conflict the driver facPs each day in making choices about health. 

His comments reveal a very real k a t  to his physiologicai health tbat is directly related to the 

nature of his work. Although he is aware of instances where d e r  cirivers have suffered 

incontinence because of 'holding water', he engages in the same bebaviour. Continued 

engagement in the beliaviour may suggest a perception that he is not immediately susceptible to 

tbe disease; i.e., it is caused over t h e  so it is not an immediate threat. 



Another participant states tbat he is of a 'double mind' whai fàced with the cboice of 

taking bathroom time or serving a client. He says: 

... supposing 1 take too much liquid and rigbt now I'm going to the washroom and aii 
of a sudden, before 1 enter the washroom, sorne..somebody gets into my car, he 
mts to go somewhere, you know. So, you are of a double minci, whether 1 should 
deal [with] him or go to the washroom. m6) 

The health adverse bebaviour of trading off or comprornishg is refiected in the comments 

ofanother participant who says he needs glasses. He is also experiencing back pains and says he 

needs to see a doctor. However, he is codicted as to what he ovght to do first. He says: 

You have to cover your plan, your dental plan, your backache plan, your eyeglass. 
Sometimes now, I feel1 need glasses and you know how much..to go to the doctor 
and purchase glass..sometimes 1 have a back problem, I dont know how to deal with 
it. Sometime you need the dmg.. you have ta fix the car. .. (TD7) 
Divers have no extended health care bene* so they must pay their own expenses for 

health aids such as glasses or nsits to the chiropractor for back me.  The choice for this driver 

is between paying his bills. taking care of the car or paying for the glasses he feels he needs. 

This participant advised he has been experiencing 'pniblems' with his eyes, particularly when 

he is driving at night. He understands that he 'needs to go to the doctor' but does not take the 

time to do so. The confiia arises when he cannot afford to do everyihing he needs to do aid 

must make a choice. Whichever alternative he chooses will have consequences for his health. 

r.g. if he fixes the car. he goes without the glasses. 

The data thus far, suggest that lessee and shift ârivea are more exposed to health nsk 

related to smoking because bey have Iess control over the conditions of their work. They are 

constrained by income and job insecurity and so compromise their health by allowing smoking 

in their cabs despite their recognition tbat it is detrimental to their hdth. The extended 

exposure to second-hand smoke bas long-terni implications for ârivers' heaith. As illustrated in 

the comments above, divers often make trade-of?k between helpieeking bebaviours such as 

taking time for medical visits or flling needed prescriptions. As well, they nsk the passibility 



of incontinence in exchange for eamhg a living wage. The choices bey are forced to make 

ultirnately put their heath at risk. 

Stress: 

It is widely believed that aspects of work that are pmblematic are also sources of stress. 

Stress is tension caused by interpersonai confiicts or by the conflicting demands of work. This 

section explores the stresses drivers experience with respect to confîicts that result h m  

relationships with police, and in cornpetition with other chvers. 

Conflict 

Much of the confiict âriven experience arise in interactions with the police and are a 

usually a result of perceived violations of saféty regulations. Divers an expected to Wear a 

seatbelt, and under the By-law, mu* eany picture identifications and 'trip sheets'. One 

participant argues however that trip sheets provide information to potential assailants. A trip 

sheet for example rnay provide an assailant with information about how rnuch a driver has 

eamed for the day. 

As well, drivers say that they are d r l y  ticketed while public cars that commit the m e  

offences are not cited. They relate anecdotes about police officen who 'give multiple tickets'. 

One participant notes that police officers will stop a driver for rot wearing a seat belt and will 

proceed to give him several tickets for various offences including not having a trip sheet or proper 

identification. The perceived over-zeaious ticketing by police officen is a source of fnistration 

for drivers. These fhctors coupled with driven' beliefb that pdice are less tban supportive when 

drivers have been victimized, causes tension between them. 

As noted eariier, drivers have suggested tbat the police do not have much respect for taxi 

drivers. One participant recounts an incident where he bad been victimized by a gioup of young 

adults; his car had been hijacked and he haà been tbreatened with a gun. The @ce arrived '/, 



hour after they had been called. He says '... he was gonna blow my head..and police still &r balf 

an hour and it make me sad... (TD7) 

In situations such as this, interactions with police have the potential to heighten emotional 

stress ammg divers. Mer the police anived, this participant (ïD7) says dieir conversation 

'boiled his blood'. He notes that although 'Uiey did not say any bad things, just by f h ,  you read 

the face and then you are cornmunicating with hh". He says: 

.... The first time ia my life, 1 asked the police..the two of them they came and they 
say like, they didn't come to me as if I'm a g d  citizen, they didn't come to me as a 
serious penon. m e  way] they approach me, make me so r d ,  like I just want to 
explode and things like this. 1 was glad when îhey came. Ahhough 1 was teUing 
them, 1 was honest and they just somed me, because one of hem, not all of thern, 
the other guy was quite nice. He made me get rnad at hùn..they just treat you like a 
kid, like sornebody unwashed .... And 1 couldn't hide my anger that Nght, bad 
attitude. I'm trying to solve it (TD7) 

The interaction may have been infiuenced by the interaction of race, clas and culture. For 

example, if the police's perceptions of drivea have validity, theù behaviour rnay refl- their 

attitude towards taxi drivers. His recollection of the incident suggests that langwge may also 

have been a fhctor, Le. they rnay have had trouble conmunicating. Their perceived lack of care 

ma' have served to heighten the frustration of having his car stolen. This anger may be the effect 

of the hstrations he experiences daily and the anxiety and fear of king hijacked only served to 

increase the threats to his health. The problern of being unable to control his anger may also 

increase the possibility of physical violence in interactions with other individuals. 

Com~etition 

Cornpetition is another source of codict and stress for taxi cirivers. The practice of 

cornpeting for customen is prevaknt among drivers who 'cruise' during their shifts and is 

common among and between the various classes of divers. It is a source of hsüa!ion and anger 

and it encourages aggressive behavioun. One panicipnt perceives this anger as a threat to health 

because he has seen its effects. He says: 



... I've seen guys really get upset. I'm sitting on the cab staod at Union Station and a 
Company car pulls in nont a d  there's dozens of Earrs coming out nght; and some 
guy wiil run h m  the badc and get al1 upset and cany m and I'm -g to tell hun, 
the guy an ody take one Eue, let him take it and go. But they get upset, in the pan 
10 years I've been dom there, abait 7 years, three guys have bad heart atîacks. 
One p y  bad a kart atlilck last year, right on the cab stand tbere, just being too 
aggravated to let another driver get the fan in fiont of hUn. He bad a heart atrack 
right there.. ..(TD 10) 

Lessee and shift dnvers are 'not allowed' to pick up customea at 'exclusive stands' tbat 

are used by the independent drivers. The data demonstate tbat dependent driven consider 

these 'their stands'. The competition irnplied in the comment speah to issues of temtorial 

control. It suggests tbat driven, in their exigency to eam a living will break the iules, whether 

they relate to traffc laws or to the rules of the industry. This behaviour may be influenced by 

their own expenences of unfàir competition with airport and limousine driven. 

Driven not only have to contend with competition among each other, e.g. 'jumping the 

line' or 'scooping' (stealing fares) at taxi stands, they must contend with ampetition fiom 

illegally-operated cabs. nie  competition fiom illegal cabs and limousines is particularly 

hstrating for drivers. As one participant observes, "this is what a lot of the py's problerns 

are. o u  know, why they are so angry". (TD10) Airport and other limousine drivers are not 

licensed to operate within the City limits unless the trip is pre-mged. However, these drivers 

operate in the City, usually at major downtown hotels. As mentioned in Chapter 3 these illegal 

operaton, in collusion with hotel doormen, engage in d r  ampetition. ûae  paaicipant 

explains how this works and the &ect it has on him and other driven. He says: 

The limo driven in mm, for obtainiag that airport fan, they give them $5. And 
this $5 they cal1 it cookies, which means bribe. So, you want to avoid aü the 
fnisaaàon from the Street. Now we are here on the taxi stand. d e r  the sbade, cool, 
you know. But you get mad when you s e  al1 the airport fares king given to the 
limos while you wait there may be 45 minutes, sometimes for one hour and you end 
up with a small distance faie, going maybe 4,5,6 blocks and it will be $5 or $6. It's 
not the short-tenn distance you bate, what you bate is the imbalances, you know.. 
So this is unhh p d c e ,  the exposure to such uPfaif practice in this highly 
sophisticated country, with al1 those regulatioas..when you are exposed to these 
cheap bribes, unfair pfactices, psychologically it hum you..you can't do aothing, 
you m7t do nathing.. .. m4) 



The comments imply tbat he sees the stand as a respite fiom the stresses inherent in 

cruising. The assumption is tbat there is no competition at the stands because the work 

organization at the stands should preclude it. (On the staids, drivers must wait in line and take 

turns). The expectation of fàimess and the perceived injustice of the practice of feeding create 

feelings of helplessness, anger and hstration. 'The reference to regdations (feeding is illegal 

under the By-law) highlights how structural fimors, (in this case non-enforcement of the By-law) 

operate at the micro level to affect &versy health. 

His stress is furtha ewcerbated by the actions of the botel secunty and the police. in 

these instances, interactions aith the police and their perceived negligence in dealing fàirly with 

the situation become a source of stress for drivers. As discussed earlier, when divers confront 

doonnen, the police are sometimes called in and this usually results in the &ver king cited for 

trespassing on hotel property. His feelings of helplessness aad powerlessness is illustrated in 

his comments about the fack of social support systems for taxi driven: 

.... So if you try to deal [with] it, or if you confiont them, sometimes they cal1 the 
police and the police gives you trespass violation, ticket. (probe) They kick you out 
and if the police gives you a ticket, you bave to deal with it on your owu, at court. 
You are left on your own: nobody is behind you. You have to hire a lawyer. So, 
you can't do nothing practicaily cause you dont have the resources to hire a lawyer, 
you dont have any lobbyists on your side that can deal with it, legally or formally. 
So, because 1 know the consequences, most drivers, they try to [bel quiet. So if you 
go there it's hstration, if you go the other way it's mistration. m4) 

The comments illustrate how cornpetition can lead to ill-health. The feelings of anger, 

resentment, and powerlessness bat driven experience in thae situations cause emotional strain. 

As well, they may cause cirivers to engage in banrdous bebavioun in order to deal with the 

mistrarion of the unfaimess. However, as iîiustrated in this participant's comments, 'most 

driven, they try to [bel quiet'. Being quiet m y  indicate the inberent fear of &vers, of the 

authority of the police, and the potential of being reporteâ to the Commission. Staying quiet 



suggests that driven rnay intemalize the anger and hstntion bey feel and this bas implications 

for their mental and physical hcahh. 

The absence of support networks that cm advocate on theu kW leaves drivers 

vuinetable to these abuses. The absence of a stroag union for example means cirivers have no 

collective or advocate's voice. As well, there is no support from the Licensbg Commission or 

theu brokerages. As noted before, the Commission is awan of the contravention of the 

regulations and the problems inherent in the u d k u  competition but neither the Commission nor 

the police has chosen to act. This further exacerbates the tension in &vers' relationships with 

the police and the Commission. 

Cornpetition between drivers incrases during the summer months because of the reduced 

volume of business. Drivers descnbe these months as 'chaotic'. One participant notes that 

business decreases because 'people just walk everywhere'. This intensified competition for 

hres exacerbates stress levels, heightens antagonism among driven and results in decreased 

levels of social support. Driven maintain for example, that taxi driven are not fiiends but 

'competitors' or 'associates'. This is evidenced by the comments of one lessee driver who 

asserts that driven 'have to out race [their] cornpetiton'. (TD4) 

The &ta demonstrate that competition is a potential health risk for taxi drivers. It 

engenders agressive and nsky  behavioun, which puts both drivea and the public at risk. As 

well, it causes antagonistic reiationships between driven, their co-worken, the police as well as 

other driven on the r d .  It also has the potential io reduce social support among driven. The 

heightened tensions coupled with the anti-cab sentiment of the public make their w ~ ~ i v e s  

more di ficuit. The cumulative &ects of tbese stresson are a threat to long-tenn health. 

Confinement : 

The data thus Eu have suggested that the car is a potemial health hazard for taxi diivem. 

May of the cars are old ex-police cars that are bought by fleet owners or by cirivers who do not 



wish to invest large sums of money in a vehicle. n ie  ciata also suggest that shifk drivers or 

transient drivers are more likely to bave the least diable cars. As well, driven who sbare their 

cars are likely to have d e  cars. One participant reports that: 

...if you've another driver on the cab, you can bave more maintenance cause it's 
gonna be driving hard. Tins go, you know..aad various thiags go cause when you 
got a cab, you work 24 houn. That's why the owners of the fleets, their cabs are in 
the worst condition cause they might bave any number of dnvers on it. in the 
garage, anybody that oomes and mat to drive, as long as the cab is there, they put 
them on it. And then you've got to deal with accidents. Fleet owaers will give you 
anythïng else..you get the oldest ones if you just corne h m  off the Street ....( TD8) 

Many times these cars do not meet safety standards. Several times during the course of 

this study, surprise spot checks were held al1 over the City and rnany can, though they had 

passed Department of Transportation (DOT) inspections, were puiled off the r d  because they 

were deemed unde by the police. Several of the participants in this study drove cars that were 

old and aesthetically and mechanically iderior. One âriver's hom, for emple ,  consisted of 

two pieces of wire that had to be touched together in order to emit suund. This is particularly 

dangerous because the use of horns is a way to alert drivers and pedestrians to potential dangers. 

One participant's cornments reflect his concem about die quality of his car and its effects on his 

health. He says: 

.... the worst part is the h d t h  that ccmcerns me, mostly because you gonna get reall y 
out ... not fkom outside, other than fiom outside, within the driving, the condition of 
the car. All this matters depending how maay houa you drive .At wifl fatigue and it 
will really damage your physical, not only that, your mental thinking too because it 
is veiy hard to work, to concentrate, to pay attention ...&dl, you know, it's very 
hard to care about anything else.. . just sitting Iike 10 houn and 15 houn, and you 
can feel it. As smn as I've been over 5 houn, 1 can feel the p i n  because it's 
uncomfortable sitting, the position you'n sitting in is very fhstr<itig. (TD1) 

He says that the age of the car makes it impossible to adjust the seat so he is uncomfortable 

dl the time. The condition of the car and the long houa he is forced to be in it causes physical 

and mental fatigue and these make it di&cult for him to concentrate. If he is aot fùlly aiert, it 

increases the possibility of accidents. 



Two clrivers expressed concem abait back and kiee pains. ûne' paiticipaot amibutes his 

experience of pain to the car, which he says is uncomfortabk because he bas no back support. 

Another pdcipant talked about the effects of sitting long houn in the car. He says: 

... .Then gaining weight, posture being bent aûi the time. 'Ibat's why 1 can tell h m  
the walk of the peson t h t  he was driving for that many years. (probe) When taxi 
drivers waik, he goana limp. (probe) Why, because one leg, be uses one leg al1 the 
tirne. Even, if 1 waik, you gonna judge, that he's not walking tbat good, you know. 
You wa+ watching a normal penon and a taxi driver. Ifyou have the recording of 
somebody walkhg 5 years back, More he or she stait driving, you caa see the 
difference. (probe) Because your le& leg is always witb a 90 degree angle al1 the 
time. With your right leg you are always using your pedal aad brakes. So muscles 
and dl the tissues, so most of raxi drivers, they goana stan baving the trouble in 
their legs, right leg. That's' right. So the ligament of the knee and the ankle and the 
joint of the hip, al1 these joints which you use more, will deteriorate. And they can 
easily have the aithntis than anybody else, any 0 t h  part of your body. 0 6 )  

The comments illustrate his perception of the long-terni effects of cab driving on the 

physical body. The sedentary nature of the job contributes io the physiological Wear and tear on 

the driver. This is exacerbated if driven sit in their cars for long periods, pariicularly if they are 

at a post or cruise for long periods. The comments also suggest tbat the physical space of the 

cab and the position of the body inside the cab may create long-tenn threats to drivers' health. 

Three driven talked about the difficulty of wodcing during the sumrner without 'good' 

cars. They note that the condition of their workspace combined with the high temperatures is 

physidl y têuing. One participant notes that it is particularly dficult because there is no air 

conditioner in his car. Aithough driving at night is more dangerous, he favours working that shift 

because 'ifs much w l e r  at night' and 'drivhg is much easier, much [more] cornfortable'. (TD7) 

The comment suggests that he may trade off the coder temperatures at night for the incressed 

risks to his health, e.g. working more night than &y sh i fb ,  thereby exposing himself to the 

dangers of night woik. 

The car is also perceived as a tbrrat because it facilitates the wault of ârivea. The sise 

of the interior space restricts the movement of the driver. Drivers say they do not Wear seatbehs 

because they are a potential tbreat to their health. They suggest that seatôelts facilitate assaults 



because they r d c t  the driver, making him vuinetable if be is attacked h m  behiod. ûne 

participant, aWaugh he admits to wearing a seatbeit feels diM t is wt safè for drivea to have it 

.... it's restrictive, especially if you bave the sept beh on with somebody in the back 
with sornebody who want to give you a bard the.  Your han& are occupied and if 
you got to wrestle witb this guy, now you're stuck..so it's restrictive .... m3) 

Another participants explaim that : 

... when a taxi driver is driving, he's doing more than just driving. That is his 
workplace and for him to strap it on, it's Uihibiting. He's not using his full faculties 
since..l mean the taxi driver is in and out of bis car [mon] than a regular person. 
(TW 

It is possible, says one driver, for an attacker to strangle a driver with his seatbelt. 

Although some driven refuse to wear the seatbelt, it is also batardous not to Wear it. in the 

event of a collision for example, there is nothing holding the driver inside the car. ûne 

participant advised that the law allows dnven to lave their seatbelts off whenever there is a 

passenger in the car. The data illuarate however, tbat not al1 drivea are aware of this 

regulation.' This information reveals how drivers' knowledge can influence health and health 

behaviours. It also illustrates how stmcturai factors (the law) operate to influence drivers' 

hdth.  The conflict inherent in the car as a workplace is diat whether or not a driver wears his 

seatbelt, he is exposed to a health risk. While not wearing the seatbelt afFords protection from 

assault, it increases the nsk of king senously injured if an accident occun. 

The &ta illustrate that the far is the workplace of taxi drivers and tbat this bas 

implications for their health and s a f i .  The condition of the car affixts their expenence of long 

houn of work by exacerbating i'àtigue. The fàtipe effected by exteaded houa in a confined 

space causes physical and mental discomfort. For cirivers who are already experiencing back 

This was confirmed by otbcr &vers and by a rcpresentative at the Liecncing Commission. Drivers 
apparently lottbied to k excluded h m  the requinment to wear a smtbclt, citing the poteMial dangers The 
compromise reached was they did not bave to us them w h n  thcre was a w n g e r  in the car. 



and kiee pains, the excessive houn siaiag in a h e d  position is particularly difficult. Finaily, 

the car as a workplace facilitates assaults by trapping cûivers in their seats in the event of a 

robbery or d e r  forms of victimhtion. 

Victimizations : 

Victimization of driven involves threats to personal s a f i  and security of their property. 

It is characterized as robberies, physical attacks, or threcrtened physid att;icks, hijackuig, verbal 

abuse, and fare-jumping. Each of these is discussed below. 

Fare-iumpinq 

Fare-jumping is the practice of leaving a cab without paying tbe fàre. It ha9 ken posited 

in this thesis that driven' health behavioua are influenced by their perceptions of what 

constitutes a risk. The data illustrate that driven do not perceive victimizations such as fiire- 

jumping as a senous threat. In taking about these abuses, one participant notes that: 

. .. . generaily, if you snidy al1 the robbenes, they mody happen in the evening. The 
violent ones, at least in the daytime they just nui, îake off, but most of the violent 
stuff happens at night. m2) 

The comment is revealing in that it highlights one aspect of this driver's perceptions of 

what constitutes a risk. He differentiates between 'robbenes' and 'violent robbenes'. The 

observation implies that there are degrees of risks and fh-jumping, while it is a form of robbery, 

it is not a senous threat. This belief is also reflected in the comment of another driver who, in 

taiking about the risks invoived in his job said: 

... I've had people just, guy says 'wait for me, I'm coming back and then 15 minutes 
later he doesn't come back so you know he's not coming back. Tbat's about it. 
mw 

Another driver temarks thaî farejumping is "nothing snious like somebody threatening to 

steal or rob you".(TD8) They perceive tbat the police view it as rektively low on theu priori@ 



list, evidenced by the slow response time of the police when these incidences oocur. In most 

cases, drives do not report fare-jumping to police because it takes t h e  away nom thek work. 

The issue of the severity of nsks is also evident in the characterization of another participant who 

defines a good client as one who, while "they might abuse you verbally, they will not h m  you 

physidly". (TD9) A simikr perspective is evident in the comrnents of a n o k  participant who 

felt that there was not much danger in taxi driving. This participant works during the day and in 

the downtown core. 

Drivers Say that farejumping occun more often witb clients who are young adults and 

dmg dealers. One driver notes that: 

.... You get diese dmg guys, they want ta drive somewhere, they go lwking around 
for their contaas and they get out of the cab and dont corne back. Some people take 
you to apartment buildings and when they get at the end of the line they Say, oh 1 
dont have the money, I'm going to get it and dûappear. (TD8) 

This participant has what he refen to as an 'open door policy'. He says, he 'goes 

anywhere and dnves anybodyg. The danger inherent in such a policy is obvious. First, 

knowingly driving drug dealen around contravenes the By-law and could mean the loss of his 

tasi license and his job. Secondly, his safety is contingent on the places to which he takes these 

individuals. If he is going into 'high crime' areas, he exposa himself to numerous threats 

including possible assault by h g  addicts, drug dealen or delinquents. 

Another participant who had picked up a group of young adults explains that he wanted to 

be nice and so he picked up al1 six of hem, allowing them to sit two in the f h t .  He says: 

. . . . [they] ask me to [take] six of them to Lakeshore and...area coming downtown, 
$30 run. Tbey slid, they dont pay me. 1 get mad because 1 was so nice to them, 1 let 
them sit two in the k t  because 1 didn't m a t  them to dl a [amtber] taxi. After 
doing al1 these, they just fled ... and 1 get ma& 1 M after them and then police came 
and what the police say, okay, well, you know, give me your mial insurance 
number and give me so and so. 1 said what, you can't catch them, they dida't pay 
my money. He said you can take them to the court and they are fke and it's kind of 
discouraging. Anyway, 1 forget diat because,you how, rnake me sick beeause I 
travel with those long time and they dont want to pay. 1 cal1 the [ m e ]  office and 
tell hem, oh you're laîe, nobody listen to you.rn7) 



The comment illustrates first, the potential danger of tiansporting grwps of people. As 

well, he gets angry because he was ayhg to pltape his customers, only to be victimized by them. 

His hstration is heightened by bis feelings of helplessness, the slow iesponse of the police and 

the unhelpful suggestion that he take the offenden to court. This is one of the fessons that driven 

do not report these incidences; often there is nothing that can be done. To make the situation 

worse, when he d l s  in to report the incident, he gets no social support h m  bis brokerage. 

Fare-jumping. while not in itself a physical threat, stiil causes emotional tiauma, 

particularly when more than one customer is involved. As shown in the narratives of this driver, 

he was upset because he felt abused by bis customers. He not only lost income he also lost 

valuable time, both in driving the cusuimen to their destination and time spent contacting the 

police. He was also exposed to physical danger because he was transporting six people. If they 

had chosen to physically assault him, he would have been powerlas to protect himself. 

Although most of the drivers had incidences of hre-jumping, only two dnvers reponed 

being robbed. Drivers deai in cash and work alone so they are easy targets for robbenes. One 

participant notes that he prefen to deal in cash because his brokerage charges 6% to cash charge 

slips. This is one way in which the organization of work facilitates the creation of healtb risks for 

dnvers. i.e. charging dnvers a high interest charges influences driven' decisions to deal almost 

exclusively in cash. As well, it illustrates the exploitation of driven that constitutes an indirect 

threat to driver health. 

Dis~atcher abuse 

Three participants talked in detail about the abusive bebaviour ofdispatchers. They 

express disbelief at the levels of abuse they or other cirivers expenence at the bands of 

dispatchers. One &ver remarked tbat aithough not all dispatchers are bad, he believes most of 

hem are there to 'just harass driven'. Another participant notes that the abuse "is out o f  



control, [that] it's got out of hand.(TD8) Driven say that the abuse is demeaning to hem and 

insulting to clients who may be riding in the car. ûne driver says: 

... 1 very seldom use that; oniy if19m sittuig at a p s t ,  taking a rest, I would use the 
dispatch system. Apart h m  that 1 tum the radio off because sometimes it could be 
very confusing. Customers corne in your car anci sometimes the dispatcher will be 
mouthing off on other drivers a d  it's not pleasant for the passenger to be hearing 
that, you know. It's very insulting sometimes. So most times 1 tum the radio off 
and 1 just play the streets. So, you lcnow, in silence. In that way, I'm able to 
concentrate much b e r .  (TD5) 

Although none of the participants in this study perceived race as a duen threat to their 

health, they perceived it afEected their work experienca. With respect to dispatchers, one driver 

states that visible minority driven are treated wifairly by dispatchers and so he avoids using the 

service. He asserts: 

. .. . the dispatchers, they're very, they're kind of biased. They are not very Eur in 
their dealing witb the blacks as opposed to the whites. They tend to favour their 
own people. Most of them are whites, you know and that's the only way 1 would 
find that it's a bit racial. That is one of the reasons why 1 lay lots of ernphasis on 
playing the streets. 1 just ignore them because what could you do? 7hat is the way 
they are, there is nothing you can do to really make a solution for that problem and 
that's the reason I mostly concentrate on playing the streets. It's becorne my habit 
now, yeah. (TD5)  

The cornrnents demonstrate that in order to avoid the abuse of dispatchers and the 

perceived racism, he reorganized his work to include more cruising. This suggests that he will be 

exposed to higher levels of Eitigue as well as the other hazards inherent in cruising. Also, turning 

off the radio eliminates a source of social support or protection in the event he is attacked during 

his shift. 

Other driver5 who depend on the dispatchers for fiires will, of course, be exposed to 

higher levels of abuse. The fi t ipe resulting nom working long hours ofken compels cirivers to 

use the dispatch for at least part of their shifts. Both the cornputerid system and the radio 

dispatch are potential sources of abuse. Although the computenzed system does not have direct 

voice conununication, one driver notes tbat if a dispatcher wants to victimize a driver, "he can 



find your m e  because everybody is identified with a number anci a name". m2) One driver 

reports that dispatchers 'am do anythiiig they want'. He says: 

... you'm just a worker..they can give you any single ôue or dead h. Somethes 
they can give you just non-existent &es on the cornputer and nobody Meas to you. 
On the radio you cm tell hirn "1 am dead" and people can listen to it .... ("ïD7) 

'Dead' fares are fkbricated orden passed through the system to chvers, ofien seading 

them on 'wild goose chases'. This is emotionally distressing for drivers because they have not 

only been duped, they have lost vaiuable work time. Such incidences higblight the power and 

control inherent in the dispatcherdriver relationship. As well, the computerized dispatch 

sytem is an indirect threat to the health of ârivea beeause it provides no irnmediate voice 

communication. One driver reports for ewnple, that ifhe encounters problems, it rnay take up 

to 15 minutes to contact the dispatcher. He says: 

.... if 1 want to communicate in a [company] dispatch, their rwponse time is very 
slow. So like if it were an emergency and 1 needed to tak to somebody 
irnmediately, 1 would run into problems. You know what I'm saying, because 1 
cannot drop the mike and talk. And many times when you try to communicate, it 
talces them like 10, 15 minutes to respond..and so that is temble ... ha î 's  a very 
temble disadvancage that way. .. . (TD2) 

Being unable to '&op the mike and taik' means that if he is king attacked, no will hear 

him because unlike the radio dispatch systems, there is no direct voice communication. On the 

other hand, the radio dispatch easily identifies drivers by their voices and, he says, "if in the 

past your relationship has not ken great, they can use that to abuse you". (TD2) 

One participant notes that the verbal abuse of dispatchers 'absorbs bis thoughts' making 

it difficult for him to woik. He says it is particulady âificult when customers are in the car and 

hear the assaults on driven. O b  the abuse stems h m  language barriers or problems with 

incorrect information. Of his first day on the job, he says: 

.... there was a guy whose accent is ...[ supposecl] to be fiom Afiica, bwever, he's 
having a problem with the dispatcher, and he dispatcher was telling bim, 'corne to 
the office' and Fm listening to because 1 have to operate the radio beause this is my 
cornputer. And the p y  say, wby, you mat to bcat me?' And the guy Say, 'it is 



cruel c beat an animal'. And the lady was mad, and 1 just shut the radio and 1 said, 
what is happe*. This is my first day and I'm hearllig that the guy is just an 
official, a liceased dispatcher would say, 'ifs cruel to kat an aiiimal'. (TD7) 

One another occasion, he says drivers were competing over the d o  dispatch afkr a cal1 

had been dispatched. He says: 

.... the dispatcher gives a fan location because there's nobody at the p s t .  Everybody 
is pro-&iver..I'm here, I'm here, I1m there, I'm there ... Now this guy when he [gives] 
a fare everybody was bookiog. He want to making a living, everybody lie ifhets far 
away..and then, 'stop it' she says, 'bunch of animais'. And 1 hear it in my ear and 1 
said, what the heck is going on, and you h o w  what, no driver go and cornplain. 1 
said how can I survive? 1 used to listen to [these] bad tbings, so little by little, 1 
stopped communicate with the dispatch. When they corne to me, like 1 don't, fht of 
al1 1 don't want to deal. like to give tbem a c b c e  to attack me. When they cai1,I 
have to reply, when 1 start to reply, reply and leam, nobody banass me now because 
1 dont harass them. (TD7) 

The above narratives reveal several issues about the wodc Me of taxi driven. First, they 

illuarate that competition for customers that occur over the dispatch system creates the climte 

for verbal abuse. Second, they show the context within which competition occun, Le., 

everyone is talking; therefore, it is noisy. Consequently there are heightened tensions and 

tempers. As well. although this participant talks about avoiding the dispatcher, he later States 

that he prefen to work with them so they can 'give him hm'. His choice reflects a 

dependency on the dispatchers and the perception among drivers that 'you tend to get good mns 

fiom the dispatch'. The abuse that lessee and shifi ârivers experience can be contrastcd with the 

experience of the independent driver who notes "I'm an independent, 1 don't have a do". 

(TD IO) The absence of a radio means he is not subject to the abuse that other drivers 

experience and consequently, these abuses pose no t h t  to his headth. 

The data demonstrate that the vexatious relationship between drivers and dispatchers has 

implications for their weli-being. It demonstrates that die relationship is often an antagonistic 

and abusive one. The data also suggest dirt some cirivers will have reâuced levels of social 

support b u s e  they tum the radio off L M ~  theu partinilady when they are cniising. 



As well, they may not cal1 dispatdiers ifand when they are in need of help. The type of 

relationship that some dnvers have with dispatchers is reflected in the comments of one shift 

driver who says, "1 just take the orders, good moming, good evening, that's if". m8) 

Client abuse 

Abuse by clients is another fom of victimization of diivem. Drivers characteriz clients 

as 'good' or 'bad'. When one parîicipant was asked what constituted a bad client, he nsponded 

"drug dealers, prostitutes, and petty criminals". p 9 )  Another participant notes that a bad 

client was someone who "1 can't say they're racist, but they'n the ones who can't adjust with 

other peopleW.(TD6) Only one participant believed intoxicated cusumiers cotistituted a bad 

client. 

Although drivers did not believe inebriated clients posed a problem, they are in faa a 

threat to their health and safety because they have the potentid to become aggressive; they can 

be unpredictable and dernanding. One driver laughingly r d l s  an incident where he picked up 

client, whom he says 'looked normal'. During the course of the ride however, the client became 

abusive. He says: 

1 used to drive nights and I have one, he was r d l y  really wild. At this moment it's 
veq vague. 1 had to kick him out and it was a big big fuss and the police had to 
corne in and everything. The guy gets inside the car, he was iike nom1 and as we 
started driving, he progressively gets temble and temble. (laughter) And tôen he 
tells me that where we're going, I'm gonna get beat up..And his buddies are waiting 
and he's getting progressively wone. So we get to 1 gess  Broadview and G e m d  
area and I pulled over and then he gets out and then he starts..from that point 1 can't 
remember. Anyway the police came in, he paid me and 1 dont know what bey did 
with him. (TD2) 

Although he haà been threatened with physical abuse, he does not idente it as a threat 

because the client was intoxicated, did not have a weapon and so was perceived as non- 

threatening. He remembers the incident ody vaguely and tbis may sugg#rt that the fkequency 

of incidences where they deal with inebiiated clients diminish the perceived severity of the 



threat, i.e. they are not worth remembe~g. Drivers a h  perceive that tbese clients are eady 

manageable. One participant notes tbat: 

Like [a] drunk person is not that dangerous like the people high on drugs. Beuuise 
when somebody is dru& you can manbaadle hirn easily..than somebody who is 
high on drugs, they can't manhande even by the police sometimes; they cal1 the 
backup. ("ïD6) 

The comment illustrates this driver's perception of wbat constinites a k a t .  He perceives 

that an intoxicated customer poses Iess of a risk than a drug addict does. This is analogous to 

cirivers' perceptions of the severity of abusa such as be-jumping and violent robbenes. This 

assurnption is based on the belief tbat an inebriated customer is weaker and therefore more 

manageable. The belief that intoxicated clients and the physical threat they pose are net 

considered a serious nsk is also reflected in the comments of another driver explains why he will 

provide service to an inebriated client. He says: 

... 1 dontt have a problem with that..because that is why people talce cabs. The guy 
went out for a few dnnks and he over did it, I dont have [a problem] ... (TD3)  

Interestingly, this driver had on one occasion, crashed his car into a bus shed afkr an 

intoxicated client had threatened him with a p n .  He had crashed the car in order to get the 

attention of a police cruiser going by . He later found out that the gun was unloaded. 

Notwithstanding that experience, he still believes that most intoxicated clients are harmless. 

The belief does not reflect consideration of individuals who may bave the potential for violence 

when they are intoxicated. The position of this shift driver can be cantnisted with that of an 

independent dnver who unequivocally refises to pmvide service to inebriated clients. The 

opposing positions reflect the financial insecurity of shift drives who admit to picking up 

clients even when their instincts tell them that they may pose a heahh risk. Although the 

potential exists for abuse by intoxicated customers, they are also a source of revenue for the 

driver. As well, the risks are perceived as relative; some clients are more dangerous than othen. 

So, while some driven may perceive some clients are dangerais, d e r  cirivers may not. 



Pickiag up groups of people also poses a potential threat to the health of &vers. Several 

drivers reported p i chg  up gmups of people who threatened hem with physical abuse. One 

driver his car hijackeâ during the trip. One phcipant reports pickuig up a group of young 

adults who, once inside the car became veibally abusive and threatened him with physical 

violence. He says: 

.... One of them was pushing his hand in my fice, he wanna beat me up. He got in 
the cab, he say's "hey nigger, wbM kinda music you got there". 1 said wait, 1 dont 
undentand that lanpage. From the time I tell him so- he want to beat me up. When 
1 tell hm to get out, he iefused to get out of the cab..it was abut 5 of them, al1 the 
others were gonna get out, but he was the one, he looked like he's the vagabond type, 
you know. ... But he wanted to beat me up. Oh yeh, he was tbreatening me what he 
was gonna do to me .... Cf138) 

The data demonstrate an example of the race-based abuse that driven sometimes 

encounter in interactions with the public. The incident reinforces the perception of drivers that 

groups of young adults pose a greater health nsk. As one driver points out, it is difficult to 

handle one client but impossible to defend younelf when confioated by a group. 

Dnvers Say clients ofien get into their cabs and do not give specific addresses. Being 

allowed to do this leaves dnvers vulnerable because they do not know where they are going and 

this increases their vulnerability to physical harm. They report that this behaviour is common 

among dmg dealers and prostitutes who often bave no particular place to go and are simply 

driving around lwking for customers. Drivea recognize this as a threat. One panicipant 

explains that : 

nie most dangerous thing is for a driver to go in a direction he doesn't how. He's 
uncertain, he's tentative. It's setting up the prime thing for an accident. He's shifty, 
he has to look at every sign, it's bad.. .This causes al1 kinds of pmblems..go here, 
tum down this alley..and before you know it, you're in some dead end and your life 
is jeopardy. So, that's a no no for me. (TD3) 

The potential for danger exists in the driver's inability to plan his route. Asking customen 

for their destination bas also proved a health thrcat to drivers. ûne participant advises thaî he 

picked up two customers who he says 'used and abused' him. Tbese clients bued bis cab but 



would not give hirn a destination. He says that during the ride, they k q t  changing their Mnds 

and when he insisted they tell him where they wished to go, he was thteatened with a gua. 

Although he did not adually see a weapon, the threat of being killed was tramatic. 

Abuses by clients range from minor incidences such as fâre-jumping to severe incidences 

such as robberies and assaule. Two cirivers report king robbed and al1 experienced fare- 

jumping. One noted that he was dso Uivolved in a physical altercation with a client who was 

verbally abusing him and had used expletives he assumed were meant as an h l t  to his rnother. 

His recollection of the story illustrated one of the diaculties inherent in cultural and language 

barriers (Le. the use and meanings of words). The difficulties of language and cultural barriers 

were also evidenced by the stories of another relatively new immigrant whose encounter with the 

police after his car had been hijacked was made even more fiustrating because the police 

apparently had difficulty understanding him. 

The experience of a taxi driver in the City is in shaip contrast to the independent driver or 

the airport driver. The airport driver considen himself 'safer' because he gets a better 'type' of 

client. He notes that his clients can pay and he considers them less dangerous. Airport drivers 

do not for example, have to deal with 'drunks in the early morning'. One City &ver remarks 

that he often gets intoxicated clients who do not know where they are gohg, or sometimes he 

has 'mental patients' who 'just get in your cab' and have no way of paying. While he does not 

perceive this is a senous health risic, the potential exists for clrivers to be abused or physically 

attacked by these clients or by inebriated customen. The expenence of the City, limousine and 

independent driven reveals how the social and organidonal Eieton of work can influence 

health and health behaviour. 

Work organization: 

Dnven' exposures to risks are infiuenced by the oiganzation of their work. For 

example, they must work in die areas that aie close to their btoketages. ûne participant 



explained tbat if cirivers go too Eu nom the location of tbeir bdcerages, they will wt get 

customers. Each Company bas its own (corporate) customen in différent areas. Hence, if a 

company is loated in the west end, drivers wiil tend to woik in that a m .  This means that 

depending on the location of brokerage companies, driven rnay be forced to work in 'unsafe' 

neighbourhoods. M e r  m o r s  of work organization tbat influences bealth include cruising and 

night work. 

Cmisin~ versus wst 

Cruising is described by one driver as "driving amund and around and amund until 

something happens". (Tû2) The 'post' or taxi staad offers respite h m  cruising and also 

provides the opportunity to get customea. Since driven have no control over the flow of their 

work, it is not unusual to sit on taxi stands for hours at a the .  As mentioned earlier, one driver 

admits that he once sat on a post for seven houn without getting a Eire. The long waiting 

penods are a source of anxiety. One participant notes that: 

.... some drivers when they are sining, they take it that this is coming to their brain, 
you know, like stressing them too much. So they..walking and things Iike that cause 
they can't handle sitting for a while you know ....m 6) 

Another participant says that: 

If it 's a MI busy day, you don't feel that stressed out. If t ' s  a really slow &y, you 
feel stressed. If it's a slow day, you're sitting most of the time doing nothing. If it's 
a busy day, you're moving dl the time and you're busy al1 the time .... 0 10) 

Participants report that physically, "it is easier to sit on a stand and go on calls Uistead of 

cruising". (TD6) While it may be physidly less demanding, long periods of inactivity can be 

stressfil. Some driven see this as unproductive time; others characterize it as 'depressing'. For 

some drivers, the stress of waiting on a pst  may reflect theV insecurity about income, for others 

it is bondorn. Moving uound not only gives them the feeling of being productive, it reduces 

the stress and anxiety of iaaaivity. However, wbile 'playhg the streets' offem the possibiiity of 



increased income, it dso iweases the expanire ta risb. It meam greater exposure to physieal 

and mental fàtipe, to more accidents, incidences of d c t ,  bealth-adverse behavioun, and it 

causes greater Wear and t e x  on their cars. 

Drivea report that cniising puts up to '200 kilometres a day' on their cars. Cruising also 

poses a threat to health because drivers are confhed to the car for extended periods of time 

while simultaacously ensaging in several different aaivities. The physical and psychological 

demands combined with the cornpetitive naaire of the industry and the anti-cab sentiment of the 

public give rise to stms and tatigue. One driver explains that: 

Cmising is much much harder because when you are cmising, you get tired because 
of the speeding, breaking, nervousness and dealing with bafFic, with pedestnan, 
watching [for] customers, and competition on the road, you know. You have to out 
race your competitor, so, cniising is much, much barder. But sitting at a stand, t 
helps you to at least regain energy, to lower dom your frustration from dealing with 
the competition. (TD4) 

The comment captures some of the risks inherent in cmisiag and illustrates the role of 

competition in the health and dety  of drivers. Outiacing cornpetitors suggest dnven rnay 

engage in aggressive and nsky behavioun that endanger both thernselves and others. It also 

elucidates that driven use the posts as a respite from the stresses and tensions of cmising. 

Whether drivers mise or sit at a post is dependent on how they feel and which strategy 

they think they will eam them more money. Cruising gives them a sense of wntrol with respect 

to their ability to eam more income. ûne driver notes that "a taxi cniising around would tend to 

make more money than one that is sitting". (TD8) This suggests tbat cniising is a way to reduce 

the financial insecurity of sitting at p s t  and provides some contiol over the volume of work. 

However. as this driver suggests, cniising r e q u k  diligence. He says: 

. .. [a driver] has got to be very alert. If you'n looking for business, you've got to 
look around you al1 the time to see who wants a cab. Sometimes people dont even 
recogniw you, you could see who wants a cab More even they flag you down. So a 
&ver can make money on the sircet driving around but you've got to be alert, every 
second and then yau gotta be watching out tbat you dont get into an accident. You 
gotta be looking for police that give yai tickets, speeding and.. ..Pt!) 



His comrnents illustrate another aspect of cruising that is dinerent h m  the former 

participant (TD4). However, tbe two perspectives combine& pmvide an illuminatuig example of 

wbat is involved in cniising. Cruising also means divers are picking up clients 'at random'. if 

driven are cruising when they are tirecl, partiailady at night, the p d c e  of picking up 

'randomly' becomes a nsky prospect because they may not be fùlly alert to potential dangers. 

This increases the chances of having an accident or of king victimized. 

Ninht work 

Driven' perspectives varied on whether it was more dangerous to work at night than 

during the daytime. Two participants said they did not work at night because they considered it 

more dangerous. They felt for example, that people were more likely to take chances with 

robberies at night. One driver says he was innuenced by the 'scary stories' he heard fiom other 

drivers and through the media. He imagines that 'it's very homble out there at nights', that 'you 

get al1 types of characters.'UDS) The hazards of night driving include falling asleep at the wheel 

and reduced visibility. One driver states bat: 

Night is where you need to be more alert, like some dnven they think the roads are 
clear, it's very easy. But you can be sleepy easier at night time on the wheels. And 
then the difierent lights coming fiom, you know, like cars cornhg fiom the front .... 
For me. 1 considered it more dangerous too, driving nights tban the âaytime ... though 
the mbberies happen at the daytime too because 1 was robbed daytime. (TD6) 

Another driver notes that: 

... dsiving at night, well, the lighting is not the same. You've got to be more alen I 
guas cause you can't see as well and I'm more liable to get tired at night tbaa during 
the day ôecause 1 start off k h ,  mon or les. At the end of the day I'm beginning to 
get more tired. (TD8) 

At night, Msibility is reduced and cruising is hazardous because of the lights h m  the 

streets and h m  other cars. One driver states that "your eyes starting hurting quicker than when 

you are driving in the daylight". (TD6) Another participant reports tbat he 'feels diny' when he 



drives at night because of the ligbts and the need to be constantly lodoog amund for customers. 

As well, the reduced visibility at night makes it more difficult for &vers to 'assess' clients before 

picking them up. The notion of stadng off f k h  suggests that &vers who work double shifts 

will be susceptible to the dangers of fàlling asleep at the wheel and getting into accidents. Ooe of 

the dangers of night work is elucidated in the statement of one participant whose diivhg partner 

was drhing while tired and had an accident. He says: 

.... The guy was driving nights. he was driving tued at 4:00 in the morning, he 
crossed straight line, whatever, and somebody hit and the car totally weat and he 
was dive. (TD7) 

The combination of fatigue and the inability to see clearly exacerbates die risk of 

victimizations. One participant talked of the added danger of worlung during the summer when 

more people are out at night. One shift driver notes that "people who may be into dmgs or just 

out at night and stranded and they drinking or arousing and just want to get home" are a threat to 

driver safety(TD8) This is particularly tme for drivers who work in the downtown core at night. 

The data dernonstrate that the organization of work poses a potential health risk for 

dnvers. Cruising is stressfil because dnvers are mobile and must engage in several different 

activities simultaneously. As well, the nature of the work obliges drivers to engage in 

aggressive behaviours. Night work poses similar threats. Shift and lessee driven who work ai 

night are more exposed to violent fonns of victimhtions; these may be exacerbateci during the 

summer months. The reduced visibility at Nght decreases their ability to control b a r d s  

panicularly with respect to assessing people before picking thern up. As well, they are more 

susceptible to drowsiness or to falling asleep at the wheel when they work at night. in most 

cases, drivers who work at night have no choice about the houn. If they sub-lease (i.e. rent 

fiom a lessee ciriver) for emple ,  that is the shift they will have to work. 



S u l l ~ ~ t y  

This chapter described and analyzed the diffennt types oftheats to the health of clrivers. 

These threats Mse fiom the social, organizational and material conditions of theV work. The 

hazards uiherent in the industry include working long hain, risky and aggressive behaviours, 

victimizations, stress nom codiict and competition, confinement in the car for long periods, the 

organization of their work and compromises and trade-offb tbat cirivers engage in that constitute 

a health nsk. It also suggested tbat their perceptions of risk influence their hcahh-related 

behaviours. 

The &ta reveal that competition between drivers giva nse to nsky and aggressive 

behaviours. Aggressive and nsky  behavioun in tum create stress aud codict. Conflicts iuke in 

relationships with the public, other cirivers and the police. The anti-cab sentiment of the public 

poses physical and psychological health risks. As well, nsky behaviours (e.g. picking up 

'questionable' clients) also pose a threat to health. Woiking prolonged hours causes physical and 

mental fatigue, which diminishes driven' ability to stay alert, tbaeby incqssing the possibility of 

accidents or victimizations. It precludes adequate sleep and encourages unbealthy dietary habits. 

As well, the financial uncertainty and the unpredictability of the business cause drivers to engage 

in tde-oEs and compromises, which dso create threats to health. 

These findings suggest that driven create and are crcated by the environment in which the' 

fwiction. It follows h m  this assertion that as anive social beings openting in a constrained 

environment, they will find creative and innovative ways of reducing or eliminating the threats to 

their mental and physical health. The ways in which dnven attempt to protect their health are 

elucidated and analyzed in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER 5 

DRIVER BEHAVIOURS - PROTECTING HEALTH 

The pteceding chapter discussed the various health risks to which &vers an exposed 

during their workday. This chapter explora the various stmtegies tbat dnvers utilize in order to 

protect themselves fiom the nsks inherent in their jobs. niese behavioun are influencecl by their 

perceptions of wbat consthtes a health risk. The strategies incluâe using 'talk' as a way to 

assess clients, ' d i n g  the signs' of and avoiding potential threats, compromises and trade-offs, 

improvising and diet and physical activity. Each of these concepts is discussed and analyted. 

Taik is an eiement of personality, a dimension of their interpersonal skiil set. It is 

concephialized for the purposes of this discussion as verbal or non-verbal communication 

between driven and eustomers that reduces the possibilities of the driver being abused or 

victimized. It includes eiements such as appeasing the client through conciliation, and 

compromise. Drivers use talk to evaluate clients before they allow them into their cabs. One 

paiticipant explains how he uses this rnethod before he picks up a client for a long distance fare. 

He says: 

... 1 try to get a feel of different people ... Driving arowid at 2 in the moming and a 
young black man stops me..and I'm saying this as a matter of fa*..I'm not using..and 
1 would do the sarne for anybdy, but Im saying black person, you biow..and he 
says to me, I want to go to Brampton..so here I am with this guy. First thing I'd say 
to the p y  is 'do you want the flat rate?' First of dl, the purpose of that is to have a 
conversation. 1 will talk to him. So depending on thaf 1 wül get a response. 1 will 
know so many things about diis penon with that one question. So he'll say, what do 
you mean, or he'll say, what's the flat rate, do you have an idea how much it's go= 
cost? So now I've asked another question. So, you gay, well, depending on what he 
says, 1'11 say have you done it before, bavent you or, F U  say weU, it's like $35 or $44 
or something. Then PI1 say, why dont you give me $40, so at that point I will go out 
of my way to offer him that deal for the simple reason to know tlrrt..so depending, 
he'll respond, one of two ways. What do you thi& you diidc 1 dont bave money, 
look I have al1 this money, what's your poblem, or he'U say, ben. So at least 1 
would have established some kiad of connedon that says, oh, whea 1 get there, Fm 
g a g  my money. Then 1'11 do it. Or, he'U have to rassure me, give me a diserent, 



more assurance. So that is the way 1 would go about tbat. 1 dont know about other 
people. 1 will get more idionnation and then, we wili go or 1'11 say 1 can't go. And 
when he says 111 say well, wbat do you think. 1 just met you five minutes ago and 
you expect me to trust you? To love you? To know you? It k n ' t  work like that. 
Tbt would be my comeback, if he goes on Iike tbat. But then, 1 would have 
establisbed by this..b tbaî is the way 1 would deal with tbat..so firot of al1 1 give him 
a deal, and secondly, 1 know he bas money, and thirdly, 1 determine if he's a very 
angry penon or if he's just tued or..kcawe you can ôasidly deduce a lot of stuff 
fiom where they're coming hm..sometimes they come in and they're belligerent 
and they're screamiag and cursing and..= 1 can make al1 those Malyses (Tm) 

H i s  strategy includes posing a question and analyzing the response. Based on the response, 

he poses a second question that seeks information about the cusumier's knowledge about the cost 

of the trip. The response of the client provides him with information about whether he has made 

the trip before and how much he nomially pays. If he bas not made the trip More, the &ver 

offea the client a 'deal', after telling him the usual cost of the trip. Offeiing a deal is a way to 

determine whether the customer has the resources to pcy. The conversation provides the driver 

vith information that can be used to determine whether or not the customer is a potential health 

risk. 

The excerpt also illusvates the analytical, interpersonal and intuitive skilis of the driver. 

Being able to glean idormation fiom one question suggests that experience is a key aspect'of this 

health protection strategy. He engages in a process of questioning and negotiating that result in 

an evaluation of the potential client. As well, by engaging the customer in a conversation, he 

fosters fmiliarity and creates a temporary relationsbip that may reduce the potential of abuse or 

victimization. 

Another participant uses talk, not as a method of assessing clients but as a way to d u c e  

potential interpersonal confîict. With respect to clients he perceives are racist, he says: 

... even those who really disciminate agaiast b W  or agakt minority, or anybody 
who hate different race..tbey say something in the car, but p e m d l y  wbM 1 fouad 
is, 1 become fiiend quickly, so that's how 1 deal with them. 1 dont make people 
quickly enemy or sûanger or oomething, I quickly make them cornfortaMe by 
talking to them nicely, you know what 1 m m .  So 1 doa't have any probiem..the 
only thuig is they can look at me without knowing me, they can cbme..it bappen to 
me. (TDI) 



The comment was d e  in the context of a conversation about customers who he 

perceives refuse his services because he is black. While he uses talk ta assuage potentially 

acrimonious situatious, the comments also suggest tbat talk is not always an effktive method. 

in some &tances customen' perceptions of h h  will be a salient Mt in how they respond to 

him. As one driver notes, "sometimes clients want to talk and other times, they do not". (m2) 

This participant (TD 1) also uses talk to prevent customen h m  smoking in bis cab. He says: 

Mody the uiswer Pm getthg ftom the smokers is, oh, nothing else to do. Well, 
listen, you can talk to me, 1 have sorne gm, 1 bave some candy. 1 buy candy and 1 
put some candy and 1 say if you want some candy, if you want a gum, here, you 
know, help yourself if you wama talc, we can talk, but just dont smoke. Tbat's 
what 1 tell them. Most of the people, the way 1 speal< to them, they agree and they 
dont smoke because 1 talk to them personally. 1 ciont put a sign, if 1 put a sign, it 
feels like I'm putting law into them, Fm showing them the law is stmnger. Even 
though if they want they smoke, there is a sign diat says no smoking. 1 did try that, 
they ignore that smoking and they light up the cigarette.. . . ÇfD 1) 

The comments illustrate that he utilized other strategies (putthg up a 'no smoking' sign) 

to prevent smoking in bis cab but it was ignored by eustomen. He feels he does not want to 

appear authontarian so he utilizes a second and a third alternative. These include offering talk 

along with 'pm' or 'candy'. The presumption is that if they are eating or taking, they will be 

less inclined to smoke. Dnvers recognize the utility of good communication skills. One 

panicipant asseris that: 

You have to be able to be talking to kings and then [bel talking to paupen and you 
cannot take any aloof attitude. Or in auotber term, you eannot take an attitude of 
inferionty. People read it right away..and if you try to be superior, they saise tbat 
too. So, you have to be flexible, find tbat balance. (TD3) 

He suggests that chvers must be 'personable', 'handle îhemselves with daonim' and 

have the type of penonaiity that will 'change the customer's mind a h  taxi cûivers'. Another 

participant's strategy is to not take it personally when customers ask bim about himself He 

says: 



...ûthers they want to know from you abait younelfor about the City..lil<e when 
you are a visible minority, you know. So they bave certain questions so you have to 
be prepared to answer thaf you hiow, not take it personai, it maybe there is 
curiosity to know about something diaerent. m) 

The comments of both these driven suggest tbat a positive image of taxi &vers and of 

visible minonties can be made by the way they present themselves to customen. A personable 

atîitude not only enhances their opportunities for Uicreased incorne secunty, it reduces the 

possibility of king victimized or abused by customers. 

Comments made by another participant demonstrate how talk c m  be used to de-escalate 

potentialiy unpleasant or abusive situations. This fom of talk includes conciliation. This ciriver 

reports that customers are often 'suspicious that you're gonna chat them' and get angry if they 

perceive dnven an taking them a longer than necessary route. He notes for example that a 

newly released convict once threatened him with death if he took him the longer route to his 

destination. When customers appear distmsdul of him, he says the best tbing to do is to: 

. ... give hem a choice, 1 Say, look, you've got wo ways to go here, which one do 
you prefer? Then, you know, they get to make the choice and tell me okay, you go 
the way you want, 1 go. (TD8) 

This fonn of communication (offering choices to the customer) reduces the dinnist and 

creates a safer work environment for the driver. Airport driven utilize simiiar strategies in 

prutecting their health. In dd ing  with 'difficult' clients, they note that they 'flatter hem?, 

'agree with them', and give them discounts in order to 'appease' them. 

Although dnven empioy diis stmtegy for health protection or to avoid incidences of fiire- 

jumping, there are instances when it cannot be utilized. While one participant (TD3) explained 

in detail how he goes about using talk to assess clients, he also says: 

1 have to admit tbat some people, based on their human condition, you can't ask 
them these kinds of questions. Some people, some elderly people and, you how.  
niey have some dignity about k m ,  that you aui't ask those kiads of questions. 
You do it in good fyth and hope they b v e  the money]. 1 would not ask certain 
people but not because.. just for respect you how. (TD3) 



While his comments d e r  specifieally to seniors, then an times when drivers simply go 

on tmst or 'goad Gth' thaî the client will pay and will not vedxûly or physically abuse them. 

That tak is not always an effective strategy is demonstrated in the interactions of dnven and 

dispatchers. When driven have problems with dispatchers, tbey will, in some cases attempt to 

raolve them by trying to Mc with them. However, if the dispatcher refuses to be part of the 

resolution process, nothing can be accomplished. This oAen leaves the driver feeling fnistrated 

and mentful. One driver relates his experience with a dispatcher who nfused to speak with 

him after they had a disagreement over the radio regarding a fare. He statcs: 

... Like other driven will go and fight with [dispatcher] or do something..l cail hirn 
by telephone. I say, "cm 1 talk to you [dispatcher]?" .."no h$s busy at the moment". 
i want to talk to hirn about fare. He said "he's busy, he can't talk to you". In this 
case, what you can do? ... 1 want to communicate with him, to tell him what 
happened ... and he tell you, no, go away, I'm not spcakuig to you. (l"D7) 

His comments illustrate the need to talk, to express the feelings of anger and fnistration or 

to clear up misunderstandings that he says 'absorbs his thoughts' but he is unable to do so 

because the source of his fnistrations refuses to talk with him. When the dispatcher refuses to 

talk with him he feels helpless, illustrated by the comment, 'what can you do?' The inability to 

express his feelings means he is then compelled to find other ways of dealing with these 

emotions. He may internalize them or he may decide to 'just forget about it' or, he may decide to 

avoid dealing with the dispatcher, which is what some clrivers choose to do. As well, he may take 

his hstrations out on someone else. in this case, talking is not an effective health protective 

nrategy because it is king used as a reactive, not a proactive strategy. "i'he heaicacy of 

'reactive tak' as a strategy in health protection is also demoastrated in the in tedons  between 

driven and hotel doomen regardhg 'feeding' (discussed in Cbapter 3). 

The &ta demonstrate that taxi driven use 'evaiuative' and 'plarative' tall< as a form of 

health protection. Dnvea also use interpersonal, analytical anâ aegotiaîing skil h to help in 

maintaining health. Although t is not always an -ive strategy by itself, when cornbined with 



drivers' obse~ational skiUs and experience in the business, it can piovide a more effective tooi in 

their arsenal of health protective strategies. 

Reu&g the s b :  

Tak is the verbal method of client assessment. The non-verbal method of assessing 

clients is conceptualized here as 'reading the signs'. Dnvers do not always bave the opporhnity 

to talk with clients before picking hem up so they use obsemtional ski1ls to detemine what 

'type' of client they are (e.g. h g  dealer, prostitute) and whether they pose a risk. Drivers 

utilize this strategy as a preventive masure against Mctimizations. Oae phcipant says that: 

!n the first place, what I see is 1 look at the sign, there is a lot of signs to see if 
they're dangerous people are not. @robe) When drug dealers get into your cab, you 
know it by their looks, okay, because you can tell a dnink and a dnig dealer and a 
notmal penon, that's, it's simple as that. (probe) No, you couldn't tell but 1 deal with 
them on a daily basis so 1 can tell. Not ody chat we know which area is involved, so 
that's another thing that tells you where not to fool around with, where not to pick up 
people. if they tell you, even they are normal, but even if they tell you, go such area, 
so autornatically, you know, the same thing. ifthey tell you, you go there, you know 
that area king always run by hooken, they stand tbere and, you know, work. So, 
you can..once you get into the business, you leam. (probe) You'U never miss, you'll 
never miss. Mostly the cab drivers know, they dont work everywhere, everybody 
work whatever bey feel comfortable..~~ that in that a m  you d e  your money, you 
know what kind of business is going on, you know what time the restaurant is busy, 
you know what time the hotel is busy, al1 this is wbat t h e  which area is busy..and 
everything, so k t ' s  how it works. 0 1) 

The comment demonstrates the different kinds of information that he uses in his 

assessment of a customer. First, he assesses the customer based on his/her appearance and his 

own knowledge and experience in the industry. He also rnakes the assessment based on the area 

where customers waot ta go or the area in which they are attempting to hVe his ab. His 

decision is therefore based on geography, exemplars of crimllials and his industry knowledge. 

The use of these symbols is a cornmon practice among divers. 

Dnvers also utilize stereotypes and past experiences wben deciding to accept groups of ' 

people. They report tbat they avoid picking up groups, @cularly young adula, because they 



perceive they are a potential source of threat. One participant reports that he tends to choose 

fernale over male clients because they are d e r .  Asked wbat he meant by d e r ,  he States that 

"they are srnaller, more Iikely to pay, and are less Uely to attack you". (TD4) He admits 

however, that when dnven engage in this methd of healtb behaviour, they are 'playhg a 

psychological game'. The strategy is not always effective however because potential 

victimizers devise ways of getting a taxi to stop. Oiie participant advises that he stopped for a 

single female customer, not realizing that two males were hiding neahy. He says that sbe held 

the door open making it impossible for him to move. Once imide the car, they proceeded to 

verbally abuse him. 

Cultural stereotypes are also used to assess 'good' and 'bai' customers. Symbols of 

good and bad clients include overall appearance and demographic characteristics (dress, class 

status, race, age, and occupation). For example, teenagers who 'wcar baggy pants' and mvel in 

a group are considered bad a risk. As well, the 'areas where they want to go' and the 'buildings 

they live in' are indicators of good and bad clients. The following excerpts explains how 

drivea spot problem clients: 

Weil, the way they âress, they way they behave, w i h t  even getting into your cab, 
you can tell someone who doesn't have [money] .... (ID 1) 

... a dmg dealer is very easy to know; their appearance, iike these p y s  who sel1 
crack-cocaine. nie way they approach the car, they wouldn't approach the car in a 
normal way. You'd see something that is very fishy about them. You know, they 
kinda run to the car like if they're very nervous, you how. The reaction is dinerent. 
A drug dealer is very easy to reaily distinguish. (TDS) 

These comments demonstrate that driver$ perceptions are based on popular stereotypes, 

combined with knowledge gained in the business. Ahbough the concept of assessing customen 

based on these distinctions seem questionable, dnven insist that with experience and 

acclimation to the business, they leam to spot potential problems. Experience therefore 

becomes a health resource. Although part of this mategy involves intuition, driven assert that 

fàiling to read the signs of danger ofken results in 'something baâ' occurrbg. Several drivers 



note that ifthey do not 'feel right' or if 'they mincis are not settled' they will not pick up a 

customer. One participant explains the instances when he feels un- about a client: 

... I'm not sure I can explain uiis to you. I bave developed wbat you would cd a 
sixth sense. More the problem 1 could teil you..if you ride along..don't pick âim 
up, 1 listen to tbat. Every time 1 havent listeneci to if something bappens. I dont 
know if it's experience, 1 dont lmow if it's intuition. Even if 1 have a fhre in the car, 
1 start getting the vibes, 111 make an excuse.Sl1 say listen you how, somdbllig is 
wrong, this car is acting up and 1'm not goma rnake i wuld you kindly take another 
cab. Every t h e  1 dont listen to it, somcthing bad happens. (TD3) 

Another participant -tes that: 

.... Oh yeh, when the problem is gonna start, you know if you can tell by the way 
they handle your question and the way you, ah, their demmds and ail that stufF. So 
you can assume that there is a problem, so, [better] do quickly something. (T'Dl) 

Doing something quickly means that dnvers must not only be alen to potential dangers, 

they must also be prepared to act quickly. One driver advises for example, that once he realized 

he was 'in trouble' with a group ofteenagea he had picked up, he 'shut the car' andjumped 

out, making the excuse that there was a problem with the car's engine. The utility of dnven' 

knowledge of their business is also illustrated in the commeots of one driver who explained how 

he assesses whether or not a client can S o r d  his services. His determination is made based on 

knowledge about geographical areas (residences) and the demographics of its occupants. He 

says : 

Well. certain areas we know like 95% sure this type of person gonna be.Suppsing 
there is a housing complex, rnost the people living over there are on a fixed income. 
If somebody wants to take a taxi over there, that meam he or she bas different means 
of making more money..otherwise they cant afford to take a taxi. ifthey are tahg 
a taxi, it should be sent by the home caie or like by social seMces or somctbing like 
diat. So, your senses are gonna right away tell you that there is sometbing wrong. 
@robe) You must have some experience of the industry. Without that, you can't tell 
that. When you are driving long enough you lmow ceRain patches where you dont 
want to pick up anybody. You flatly want to say no to them. (probe) It rnakes..your 
senses just start telling you, dont pick up this one. This may be a working woman 
or this may be a dnig dealer or this may be ... m) 



The assertion that king able to read tôe signs of danger cornes with industry exyenence 

is borne out in the comrnents of another less experknceù driver who admits he is unable to tell 

anything about people and whether or not they will pose a problern. He says: 

1 won't tell, me 1 dont have that kiad of discrimination in my mind. 1 see them as 
what..a lot of places you avoid it, and you dont pick fmn there because you see 
it..you donkt want to serve them ...y ou wimt to avoid problems. So whaî 1 do is if I'm 
crossing [intersection] at night, 1 make my roof light off. (TD7) 

Since he does not feel he cm recognize potentially dinicult clients, his way of protecting 

himself in these instances is to avoid working in areas considered or known to be problematic. 

He notes for example that when driving through certain anas, he 'tum the rooflight off to 

indicate he is not available for hire. Working in one area al1 die time is also a way of 

controlling these types ofthreats because dnvea get to know and learn the characteristics and 

foibles of these neighbourhoods. nie veracity of being able to read the signs of danger is also 

supported by the number of times this diiver bas ken victimized. He bas bad several fare- 

jumping incidences, he was threatened twice with violence, once with a gun and his car was 

hijacked by a group of young adults on another occasion. 

Like the strategy of talking, recognizing signs of potential risk is not a foolproof method 

of protection fiom threats to health. Dnven say they can tell a potential problern customer fiom 

'the place that you pick them up, the way they dress, or their manner'. Although they 

acknowledge that 'some are blatantly obvious', that they 'have a different way of relating', and 

that 'they dress differently', one participant adMu that 'wme will surprise you'. This suggests 

that, despite their years of experience and their knowledge of the industry, dnven cannot 

always detect potential problerns and so are unable to protect themselves in every situation. In 

these instances, the police become a potential heaith murce.  



Compromises und Trud~f fs :  

In tryhg to protect the variais dimensions of their health, &vers engage in 

compromising and trading ofK Compromises refer to the concessions or adjustments tbat 

drivers make in order to protect themselves from potenrial heolth threats. Such acts may d u c e  

the possibility of verbal abuse by a client. Traâe-offs d e r  to actions or choices driven make 

that, while they facilitate health, cost them in d e r  aspects, usualiy financial. 

As demonstrated in the section on Cornpetition in Chapter 4, the unfàimess and injustice 

that dnven feel when hotel doormen break the rules of fair cornpetition, or when police unfairly 

tickets hem, can be injunous ta their emotional health. The data bave demoastrated that driven 

do not get much assuagement from confronting hotel doormen. However, they report a sense of 

vindication when they go to court to fight (and win) charges brought by police officen. nYee 

dnven report they have gone to local police stations to cornplain about police harassrnent and six 

driven report going to court to dispute tickets, paiticularly citations rehted to seatbelts. 

Other reasons for disputing the charges are thaî, depending on the charge, they rnay lose 

points off their licenses if convicted. This puts their ability to rnake a living in jeopardy. As well. 

depending on the amount of the fine, paying it could make the difference between whether or not 

they can pay their bills at the end of the month. However, aitempting to protect matenal and 

emotional well-being often means a bade off, i.e. there is the possibility of losing in court and 

there is also lost time and lost wages. With respect to fighting seatbelt fines, one driver states 

that : 

.... Though when there is someone in the cab, I'm ailowed to drive without seat belt. 
But some of the policeman, they dont know the law, they just gonna give you the 
ticket. So you fight it in the court, you may win or lose. They lose nabiag because 
if they are going to the court, they are paipaiâ, they give you the ticket, it's part of their 
job, so they are paid. Whereas as a taxi driver, you have to go the court to win it, 
you lose your time and the judge rnay believe you or not. It depenàs on the judge 
again, you know. (TD6) 



Another way in which drivers trade-oEecanomic well-being for health is taking tirne off 

nom work knowing they will not be paid and will in fact be incurring expeases. One driver 

notes for example, tbat when he takes a vacation, "if the car parked for two days, my expenses 

for the two days, 1 have to pay fiom my pocket". (ïD6) All participants reported taking time 

off at the expense of last wages. With respect to attendhg social activities, one driver says: 

... So, 1 decideci, whenever there is a party or any other social activity requiring to go 
there.. .or any invitation or any birthday invitation fkom a neighbor or h m  family 
members, my policy as 1 followed up recently is stop driving taxi..use my Sunday 
clothes, attend it. Yes, I'm stopping diivbg, it doesn't matter, 1 have to attend. 
Because 1 see it like part of my..my whole success ... in order [for] a p e m  to be 
successfbl, he must include the other activities, even though he's gonna pay pnce for 
that. (TD4) 

For him the psychosacial rewards of social support are worth the trade. His cornments 

reflect that his conception of health includes having a sacial life. He believes that part of having 

a healthy, successful life is to feel ~ 0 ~ e c t e d  to fiunily and to be active in his community. His 

feelings about wmmunity and family may be informed by the f k t  he is a relatively new 

immigrant and he may be experiencing feelings of isolation, which rnay be exacerbateci by the 

nature of his work. 

Another fonn of trading off occua when dnvers refuse to provide s e ~ c e  customen who 

srnoke. As mentioned elsewhere in this discussion, only one participant smoked. However. al1 

but one (an independent driver) compromised on the issue of smoking in order to secure a 

higher level of eamings. One driver notes tbat he often suggests diat customea sit up fiont and 

hold the cigarette outside the cab. While this works well in the summer months, it is more 

difficult during the winter because the driver is exposed to extmne cold on bis upper tors0 and 

warmth fiom the car's heating system on his lower extremities. 

Driven repon that they get 'amoyed' with customers who feel they mua smoke, even 

when they are going short distances. One âriver reports îhat after repeated encounten with one 

client who always wanted to smoke, he began to ignore the customer when he attempteâ to hire 

his cab. He says " .... that was my little revenge, hopefûlly he'll get the message that some 



people can do without ywr $10 and $20 fares....". m2) While he prote- himselfhm 

second-band smoke, repeatedly utiluiag this strategy will mean a reduced level of income. On 

the other hand, dnven bave more latitude in refbsing clients during the winter montbs because 

it is their busiest period of the year. Thercfore, the winter season is an indirect fom of health 

protection. Also, the By-law provides that drivers can renise to provide service to customers 

who smoke. While this provides some heaith protection, it dl allows smoking in cabs. 

Drivers report for examplt that bey cannot legaliy m o v e  astrays h m  their cabs. 

The data demonstrate tbat drivea engage in compromises and tra<le-oG of incorne and 

job secunty for health. Trade-offs include going to court to fight perceived unfàir ticketing 

practices by police. which usually means lost wages and lost time. However, if successful, it 

provides a sense of justice that is conducive to emotional well-being. As well, dnvea choose to 

take time off to cultivate social support with h i l y  and comrnunity. They also report they 

sometirnes refuse to provide senices to clients who wish to smoke in their woikplaces. 

Improvising : 

Improvising refers to the strategies driven use to manage various facets of their work that 

may pose a threat to physical and mental health. Improvising deah with issues ielated to having 

a car as a workplace, problems inherent in working long houn, the organization of work and 

rnanaging anger and mistraiion. A key informant advises that there are an estimated 10,000 

licensed cab driven in the City and there are approxitnately 3,400 license plates. The over- 

supply of dnven, the poar economic conditions and the highly cornpetitive Mture of the 

industry means there is litile incentive to impiove work conditions such as pmiding better tau 

cabs. Since shift driven can expect no improvements in the condition of the cars bey drive and 

since many lessee drivers eaanot afFord to purchase new ones, they find ways to protect their - 

health while continuing to drive potentially d e  and uncornfortable cabs. 



To deal with their unconüortable workplace for example, drivers use cushions for their 

bacla and one driver advises that he dnves 'very cautiously'. The use of cushions, wbile it helps 

to protect the ba& particularly in cars that bave no adjustable seats is a sbort-tenn solution to 

potential badc problems. One participant suggests that it is best to get out of the car as often as 

possible in order to nlieve the stress of sitting for long periods in a coafined space. He says: 

Oh, you get really tind and your back hurt, you knee, your neck.. ifyou don't walk 
and every time when you got a customer, it's better to get out of your car and just 
stretch p u  kaow, just corne outside..instead of just siaing like 10 hours and 5 
houn..and you can feel it.. .. ('Ml 1) 

Stretching relieves muscle tensions and helps to relieve mental stress. Relieving the 

physical tension of sitting in the cab for long periods may also relieve fêtige and drowsiness and 

may help to refocus the driver's attention. Getting out of the cab (ifit meurs at rest stops) also 

provides opportunities for socializing with other dnven. With mpea to protecting himself fiom 

future back problcms, one driver says: 

... 1 chwse certain things, 1 stat doing right fiom the early. Always sleep on the 
hard. 1 don't sleep on the bed..and 1 ahvays use that thing, [obus forme]. I've been 
using maybe 10, 12 years now. It's not like 1 start using it now so that when you're 
taking some kind of precautions.. . . (TD6) 

The comment suggests that he has knowledge of, or was aware of, the potential risks of 

sitting in a car for extended periods of tirne. Part of this health behaviour occurs outside of work, 

e.g. sleeping on hard surfaces at home. Another participant talked about his knowledge of health 

science and how he utilizes this knowledge to protect his health. As well, past practices play a 

role in the current health behaviour of cirivers. For example, one participant advises h t  he 

... was a top soccer and cricket player so it's in me to..and 1 do my gardening 
again, that is good for my health ... (TD3) 

In these cases, participants demonstrate a nlationship between knowledge about health and 

potential nsks by engaging in bealth bebaviours such as exercise or using pmtective devices for 

their bodies. As well, the latter comment suggests tbat health behaviours leamed in early life 



cany over into later stages of the life course. This participant who is in his late fifoa, bas a mini 

gym in his home and reports that he exercises frequently in addition to gardening. 

Drivers say that too much cniishg causes depletion oftheir energy levels. As well, they 

advise that because of the condition of their cars, they are easily fatigued a d  o&n begin, after 

several houn in the car, to experience physical pain in their knees and backs. They therefore 

find creative ways of dealing with the stress of protracted work houis. One strategy is to 

altemate between cruising and sitting at a post. One driver States that: 

... 1 dont sit too much and 1 dont cmise ûm much because 1 have to work long hours 
and 1 have to really preserve my energy..because you really can't drive it for long 
long houn..so you can feel it, in five houn without stopping whn, you drive, you 
can feel your knee, y ou know, and your back and everything is very tough. ("ïD 1) 

Making appropriate choices about when to cruise and wben to sit at a post is a way to 

balance their workflow and to conserve energy for the duration of their shifts. This strategy 

helps to alleviate the ktigue and stress inherent in cmising. While sitting at a p s t  reduces 

fatigue and stress, it also increases the sedentary eEects of the job. Drivers therefore get out 

their cabs and walk around in the area or bey sit in the cabs and stretch their legs outside the 

car. This behaviour was also observed amoag airport limousine drivers. These cirivers note that 

they mi t  extended hours in the taxi compounds at the airport, so they pass the time by walking 

around the cornpound. 

To relieve the boredom and hstration of sitting on a post, driven also advise that they 

read or they take naps. Four drivers report that they o h  read while îhey wait at taxi stands. 

One driver says that he reads in order to alleviate depression and to do 'something constructive 

that is good for my mental heaith'.(TDS) Napping d u ~ g  shifts is another way to reduce the 

effects of fktigue and to alleviate the problems attributaôle to inadequate rest, e.g. drowsiness. 

in talking about sitting at a pst, several driven use phnscs such as 'when 1 take a rest' . 

This suggests that the post is multi-functional. The practice of using the taxi stands as rest stops is 

an industry nom. Many dnven who prefer cruising during theù SB use the post as a rest area 



and as a place to get customers. hivers' appruach to talking about their heaith behavioun 

reveais the tacit skills they utilize in performing theù work. Tky do not fiame these behavioun 

in tenns of health but in terms of UistMnentality. For example, it just rnakes seme to sit at a post 

because going somewhere else would be hptacfical. The posts Eicilitate nst, eating, and 

persona1 care opportunities. 

Another way drivers engage in improvisational behaviour is illustrated by one 

participant's approach to getting exercise. Prolonged work hwn often mean drivers are unable 

to go to the gym. As well, taking time off to exercise represents lost opporauiities to eam 

income. Drivers understand that exercise is necessary for their health and their ability to do 

their jobs. One paiticipant notes diat exercise 'helps to keep weight off and 'refnshes and 

strengthens you'. (TD4) Two drivers report that they perceive helping with luggage as part of 

the service they provide to clients. Although it can be a potential hazard, one driver uses lifting 

luggage, as a form of exercise. He says: 

.... 1 see a lot of drivers dont bother doing that but 1 do, anytime there is a customer, 1 
put the luggage, 1 take it out and 1 put it in. The only rason is, nct for hem, 1 do it 
for myself, because I used to go to gym and I stop going to gym. 1 used to lie 
weights and so this is one way of doing my exercise..l wish 1 could have, 1 will have 
to have time to do al1 this back again because since 1 start dnving by myself 1 had no 
chance to go to gym or anything. Because, when you go there, you lose money..you 
have to constantly make money in order to pay on the bill, then look af€er yourself. 
(TD 1 ) 

He perceives that using his job tasks as a form of exercise is a way to help reduce 

financial insecurity. The luggage fiinctions as weights used to build physical strength and 

lifting them d e s  up for not going to the gym. However, this bas not proved a very effective 

way for him to exercise. This participant notes that he recently hurt himself lifting luggage into 

bis cab. As well, this strategy may have lirnited benefits since it is not engaged in or sustained - 
periods of time. 

Finding ways to mitigate anger and h d o n  is another eqample of improvised health 

behaviour. One participant admits he engages in scteaming as a way to release bis frustrations. 



He says "....yeh, 1 scream. 1 fée1 it's therapeutic toa you know, cause you can't keep all that stuff 

in. I scream a few times ...". m2) Although he gets rid of the stress, he admits tbat he 

experiences g i L  at his behaviour because yellhg and screaming, while t may be therapeutic is 

not accepîable social bebaviour. So, while he can pmtect his mental and cot~espondingly his 

physical health by emotive behaviour, he is eonstrained by social propriety. This sttategy, while 

it is salutary, is not an &e*ive long-term methad of cophg. This approach to dealing with stress 

can be contrasted with the approach of two other drivers who say that they simply ignore issues 

and situations that they find upsetting. This is refîected in comments such as '1 don? take it that 

seriously' or '1 don't let it bother me'. It is unlikely however that ignoring the pmblems that are 

inherent in their everyday experience is beneficial to their long-tenn health. 

Dia and physical adiviry: 

Dnvers perceive that mental stress is a threat to their health so physical advity is engaged 

in to relieve 'mental tiredness'. One participant notes that he does not feel physically tired 

because &'the reason I start worlting late is tbat 1 go work out at the gym". (TD2) Dnven' 

concepts of health are linked to the ability to work. Al1 but one &ver engaged in some fom of 

exercise and al1 admit that exercise is necessary for their mental health. One driver says: 

....y ou've got to take Gare of yourself because with this job, you can go crazy ... You 
have to take care of your mental health, you have to take aue of your physical 
health. And if you don't do those things, chances are you can get sick, you know. 
You can just deteriorate. You can pick up a mental problem. So 1 would advise any 
cab driver, make sure to take care of yourself. Go to a gym, do a little exercise and 
keep healthy. 1 think that's the key to âriving a cab. To be an efficient cab ciriver, 
you've got to k healthy..without health driving a cab out there is a big zero, you just 
can't exist. (TM) 

The emphasis he places on both these aspects of health illusbates that he is aware of the 

risks to both tacets of his heahh. His concem about getting sick suggests tbat this wodd be a 

liability because cirivers cannot afFord to take time off h m  work. Staying healthy therefore 



affords material security and physical and mental well-being. la oder to mure  his material 

security, be says: 

.... 1 ûy to take care of my body as best as 1 can. 1 think I'm pretty healthy compared 
to some of the cirivers out there. But of course, I protect myselfa lot. 1 use a 
cushion for my badc and 1 dnve very cautious. And then again, 1 know quite a lot 
about health. When 1 was going to high school, my best subject was heahb science, 
so that helps me in this situation. @robe) Well, 1 hiow how to pmtect myself, 1 
know the things to eat. I'in ves, experimental too, 1 do a lot of d i n g  on my health 
and stue you know. (TD5) 

Although he educates himselfabout health issues and says he 'icnows the things to eat' this 

participant admit5 to eating only once during his shift, usually a banana or some other fruit. He 

says he 'goes on a diet' during work hours. These dietary habits common among these 

dnvers. There is some inconsistency in the beiiefk and practices of cirivers with respect to dietar). 

habits. Their assertions suggest that they make the comection between di* habits and health; 

i .e. protecting the body or health means knowing 'the things to eat' and 'eating proper foods' . 

Although they recognize the necessity of proper diet, this does not extend to performing the 

behaviour. Two paiticipants for example, mention that they take vitarnins with their breakfast in 

the momings. However, breakfiut usually consists of 'a giass of orange juice'. This incongmity 

may be attributed to their work conditions and to the t h e  constraints under which they fuaction. 

As one participant asks, "how much can you eat at 5 o'clock in the moming"? (TD3) 

His ( T D S )  comrnents about physical activity and his behaviour regarding his diet suggest 

that he places more utility on exercise than on di- habits. The insmmientality of physical 

activity is illustrateci in the mmments of one participant who says tbat he must exercise so he can 

cany out his job tasks. For him exercise means he can stay aleri h i l e  driving long hours. He 

. .. -1 have to run like 3, 4 times a day, 112 hour, you know, 1 used to do that..but since 
1 got my knee pmblem, I just didn't run..I diân't have enough energy aAerwatds. I 
lost a lot of energy because when you M you get a lot of energy. Tbats lmw I work 
and 1 have to stnteh everyday for my back, for my knee, upper body, you how, my 
hand, my leg.. evetythmg 1 have ta stretch every &y..every morning when I get up. 
If 1 dont do that 1 couldn't even talk to you. 1 get so tind and iazy aad you know, 1 



can't hction. Soy besides tbat 1 have to eat well. 1 have to eat balanced mals. 
ml) 

His comments reveal his conception of arercise as instrumental. i.e. it is used to maintain 

health in order to work. The comments also suggest that diet is an important part of bis health 

strategy. interestingly, the comments of the independent driver in this study suggest thaî he uses 

exercise as a fonn of recreation, as an o p p o d t y  to socialize and to cultivate social support. 

This assertion is supportcd by his earlier comments with respect to his nlationship with co- 

workers. He says he 'keeps his distance' h m  them and tells them 'Tm not here to make fnends, 

I've got my fiends at home". (TD 10) The lessee driver, on the other band, sees exercise as 

instrumental. The differences in their perspective is illustrated in these comments by a lessee 

driver, a shifi driver, and an independent driver, respectively: 

The reason why 1 go to do my exercise in the morning is to relieve some stress.. 
because 1 think a lot of taxi dnvea are stresseci out, you how. So that way, I'm 
kinda lightheaded.. . ( ïD3) 

1 was aâvised and 1 advise every taxi driver to invest in a litîle gym. I will go three 
tirnes a week. This deals with stress too. Otherwike, sitting in that cab is .... (TD3) 

1 like to get home early in the evening in the summer t h e  so 1 can go play cricket or 
soccer (TD 1 0). 

Drivers' attitudes about health and physical adivity are influenced by their perceptions of 

the body and their concems about job and incorne security. They talk about health king the 

ability to 'fùnction' or 'to be mobile'. This implies tbat a fiinctiod body increases material 

security by affording the ability to work. Thcir emphasis on exercise reflects their concem with 

their mental health but also reveals the limits to the health strategies bey can engage in. On the 

f a  of it, exercise seems to have been adopted as a pamcea for al1 health-related thteab among 

several of the participants. For example one driver suggests exercise as a way to deal with the 

possibility of incontinence and stress. As well the data demonreate tbat driven believt theu ' 

jobs are more of a mentai than a physical tbreat to theu health. The empbasis on exercise to 



relieve 'mental stress' and the number of driven wbo engage in physical adivity substdates 

this assertion. 

Sumrrmry 

This chapter discussed cirivers' management of dukits to their heaith. These strategies 

indude using 'tzlk' as a way to assess clients before pickiag them up and as a way to mitigate 

or de-escalate potentially volatile situatioas. They use observational and intuitive skills as well 

as their knowledge and experience in the industry as non-verbai methods of assessing potential 

clients. As well, drivers engage in compromises and trade-ofi that, while they protect heaith, 

often result in lost wages. They also find innovative ways to get exercise on the job, to reduce 

fatigue, to make their workplace more cornfortable, and to conserve energy during long shifts. 

Finally, drivers' health protective strategies include gohg ta the gym, walking, gardening or 

playing soccer or cricket. 

The data demonstrate that driven manage social relations with customers using 

interpersonal skills such as talk and conciliatory am. They perceive this as a nonnal pan of 

their work and not as a specialized skill. Overall, the data demonstrate that driven have basic 

knowledge about health, perceptions of what constitutes a health risk, knowledge about laws 

and regulations governing their indu- and how these factors affect their health. khaviour is 

fuither influznced by attitudes about woik and health. Although drivers exhibit knowledge 

about heaith and hcalth risks, their ability to engage in beahh protective svategies are 

constrained by employment relations (lease agreements), economic coosideraîions, and by the 

conditions and nature of their woik (e.g. long houn and time consûaints). 



CHAPTER 6 

STRUCTURAL DETERMINANTS OF HEALTH 

The preceding cbapter dealt with the strategies drivers use to pmtect their health. 

However, as the data bave shown, then are also structural factors thaî play a role in the protection 

of the health of drivers. These include driven' location withh the social hierarchy of the 

industry, (i.e. the various categories or types of drivers), the organidon of work and the social 

support provided by technology used on the job and by the police. Various aspects of these issues 

have been alluded to throughout the preceding chapter and will only be briefly discussed here. 

Social support however, will be discussed in more detail. 

T y p a  of drivers and work organitaa*on: 

As suggested early in tbis thesis, the category into which a dnver MIS has implications for 

bis health and safety. For example, independent drivers and shiA and lessee dnvea who work 

during the &y are protected fiom the hc& of night work. In the case of the independent 

driver. a structural determinant of health is the ownership of a plate. This gives hirn more control 

over his work hours because he has lower operating expenses and thus more flexibility in his 

choice of clients. As well. because they do not use a dispatching system independent dnvers are 

not subjected to abuse by dispatchers. An independent driver says that: 

... the good part about this is 1 wok, 1 tend to work during the &y. 1 don't work at 
night. 1 try to get home before night cornes and 1 don3 pick up ce& people off the 
streets. ..If a person just lodts, you know, like he's no< kosher 1 just won't pick him 
up. 1'11 just drive past him. (TDlO) 

Shift and lessee dnven admit that d u ~ g  slow business periods, they will pick up 

customers even when they know they rnight pose a thrrat to their health. With respect a picking 

up 'questionable' clients, aa independent ciriver states: 



It's a matter of experience. A lot of the guys that you hear get robbed, it's just 
through their own shipidity and gmd. I mean, the last p y  1 head got mbbed, some 
guy got, he picked up three guys on Yonge Street at 3:30 in the momhg, right, you 
shouldn't do that. Another one, he picked up 4 guys and he got robbed. 1 mean, it's 
really stupidity and greed. In the daytime, your chances are much better but at night, 
it's even worse. 10) 

The statement suggests that, fiom his perspective, there are certain unaiterable precautions 

that driven should take in order to proteb theù health. For example the data bave demonstrated 

that drivers who pick up groups of people are more likely to be vi*ùnized. As well, there are 

certain areas and times during the night where &vers should avoid picking up people. The 

comments also suggest that there is a certain level of risk that drivers cm take; e.g. picking up 

groups during the &y is safer than at night-time. However, going beyond that level of acceptable 

nsk is considered negligent. 

The comment reflects the independent driver's stahis in the industry. While he perceives 

bis behaviour is an unacceptable risk and characterizes it as 'stupid and greedy', the lessee or 

shifi driver may perceive it as material survival. That is, the independent driver understands it as 

(personal) health-adverse behaviour; the lessee or shift driver perceives himself as behaving out 

of economic necessity. Therefore, the risk is Mewed differently, Le. fiom an economic, not a 

safety perspective. By virtue of their work arrangements and categories, lessee and shift driven 

experience higher levels of powerlessness with respect to controlling certain threats to their 

health. 

For the shift driver, structural detetmitliltlts of heaith include work hours and location of 

work. This driver, for example, notes that he w o b  mostly in the downtown core and only during 

the &y. He sa.: 

[it's] very rare, very rare I would get diEcult clients. 1 think wbat is nsponsible for 
that is the houn that I &ive and tbose hours, ôetween 7 to 430, you mostly get 
office personel going to and h m  the office, you know. But 1 tbink in the night, 
you'd get the opposite .... (TDS) 



Work hours and the location of wotk means 'safér' clients a d  a d e r  work environment. 

Also, as mentioned earlier, driven generally work in the vicinity of their brokerages. Extuded 

periods workiag within these boudaries d o w  drivers to becme familiar with neighbouhoods 

and the people who live in them. They also leam to avoid locations that an considercd 'bigh 

crime7 areas, or areas where they are likely to encounter 'undesiraôle' clients. 

For the lessee driver, his lease agreement is a stnichirat detennuiant of heab because it 

influences the organiation of his work day, e.g. the nurnber of h a u s  he works. They are either 

lengthened or shortened depending on whether or not he shares his cab with another driver. A 

lessee drivers notes: 

... in this business, it's kind of stressfiil too you know. Sometimes you caa't decide 
whether you should quit it now or go home. Having a night driver, you b + e  that 
wamty, you know that 5 otclock you bave to go back. v6) 

This participant taiked about the difficulty of working dont, working extended houn, the 

uncertainty of the taxi business, and the necessity of 'staying out' until he bad earned enough to 

pay his operating costs. The decision about work hours is made not by cboice but by his 

work/lease agreement with his CO-worker. While this refiects a certain lack of contml, having a 

second driver protects these lessee and shift driven fiom the hazards inherent in night work and 

long hours. On the other hand, clrivers who sublease are forced to work at nights. 

Another way in which the organization of work protects drivers' h d t h  is demonstrated 

in the experience of the airport/lirnousine drivers. These driven are less likely to be victimized or 

abused by clients because they have personal information about the people they pick up, usually 

home addresses. As well, unlike the taxicab driver whose livelihood depends on 'playing the 

streets', they rarely, if ever, pick up clients nom the streets. 

Also, cornpetition between airport drivers is reduced by the organization of work at the 

airport. Cars line up in rows, 3 deep, in a compound and a dispatcher, using a Ppeaker system, 

calls for tavs as needed. The cars go to the pickup point in onler accordhg to lines and rows. 



Tbis way oforganizing work combined with the layout of the taxi cornpouad, decreases 

cornpetition arnong drivers, e.g. there is no line-jumping. 'Ihis reduced competition 

conespondingly lowen levels of stress associated with competition and tacilitates social 

support among these dnvea. 

In sum, the location of the &ver within the social hierarchy of the industry is a potential 

source of health protection. Financial resources and lease/work agreements are a determinant of 

these locations. For example, when driven share a cab, the primary lessee driver usually works 

d u ~ g  the day while the driver who subleases works the night SM. S M  ùrivers, who are 

regular diiven, usually get the day shifts. For the independent driver, there is the added 

protection of freedom fiom the abuse of dispatchers because he does not use a dispatching 

systern. For shift and lessee drivers who &are a car, their work arrangements protect them from 

the hazards hherent in long houn of work. The organization of work also protects airport 

limousine dnven fiom the risks inhereut in competition and facilitates social support. 

Social Support: 

Social support for drivers appean in formai support such as the police, unions and 

associations and technology used on the job and informally through support networks such as 

farnily and other &vers. The level of support amoag drivers is inhibitecf by the cornpetition that 

is pewasive in the industry. However, t h e  drivers mentioned family members who were 

'supportive' and two drivers mentioned they had ginips of âriven who were %ends' and who 

supported each other. Other driven also found support through theù unions and associations. 

One dnvers says: 

... The garage 1 corne out of, there's a bunch of guys then, we're p r e t ~  tight. We 
have a guy fiom Nigeria, Somaiia, Eritrea, a guy h m  Grenada, St. Vincent, 
Jamaica. It's about 12 guys a d  we're a pretty close-knit bunch. Nobody would 
want to mess with us ifthey saw us wall8ag d o m  the street. Everyone stands up for 
everybody in tbat group. Every garage I've ever worked in, there's always a bunch 
of guys, we stand up..we're fkieaâs. (TD3) 



Another drivers notes: 

... We made a union and we want to go to the office and sbare with the dispatch what 
they are dohg ...you pay 30 bucks, 1 found it's the ody solution to solve our 
problems.. ..(TD7) 

Though it appears h m  the cornrnents diat they have some social support, it is unclear how 

instrumental support systems within the indu- are for drivers' health. n ie  data demonstrate 

contradiaory findings with respect to the quality of social support. For example, other 

participants report that there are inter-cultural d i c t s  among drivers. One industry informant 

advises that there are taxi stands that have been unofficially designated as belonging to a 

particular cultural or national group. However, while such segmentation precludes social support 

between cultures or nationalities, it does provide support within nationalities and cultures. 

Technology used by the taxi Uidustry plays several roles in the work and health of drivers. 

The radio dispatch system, while it facilitates abuse by dispatchers and cornpetition among 

dnvea, af%ords some protection. Five driven mentioned that they used the system in 

emergencies to contact dispatchers or the police. None of the drivers specifically identified the 

radio as a form of protection or social support; however, in takng about his expenence with 

dispatchers, one driver clearly perceives it as such. He says: 

They can do anything they want..you're just a worker..they can give you any single 
fare or dead fares. Sometimes they can give you just nonexistent fares on the 
cornputer and nobody listens to you. On the radio you can tell him "1 am dead" and 
people can listen to it. (TD7) 

In a subsequent explanation of a disagreement witb the dispatcher. he says: 

number 
you and 

said, 'what is 
doesn't exist" 
that's it'. He 

it, go ahead'. I said "look, you gavt me [address], this 
'. 'It eWts, it's right there'..he says, 'it is nght address 1 gave 
boil my Maai, like 1 just want to explode. So when 1 meet 

this guy, if he is in fiont of me, 1 would act Ote uncivil pemn because ... And 
suddenly rnaybe there's somebody who hear 1 guess, tbey tell him, no it was 1267. 
And he came ôack to me in less tban a minute. 'Soq, sorry, we have old woman, 
they gave us wrong abiress' go to 1267'. And dist's why 1 just, 1 get cool liîtle bit. 
( T m  



The statement reveals tbat he was angry and fnistrateâ with the dispatcher. However, 

another driver provided social suppott by pointhg out that the dispatcher was inconect. Once the 

dispatcher apologized, the situation was difisesi, the anger and hostility betweea the driver and 

the dispatcher dissipated and the &ver retumed to a reletively calm emotioaal state. The 

comments also suggest that adrivers are king abused by dispatchers or are having trouble with 

incorrect addresses and so on, other &vers are listening and can corne to their aid. It is also 

possible that because drivers perceive die radio as a source of protection, thqi may expose 

themselves to unnecessary nsks because they believe there is quick access to help. 

Dnvea also use the radio dispatch to contact the police when they are in danger or when 

they have been victimized. Although drivers report up to 2-hour waits when they d l  the police, 

they still see them as a source of health protection and support. One driver explains a condition 

under which he used the radio to cal1 the police for support; he says: 

One of them was pushing his hand in my face, he wanna b a t  me up. He got in the 
cab, he says "hey nigger, what kinâa music you got there". 1 said wait, I dont 
undentand that language. From the time 1 tell him so, he want to beat me up. When 
I tell him to get out, he refuseci to get out of the cab. .At was about 5 of hem, al1 the 
others were gonna get out, but he was the one, he looked like he's the vagabond type, 
you know. So 1 called the police on the radio, he get out quick and he's gone. But 
be wanted to beat me up. Oh yeh, he was threatening me what he was gonna do to 
me. Then he tell me, "l'm not getting out, you goma drive me home". When he 
heard me cal1 for the police, he started geaing out and he went. 0 8 )  

The data demonstrate that talking is not always an effective stntegy for dealing with 

dificult clients. in this instance, the radio and the police served as a detenent by 'swing' the 

potential victimizeis into Ieaving his cab. Police are also called when intoxicaîed clients get 

'rambunctious'. In these cases, they will take money h m  the customer and pay the clriver. 

The computerized dispatch system also plays a mtradictory role in the health of driven. 

It reduces the competition and the problems inhennt in chat, i.e. &vers 'scoophg' f b s  fiom 

other drivers because they have hani the location on the radio dispatch. As well, it elhinates 

the verbal abuse by dispatchers. Sorne driven suggest that the cornputer is pderable because it 



eliminates the confusion, particularly with respect to language and pmblems with forgotten or 

incorrect adresses. However, whle the computerized dispatch system facilitates fgsf efficient 

service to the brokerages and customen, it leaves cirivers unprotected in cases of emergencies. 

ûne participaut notes that: 

.... You dont get the voice of a dispatcher7 ..A is a hetter, in many ways..you get the 
order being plugged into the computer, cornes up on the screen, the a à h s  and 
evepthing so there's less likelihood of misunderstanding or even forgetting the order 
cause drivea may forget the order. And it doesn't have to go thmugh rigrnomle in 
dispatching it..like evey time they gonna dispatch a call, they usually bave ta cal1 
one or two cabs in the area to see which is closer, Whereas one tbat is in the area in 
the computer which is first, it coma right up to that one. (TD8) 

The comments suggest that the computerized dispatching system reduces the 

interpersonal conflicts between driven and dispatchers and afTords a more peacefil work 

environment. It alleviates drivers' stress, particularly dnven whose first language is not English 

because the addresses are displayed on the computer screen. This reduces driver callbacks for 

address verification. which is a source of contention between driven and dispatchers. in sum, 

technology (radio dispatch) provides social support by facilitating two-way communication 

between the police, other driven and dispatchers. As well, the computerized dispatching system 

afEords less confusion between driven and dispatchers and so creates a better working 

relationship between dispatchers and drivers. Conversely, it does not provide social support for 

drivers because there is no direct voice communication. 

The data demonstrate that the work organization and driver categoria cm be a source of 

health protection for some drivers. In some cases, the organization of work facilitates social 

of social support. 



CHAPTER 7 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this study of the work and health experiences of visible mhority taxi drivers, tbe main 

findings are: 

4 c l w  and race appear to operate through micro mechaoisms to Muence the eatry of these 

&vers into the taxi iadushy and fiuiction to locate them in disadvantaged positions within 

the business. The &ta suggest that these disadvantaged positions expose the lessee and shift 

driver to higher levels of occupational health thieats than the independent driver. At the 

interactional level, drivers experience race as poweilessness, uncertainty, rejection and 

sporadic incidences of racebascd abuse (racial and ethnic slua); 

r the nature of work influences the heaith and health behaviour of the drivers. niey expenence 

economic exploitation, job and income insecurity, Eitigue from the long hours of work and 

they engage in risky and aggressive behavioua on the job. They also experience stress that is 

related to the demands of their job and to conflicts with others. As well, they expenence 

victimizations that include fàre-jumping, threats of physical abuse and they are expcsed to the 

risks inherent in baving a w as their workplace; 

+ drivers utilize various strategies to prote* their health. These include talk, reaâing the signs 

(of danger), improvising, compromises and trade-offs, and physical activity. 

This chapter discusses these findings in relation to the relevant Merahire. It explores the 

interaction of race, class, and work and wbat it meaiis for drive=. The cbapter also discusses 

their work and health behavioun. Tbese behavioun iaclude health-endamgeruig behavioua as 

well as the strategies driven use that mult in heaith protection. The chaper concludes with a 

discussion of the streogths and limitations of the saidy, the implications for further research and 

policy implications for the taxi industq. 



Race dass and wotR 

According to Weber and Marx, class is based on ownenhip of property and on ecmomics 

(Russeil, 1983). Weber (1946) contends that propeity and îack of pmperty are the basic categones 

of al1 class situations. The benefits of omership of pmperty are illustrateci in the difference 

between the work and health expenences of the lessee and SM dnvers and the independent 

driven. The major characteristic structuMg the inequalities between drivea is the availability of 

or access to financial resources with which ta purcbase a plate. This is paiticularly relevant to 

immigrant drivea, who are new to the country, have no financial resources and no collateral with 

which to secure loans. Although driven' tasks are similar, there are obvious differences in their 

experiences of work. One main difference involves the fimacial aspects of the job. That is, the 

lessee and shiA driver pays lease or plate rental fees as well as brokmge fees; the independent 

driver does not. Russell (1983), in a study of taxicab cirivers in Boston, found that what 

differentiated drivers' expenences was not authority or control but compensation and incentives. 

He maintains that since independent drivers neither "split their take with a fleet owner nor pay 

rental or interest charges, they are less urgently in need of maximihg their daily gros than other 

driven" (363). This is a sentiment that was echoed by the drivers in the present study. The 

access to more financial resources means that independent drivers work shorter hours. drive better 

cars and usually do not engage in the aggressive and risky behavioun that other dnvers do. 

Ownership of a plate endow the independent driver with power and control that is conducive to 

good heahh and to an overall better quality of life. 

On the other bnd, lessee and shift cirivers are exposed to high lease costs, u n d e  cars and 

excessive work houn. Lessee driven in particular are forced to work extended hours, sometimes 

as much as 24 houa per shift, in order to pay inordiante lease costs and eam a living wage. 

Similar findings were reported by Thomas and ShimsLi, whose (1996) report ranked independent 

drivers at the top of the social stratum of the industry, followed by lessee and shift drivers 

res pectively . 



Lease cos& are controlled to a certain degree by a union contract. However, only a few 

drivers are unionized and many drivers do not want to be because they are not hll-time iliivea. 

niis maka it difncult for drivers to protect tbeir interests as a ckss of workers. It also means 

that where other workers may have unions as a mechanism for social support, most taxi diivea 

do not. Pahcipants in the present study have suggested that bivers are ' M d  with 

propaganda' about unions and that they tended to be Udividualisiic. This uidividualism is partly 

a result of the cornpetitive nature ofthe business. It puts drivers in conflict with each other, 

making it difficult for hem to build sucial support networks. The aonfîict engendered by 

cornpetition and the nature of the business preclude the possibility of creating a d e d i v e  voice 

for taxi cirivers. That is, cirivers' work schedules make it difficult for hem to get together for 

social or political reasons. Their work schedules also make it difficult for union ofganizing to 

occur. Russell's (1983) study found that class differences interfend with organizing activities 

among taxi driven, ostensibly because of the differing goals and interests of drivers. He noted 

that the rnost difficult group to organize was the 'rental labour force'. n ie  fsndings of the present 

study reveal that lessee and shift drivers, which would constitute a rend labour force, is the 

group most at risk for health hazards, particularly with respect to the quality of their cars and the 

fatigue caused by long hours of work. 

Race, class und heaftlii 

The findings in this saidy suggest that the working conditions of ârivers dong with race 

and class fiwtors affect their health and health behaviour. Industry infomiants have posited that 

80 to 90% of taxi drivea in the City are visible minonties. These fkcts suggest that the material 

conditions of race and class rnay have comequences for the mental and physicai heahb of drivers. 

Many of the drivers in this study felt they had no choice about going into the business. They 

began driving taxis ody A r  giving up the search for other jobs. This suggests thaî for these 

cinvea the taxi business was a hst resort. Drivers cited racism, defkiency in official language 



skills, and the lack of 'Canadian' expenence as M a  that influenced their entry into the 

business. The inability to find aber woik, the ease of entry into the taxi business, caipled with 

the perceived independence that &vers would have make it an aüractive proposition at first 

glance. It appears that cirivers are willing (or forced) to endure the hazaids and baràships ioherent 

in the taxi industry because they have no where else to go. 

The ideology of independence and the opportunity to build their own businesses initially 

amact and help to keep driven in the business. The notion of independence takes on more 

imporiance as the realities of the job becorne obvious; drivers dl overwhelmhg cite their ' 

freedorn and independence as the reason they stay in the business. ïhey are initiaily attracted to 

leasing because of the 241our access to the car and the belief that they can share the car and the 

operating costs with a second driver. In m ~ i y  casa however, clrivers find îhemselves working 

alone and are forced into a cycle of driving excessive hours, sleeping shorter hours, and puning 

themselves at risk. Russell (1983) notes that drivers 'tlock' to leasing with the belief that they 

will have the car for longer periods of time and that they will be able to eam a higher level of 

incorne. While it is possible to make a living, the level of income is dependent on the volume and 

capriciousness of customen. The cornpetition for customen, particularly during the slow periods 

of the summer months, coupled with the stnicture and nature of the business, is a source of iil- 

health for drivers. 

These findings are consistent with other studies of occupational health and d e t y  (Lee and 

Wrench, 1980; Robinson, 1984; Hendrix-Wright, 1987; and Wrench, 1994), al1 of which 

identified race as a risk fa*or for health. Wrench (1994) for example, faind that minority 

women were concentrated in 'poor work' that was characterized by non-unionization, tramience, 

insecurity and lack of adequate training. He reports th visible minonties were less able to resia 

unsafe work conditions because of their disadvaatageà position in the labour &et. Language 

bamen served to exacerbate their powerlessness. Ibe present study nveals that the taxi business 

is simi1arly characterized by uncertainty, ôoth in t e m  of fiamcial security (eaming enough to 



pay their bills) and lease agnements (keepuig their jobs). With respect to lease agreements, 

dnvers can lose their ability to eam a living within seven days. The scarcity of taxi plates makes 

drivers vuinerable to exploitation by plate owiiers who cm aibieaiüy dse lease fees and who do 

not necd a feason to reclaim their plates. In order to keep the use of the plates, drivers are forced 

to wok longer hours, thus exposing themselves to various M. 

The intedonai  level of race is racism. The most overt occurrences of racism reported by 

drivers were the use of racial or ethnic slurs. Drivea also report experiences of rejection and 

humiliation by customen through usage of deroptory terms or refûsing to use their services. The 

experience of racism is visceral, which means that it manifests itself in psychosomatic responses. 

The effécts on driven is reflected in statements such as 'it's like a slap', 'being hit over the head 

with a crowbar', 'wakes you up', or 'it's very fnistmting'. These findings are similar to those 

reported in a 1997 report regarding nsk &tors in the London (Ontario) taxi industry and to 

Essed's (1993) and Dorr's (1998) studies of the effects of racism and racial slurs. In Essed's 

study, fernale rapondents report that racial slurs influenced their lived expenences but said 

name-calling played a marginal role when compared to more covert mechuiisms such as 

exclusion, humiliation or rejection. Dorr's study found there were physiological changes 

(elevated blood pressure) in visible minority males when blatantly racist issues were discussed in 

their presence. 

in the present study, drivers report that there were only sporadic incidences of racist name- 

calling and most chose to 'just ignore' the abuse. The choice to ignore tace-based abuse may 

reflect the salience of other ùiterests (e.g. economic). For example, as the data demonstrate, some 

drivers avoid using the dispatch seMce while others continued to utilize tbese services despite the 

abusive behavioua of dispatchers. hivers' don to dispatcher abuse may reflect their 

powerlessness to control or change the situation. Aronsson (1989) comments that "helpless 

pemns do not expect that their actions will lead to any result a d  theiefore d e  no attempt to 

change their situation" (460). As well, theu response may nflect their dependency on dispatchers 



for their livelihood. As Russell (1983) points out, bmkerages attract ahigh volume of lucrative 

business and it is to the advantage of the lessee ciriver to participate in radio dispatching. 

Consequently, no driver who hopes to get business f b m  dispatchers will w a ~ t  to antagonize 

them. nius, driven' actions nflect the aligning and realigning of relations and the development 

and reformation of prospective lines of action (Elliott and Fleras, 1992). 

WorR and Aieaith beliiaviour 

With respect to work conditions and heaith bebaviour, cirivers experience Wgue fkom the 

long hours of work and engage in nsky and aggressive behaviours on the job. 'Ibese behaviours 

are linked to debt loads and the wage incentive system, competition, the need to please the client, 

and time constraints. The long houa mean drives do not take time for meals because they 

'cannot fiord' to; they often do not take time for personal care such as going to the bathroom 

when they need to. and forgo maintaining personal appearaoce and seeking medical services. In 

most cases, driven 'eat on the run' because they are concemed about missing mes. The same 

concern is expressed in situations where they do not take time to go to the bathrwm because they 

are concemed about losing customen. 

in the tau industry, dnvers are in essence doing piecework; Le. their level of income is 

dependent on total fwes (number of customers) or on the distance ofthose ikw. The data in this 

study suggest that there is a relationship between the irnpetus to earn a living wage and the way 

ârivers do their jobs. Their p&ce of picking up 'questionable' clients for example reflects the 

influence of the wage incentive system. As well, as part of the competition among cirivers, they 

engage in speeding and other aggressive behaviours and put in longer houn of work in order to 

increase income. The level of competition and the nsky behaviours of drivers are a recipe for ill- 

health, accidents or injuries. 

Various authors have discussed the practice of long houn, its comection to incentive pay 

systems and its consequeaca (Mayhew, 1999 - in press; Sakai a d  Takahashi, 1975; Levi, 1987; 



Lee and Wrench, 1982). Levi (1987) links long work houn ta fâtigue, stress and amiety. Sakai 

and TakahaShi (1975) report tbat drivers whose earnings were based on a wage incentive system 

worked prolonged hours and slept l e s  than the recommended time they were allotted d u ~ g  their 

shifts. The authors also report that as the shifts prognssed, &vers experienced marked 

physiological changes, characterized by diminished attention spans, bwsiness and dessness.  

Lee and Wrench (1982) also report a linl< between incentive pay systems d the rate of 

occupational injury. ïhey found that workers were motivated to take more risks towards the end 

of the week and would not report 'trivial' injuries because it took time away h m  their work. 

In the present study, cirivers cite 'Iimited time' in which to earn enough money as a way of 

explaining their risk-taking behaviours. Time limitations also influenced the level of reporting of 

'trivial' incidences or threats to health such as faie-jumping; i .e., it took time away from work. 

Steming ( 1996) reported that most of the victimizations which cirivers experience go unreported 

because they consider them minor (less than $40) economic loss. Similar to the findings by 

Wrench and Lee (1982), drivers in the present study, also put in 'double s h W  on the weekends 

because the volume of clients is increased and it allows the opportunity to increase earning levels. 

This suggests that the likelihood of accidents may increase because drivers are working overtime, 

after having put in 12 to 16 hour days during the week, and are likely still tired fiom their 

previous shifts. As reported in the study by Sasaki and Takahashi (1975), dnven often went into 

their next shift still tired from the previous one. 

Taxi driving is unique in that the streets and the cars constitute a workplace. A mobile 

workplace combined with protracted houe of work and the resulting fatigue as well as working 

late at night suggest that cirivers will be at increased risk for tranc accidents. Fe11 and Black 

(1997) and Dalziel and lob (1997) have investigated the efEécts of M g u e  on taci cirivers. Fell ' 

and Black found that accidents, near accidents and unintentional driftingout-of-lane events were 

related to short trips, loss of sleep and late-night driving. Daiziel and Job reported thaî taxi 

driven had a disproportionately large number of accidents, which were amibutable to Mgue. 



The authors reported signifiant negative conelation between total average break bine and the 

rate of accidents, wbich suggests driven are working while W. The participants in Dahiel and 

Job's study &ove a minimum of 56 hours per week comparai to the minimum 80 h m  driven by 

tbe pariicigants ui the present study. Fatigue, coupled with the hstrations Md stress they 

expenence (Le. net &ng eaough money, coaflict with police, tirne pressures, customers or 

other &$vers) is likely to increase the level of nsk for traffic accidents6 and may have negative 

ph ysical and mental hdth  implications. 

Aronsson (1989) reported on a study of transport personnel whose occupation was 

chawerized bv time pressures, fonflict between pieashg the client and meeting time 

commitments, client behaviour problems and tiaffc conditions, over whicb dnven had no 

control. The health conditions revealed in the findings included "mental and physicai exhaustion? 

back and joint pains, domach trouble, difficulties sleeping, slight mental stress, and absence due 

to illness" (Ammson, 198 9: 465). Similar findings are evident in the present study . Dnvers? 

eamings are dependent on pleasing the client so they engage in nsky and aggressive behavioun 

in an attempt to do so. in the pmcess, they expenence stress and anxieties with respect to traffic, 

pairicularly with 'slow' dnvers, conflicts that are a result of the anti-cab sentiment of the general 

public, and problems with the police. As well, drivers cornplain of back and joint pains, tiredness 

'in the brain', idequate sleep, fatigue, mental stress, and digestive problems. 

The unpredictabiiity of the business and the consequent insecurity about job and income, is 

also a source of anxie<y and stress for cùivers. Studia on the uapredictability of work (Aronsson, 

1 989) found h t  worken expenenced pbysiological changes (i.e. variations in adrenaiine levels) 

under conditions characterized by instability. One study involved VDT operators whose 

worknow was uitempted by unplanned cornputer dowatw. The tesponses to diese unplanned 

Data &taincd h m  ~orkplace SaZety and insurana Board rcvealed tht m e e n  19% anâ 1998,56 
t r d c  accident-&ted cbims wtrr madt by taxi drivcrs. Howtvcr, taxi and Iimousuie drivers made 
appmxhtely 8,127 rcidient-reiated daims to ianirrirC comprnics ktwcen 1995 and 1997. Of ihis total, 
approxirmiely 66% were &teci to coilisions. 



interruptions were exacemd because the operators had no d e r  tasks they could perform 

during these interruptions. Similar conditions were fwnd in this study; i.e. taxi &vers ofken have 

long p e n d  of downtime at taxi stands while waithg fw customers. During these waits, there is 

not much they can do to occupy theù the.  nie waitbg periob are stressfiil because they are 

mcemed about t h e  constraints, about ainu>g enaigb to cover operating costs and about 

eaming a reasonable wage. This is paiticulariy tnie for shift &vers who rent their cars on a daily 

bais. Drivers report that it is not wusual for them, after working 12 houn, to pay for a shift out 

of their pocket because they did not earn enough income. 

The nature and conditions of the work and the associated experience of stress may put 

biven at increased risk for hem disease. Similar findmgs were reported by Gustavsson, et.al. 

(1996) and Burling (1996). Gustavsson, et.al. investigated the psychosocial work conditions of 

bus and taxi drivers and found increased incidence of heart disease when compared to other 

gaintiilly employed men. The risk of hart  disease is hirther heightened by the msceptibility of 

visible minorities to hypertension. Outlaw (1993) notes that blacks suffer disproportionately 

fiom hypertension and heart disease, both of which bave been linked to stress. 

Another of the nsks that drivers are exposed to is second-band smoke in their workplace. 

Although ârivers pder  not to have clients smoke in their cars, they often have no choice. If they 

refuse to serve customea who smoke, they lose business; as one driver remarked, he 'carmot 

afford to lose 30% of his business'. ûther than a derence to tuberculosis and another about 

propane $as, drivers did not express specific concerns about air pollution. However, a study by 

Borgia, et.al. (1994) contend that taxi dnven were not ody mposed to gened air pollution but to 

the nsks inherent in second-hand smoke. The i n c r d  risk of lung cancer reported in the study 

suggests a 'synergistic effect' between the expoaire to smoking and other occupational toxins. 

As well, Rafiisson and Gunnadôttir (199 l), in a study of mortaiity among professional drivers, 

concludeci that the lad< of air circulation in their vehicles resulted in their -sure to higher 



levels of second-hand smoke than other workers. These hdings suggest that the coatinued 

mponire of driven to second-hand smoke will have long-term heahb &&S. 

Much of the r a d  on health khaviour revds codicts between profits and health and 

d i .  As independent business people, driven face these same conflicts. The piecework nature 

of their business coupled with the intense cornpetition tbat is cornmon arnong selfsmployed 

individuals is a source of dangerous health p d c e s .  A study of owner-driven reported on by 

Quinhn (1988) concluded that ccexcessive houn khiad the wheel, speeding and d e r  breaches 

constituted a major hamud" (203). He notes that these bebavioun are the outcome of nonnal 

work practices, that they are "embedded in the social relations of production" (Quinlan, 1988: 

199). These behaviours were linked to heavy c o m ~ e n t s ,  low reairns and pressure fiom 

transport companies. They were also prevalent in situations where union representation was 

absent and where heavy debt Io& compromised &vers' behaviour and safety. 

Taxi dnven in the present study share similar duracteristics with the ownerdrivea in 

Quidan's study. However, in contrast to the pressure fiom transport companies, &vers repon 

that plate owners are known to apply subde pressure for more money for the use of their plates. 

knowing that if dnven do not accede, they can reclaim the plates with Little notice or justification. 

The dificulty in finding work, the conditions of their aitry into the business, the depressed 

economic milieu, heavy debt loads related to car h c i n g ,  the absence of a strong union to 

protect their interests, and apprehensions about meeting role obligations, fiels dnvers' fean about 

losing the use of taxi plates. These fears compel &vers to engage in healthcndangenng 

behavioun tbat have become nonnative in the indu-. Forced to work under these conditions, 

dnvea consciously or unconsciously engage in varîous strategies that protect their health. 

HeaIth bcAraviours 

As noted earlier in this chapter, drivers employ various strategies to protect their bealth. 

niese behavioun cm k cbaracterïzeâ as actim-orienteâ, infocmal ancl interpersonal. Factors 



that contribute to their ability to engage in sucb behavioun include the control they have "over 

the ternis of their work" (Eakin, 1997). Personal autaiomy aiTords the fieedom to choooe the 

kinds of behaviour they will or will not engage iu. Althougb drivers have no contml over the 

volume of woik, they cian and do have control over the s p d  witb which they do their jobs and 

how they cany out their tasks. Being able to control the speed of then work means they have the 

ability to contrd its flow. They do this by improvising, i.e. a l t edng  h e e n  sitting at a poa 

and cruising. This strategy is used to cope with the fatgue of pro- houn of work and the 

stresses involved in cruising. 

Kalimo and Mejrnan (1987) d e h e  coping as "efforts, both don-oriented and intra-physic 

to manage, i.e. master, tolerate, d u c e  or minimize environmental and interna1 demands" (23). 

They note that workers may try to change or avoid situations but d e n  this is not possible, they 

adopt a 'palliative mode ofcoping'. In the present study, drives' palliative modes of coping can 

be characterized as compromises and trade-offs, improvising, reading the signs of danger, and 

talk. Trade-offs involve activities such as not allowing custornen to smoke in their cabs or taking 

time off h m  work, ai the expense of their financial security. The latter behaviour is similar to 

assembly line workers in Wrench and Lee's (1982) snidy. Their coping stmtegies included 

behavioun such as absenteeism. in contrast to assembiy line worken however, taxi drivers are 

not paid when they take time off fiom work. 

Improvised behaviours include using cushions to pmtect their backs, using the car as a 

place to eat and sleep when they are tmd, or using job tasks as a mecbanisrn for exercise. With 

respect to exercise, Eakin (1997) reported similar improvisational health behavioun in a study of 

small business ernployees. However, since instances of improvised physical activity are not 

sustained in ternis of fiwluency and duration, it iikely provides ody temporary benefits. Talk is 

another strategy for coping with health hazards. hivers use this seetegy to assess clients before 

they pick them up, to manage potentially abusive customers and interpersonal conflict, and it is 

offered, dong with 'gum or candy', in exchange for clients not smoking in their cabs. Talk is not 



always an effective strategy, particularly with respect to asscssing dieats. Drivers use it in 

combination with visual methods of assessment, their industry knowledge, knowledge of 

neighbourboods, past history and expenence. 'Reading t&e sigas' ofpotentiai danger includa the 

use of popular cultural stereotypes, demographics, a d  race and claos. These strategies illustrate 

cirivers' aaaiytical, interpersonal and negotiating skills. 

Although rnuch of the violence @ns& taxi driven is relatively minor, they live with the 

knowledge that there is the possibility of encounterhg very senous violence. Several studies, 

including Liss and Craig (1990) and Steiining (1996) have ewnined violence in Ontario 

workplaces and the occupations tbat are at nsk. Stenning reported that taxi cirivers are a highly 

victimized occupational group in Canada, with levels as high as 2 1 times thaî of other Canadians. 

He also repoited that homicide rates are four or five times tbat of police officers. Although the 

possibilities of such violence is slight in most circurnsiances, when drivers work at night for 

example, there is increased vigilance for signs of potential danger. Participants in Brewer's 

(1990) describe vigilant behaviour as 'Icnowing who to trust', 'which ones you have to watch', 

'just king carefûl like', and staying awake to stay dive' (665). For taxi cirivers, reading the signs 

of danger, or asszssing clients bcfore they pick them up, is literally a way to stay dive. ~ s ' t h e  

&ta show, driven who miss the signs are prone to pbysical or verôal abuse, robberies and in 

extreme cases, as reported in the news media, loss of life. Driven also refer to the use of 

instincts, that when ignored, result in 'something bai' happening. 

Brewer (1990) argues however, that people who work in dangerous occupations "are 

fooling diernselves by believing they can be protected by theu vigilant behaviour" (665). This is 

true of taxi driven, parcicularly because of the nature of their wok, i.e. working at night when 

visibility is reduced, having a workplace haî is mobile and diat facilitates assaults, and working 

in isolated and unpredictable conditions. Drivers acknowledge for example, that there is always 

the possibility tbat aistomers who appear 'nomial' may bccome violent or abusive dunng the 

trip. As an added measure of vigilance therefcwe, tbey avoid certain areas of the City that are 



howo or perceived to be dangeras and avoid picking up certain 'types' of eustomers. lhis 

'avoidance' bebaviour is alsa used with respect to dispatchers; i.e. dnven avoid ushg the 

dispatching s e ~ c e s  in order to avoid the confusion of the d o  and the abuse of dispatchers. 

hrning to Kalimo and Mejniaa's (1987) c o o c e p ~ i o n  of coping bebavioua, drivers 

also utilize actionorienteci and intra-physic Jtrategies to maaage racism or perceived racism. 

Tbey sometimes used talk to manage clients they perceiveci as racist. In situations of overt 

racism, driven sometimes chose to ignore i avoided it (Le. avoided CO-workers) or fwussed, on 

or resorted to, cornparisons of life 'Pt home' versus life in Canada, or they mught social support 

arnong friends. Kalimo and Mejman d e r  to these copiag mechanisms as denial, 

intellectualization or repiession ofthoughts. niat is, individuals find ways to make themselva 

feel better about the situation within the constraints of their environment. Several other studies 

have explored the question of how people coped with stressfil situations without the need for 

medical intervention. OrbeIl (1 986a, l986b, l98îa, 1987b, and 1987~) concluded that 

individuals used three mutually exclusive 'strategies of adaptation'. These included denial, 

manifested in avoidance behaviwn, use of social support, illunrated by increased dependence on 

social and kinship networks, and passive acceptance (Brewer, 1990). 

in the present study, drivea' khaviours with respect to dealing with racial issues mimr 

Brewer's adaptation strategies. Dnvers for example, inteiiectuaiized racist incidents (e.g. citing 

notable historical figures who are black) or they appeared to accept the behaviours. This is 

reflected in comments such as 'you can't fight if,  'you get used to it', or '1 don't tbink about'. 

By not thinking abwt or i g n o ~ g  the problems, cirivers are "controlling the meaning of the 

experience in a marner that neutraljzes its problemtic chractcr and keeping the emotional 

consequences of the problem within manageable h n d s "  (Kalimo and Mejman, 1987: 24). 

Dnvers' behaviours may not neccosuily suaest an acceptance or a disavowal of a problem, it 

misht simply be talcen-for-granteci or 'put it to the badc of their min&' (Brewer, 1990). Over the 

long tenn however, these appruaches may prove to be inefktive health niategies. 



Another action-oriented bebaviour of drivers is physical activity outside of work. Most 

drivers engaged in some fom of physical activity, usually ping to the gym, gdening and so on. 

This activity is reflective, generally, of àriven' conceptions of health as iasbumental. They use 

exercise as a way to maintain mental and physical health, which they contend, is necessary in 

order to do their jobs. This componds to d'Houtard and Field's (1984) hding that in working 

class groups health is perceived as a fiction or murce.  nie authors found that middle-class 

respondents conceived of health in a positive and expressive way, while woiking-class 

respondents conceived of health in functional tem. In the case of the taxi drivers in this study, 

health was the ability 'function' to be 'mobile' and to hiEl their da. Notwithstanding the 

emphasis on exercise as a coping mechanism, and although they consider themselves to be 

healthy, it is unlikely that they experience sustained levels of mental well-being. 

The nature of the work in the taxi industry presents challenges for the promotion of health 

and saféty. This assertion is pmised on drivers' perceptions of risk in a job that is inherently 

hazardous and the differences in the nature and structure of their jobs. Although the literature 

often suggests that rnany employees, paiticularly in small businesses have little knowledge of 

health hazards in their workplaces, this does not hold tme for taxi drivers. Driven are aware of 

the dangers inherent in their jobs. in contrast to many maIl business employees however, their 

autonorny gives them latitude to engage in coping stiatcgies. in rnany cases, drivers normalized 

or routinized their risky behaviours and the u d e  conditions in which they work; i.e. they 

accepted it as part of the job. Drivers, for example, engaged in dculated risks and broke formal 

rules (e.g. ûaffïc nila) and attributed it to being part of the job of pleasing their clients. 

Sociologists such as Giddens (1984) psit  that there is a routine character aod sense of normality 

O the social world tbat individuals cany with them. It has also been suggested thaî people work 

at achieving normality (Brewer, 1990). This meam for ewmpk, peiforming dangerous acts and 

perceiving hem as normai. Normaiizhg the hazards of their jobs can be considered a coping 

behaviour that &vers bave adopted as part of their stmtegy of heaitb protection. 



Distindive con~n*burions of the du& 

Traditional heaith bebaviour research bas foeussed on workers' physiological responses to 

stress and its consequences; i.e. its relationship to disease outcornes. They are often approached 

fiom a managerialist perspective, cuncerned with worker productivity and organizational 

outcornes. Many of these studies ernphasize peisonal/khavioural chacteristics and ignore the 

work-relatedness of worker bebaviour. The charaderistics of jobs and how they influence these 

behaviours have been broadly cbara*erized as personal stress. As well, these studies focus on 

health status outcornes and little attempt is made to examine the rote of health behaviour in 

mediating these nlationships (Eakin, 1997). Thi- thesis bas taken aa altemative approach to 

studying work, health and health behaviour. 

First, it researched an occupational group oot genedly investigated by social scientists. 

Although studies have been done on the taxi industry, none was found in the iiterature that 

investigated the subjective experience of taxi drivers. Utilking an emic and an etic perspective 

and a qualitative methodologid approach bas& on an inte~retive theoretical perspective, the 

research examined the subjective work and heaith experiences of visible minority taxi driven. 

The results of the study demonstrate that the combination of the etic and emic approach 

contributes to a broader understanding of work, race, health and health behaviour. It fiords 

elucidation of the subjecîive expenence of divers as ml1 as an objective analysis of their 

expenences, which in this study, revealed both health-related and health-directed behaviours. It 

also revealed other socio-structud contributory factors to hdth  such as technology, class, race 

and social support. 

Second, the study moved fiom the traditional behaviour-related outcornes of woik to work- 

related determinants of health behaviour. Tbat is, it bas examiLled the effects of the social and 

organitational characteristics of work in the taxi indu- and its effects on the hedth and health 

behaviour of taxi divers. The fidings mealed in tbU woik demonstrate that drivers engage in 



v&ms strategies bat  allow them to manage, to some degree, the bazaniP inherent in their work. 

Aithough they have low control, work excessive hours, ind are c d b e d  to their cars for hours at 

a the,  their adaptive bebavioua speak to the imovative and resourceful capacity of workers who 

are subjected to low level, occupatiodly hazadous work. 

This study suggests the need to conceptuaüze health behaviour somewhat differently than 

it is currently conceptualized in the liteiahire. 'Hedth beiianour' for taxi drivers for example, 

include engaging a client in conversation to prevent them h m  smoking, ushg 'placative' talk to 

calm a client and to prevent a potentially abusive situation or using 'evaluative' talk to assess 

clients before allowing them in their cabs. It derno- that wodcers do not necessarily reson 

to health-adverse bebavioun sucb as smoking and drinking as coping mechanisrns for work stress 

but may engage in improvised, actionoriented bebavioun. For example, assembly line worken 

are purported to use their need to go the bathroom as a mechanism for breaking the monotony of 

the line and getting a non-authorized rest break. 

This expanded conception of health behaviour suggests new directions for further research 

in other occupational settings. For example, it has implications for other service occupations such 

as bus drivers, truck drivers and police officers who bave atypicai and multiple workplaces and 

who spend long periods of time in confined spaces. It also has implications for people-oriented 

work. e.g. sales personnel, police officers, social workea, counsellon who may have limited 

control in their jobs, who may use visual and verbal methods to assess people and who rnay use 

talk as a way to manage people or potentially violent or abusive situations. 

Lîmœtoiiotts of the study 

There are several limitations of this study diat must be acknowledged. First, because of the 

nature of the qualitative interpretive methdology, conclusions are not necessarily generalizable 

to other populations. Findings are spatr*ally and historicaily contingent. Thai is, the data were 

collected in one city, in depressed economic times, among one specific gmup of taxi ârivers. 



Another limitation of the mdy relates to the apparent paucity of i n t e ~ e w  data relevant to race. 

Onfy one question in the interview was explicitly related to race. Ibe initial srpectation was that 

race would be a significant feature of taxi drivers' experiences ad, if it were, 5 would emerge in 

a relatively unstnictured in te~ew.  However, it proved difficuh to get concrete data on race. 

lssues of race were not pursued unless driven reported incidences of racism. The goal was not to 

influence their responses by pressuring participants to talk about race issues. Race appears to 

have more structural than micro level effects. This fiuggcsts that it may not be a salient feature of 

drivers' consciousness or it may k tbat the circumstances and conditions mder which the data 

were collected were inappropriate. That is, visible rninonties experience racism and they are 

knowledgeable about the topic. However, it may not be possible within the fiamework of a 

relatively short interview, to quickly access and articulate those experiences. The paucity of data 

may also be attributable to the rationaie that if informants think the resparcher already has the 

answers they rnay not provide more information (Spradley, 1979). This is one instance where rny 

own visible minority status may have negatively affected the research process. This finding 

poses a challenge to researchen to develop research methodologies that 'pull out' race-related 

stresson that Williams (1996) argues are missing fiom race and heahh research. One such 

approach might consider comparing the experiences of various groups, e.g. black and white 

ta~icab drivers. 



P olicy ~l icut ions  for the taxi indrrsîry 

As the data in this study demonsbate, drivers engage in various behavioun in order to 

pro- their health while attempting to eam a living uder constrained work and economic 

conditions. However, the protection of taxi drivers' heahh (which includes mental, physical, 

emotional and economic well-being) depends less on individual behavioun and more on general 

policies diat detemine their work conditions. The social relations of employment, (the By-law 

and lease agreements) and their work conditions, (long hours, low pay, dangerous work 

environment), and the broder socio-cconomic and politid (depressed economy, high 

employment and racism) are m o r s  that negatively affect their well-being. Therefore, several 

suggestions with respect to policy are presented here. 

The broder socio-economic and work hctors play a crucial role in detennining driver 

behaviour. Therefore. macro issues tbat Muence their health and heaith behaviour must be 

addressed at thai level. The exploitive leasing agreements, which are the impetus for much of 

the increased threats to dnvea' health, need to be addressed. Steps should be taken beyond 

just issuing new plates. The cunent monthly debt load of drivea who will not be part of this 

new 'ambassador' class, must be alleviated. 

Another source of stress for drivea is the ability of plate owners to take back plates with only 

seven &YS' notice. The By-law does not provide conditions under which plates can be 

reclaimed nor does it provide an appeal process if plates are reclaimed. 'Iais leaves drivers 

wlnerable to the whims of plate ownen. The By-law should be arnended to provide longer 

lease cancellation ternis ad specinc conditions under which phtes can be reclaimed. 

Other than the s a f i  and health issues addressed in the training manuals, drivers receive no 

continuous information about healtb and saféty. This training idotmafion is disseminated 

once in the career of the driver and it is left to the individual driver to maintain awareness of 



the potential hazaràs to his health. The licensing body shaild consider occasional update 

seminars on heaW and S a f i .  

niere is now a widely acknowledged iink between smoking, second-band smoke and Jung 

cancer. This fact bas led to the implementation of non-smoking by-laws in various 

workplaces. As it stands, drivea are aiiowed to &se customen who wish to smoke but 

they aie still economically coerced to endure smoking in their wodcplace. Their cabs should 

be made non-smoking. 

Only a smaîl number of taxi dnvers are unionized, creating a relatively weakened union. A 

aronger union with a larger membenhip, less individualism and more gmup cohesion is 

necessq to combat the exploitation of cirivers and to improve working conditions. The 

union is a potential source of social support and can be a buffer between drivea and plate- 

ownea, brokerages and the Licensing Commission. This recommendation lies within the 

purview of taxi drivers. 
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APPENDIX A 

INTERMEW GUIDE 

Intmducîion.... 
information about the pmject and its purpose 
ask permission to tape - consent fom (signature) 
explain "off the record" choice by hiiniag offaudio-tape 

General Me situation: 
Tell me a little about yourself, your b i l y  
Probe: How long in Canada (ifimmigrant) 

What prompted decision to corne 
what kind of work did you do before 
what was your first job in Canada 
what prompted decision to leave 
what prompted you to get into the taxi business 
howlwhen did you get into the business - how long have you been drivuig 
education Ievel, (non) immigrant? 
What are your financial arrangements (leasing, rent, driver.owner, etc.) 
Do you have a night driver (if lessor) 

Tell me about being a taxi driver 
Probe: Wak me through a &y of work 

how many houa do you usually work in a shift? 
How do you feel at the end of a shift 
How do you get customen 
Probe: new dispatching system? wbo dispatches? do you know himher (ever met 

himfher) 
Where are you physically dunng your shift 
What do you do while waiting for customen 
Who are your clients (e.g. regular clients such as business people?) 

What's the best part about king a taxi driver? 
What the worst part about being a taxi driver? 
Probe: problems encountered on the job 

relationships with clients, police, CO-workers, etc. 
why do you stay 
what do you see yourseif doing in 5,10 years 

What's it like being a black taxi dnver/driver of coiour? 
How do you think your work affects your health? 

1s there anydung else you would like to talk about that we have not covered in this interview? 

Ifrespondents do not talk about whai heulth or race means tu hin. ark ut end of interview ... 



CONSENT LETTER 

, 1998 

1 understand that 1 am being asked to grmt an interview to Marcia Facey, a graduate student in 

the Department of Public Health Sciences at the University of Toronto. The purpose of the 

interview is to talk about wbat it is like to be a taxi driver, my thougbts and feelings about the 

kind of work 1 do and about health and saféty issues. 

1 understand the interview will last approximately 45-60 minutes, will be held at a place 

and time convenient for me and that 1 will be paid a fee of $25. The information 1 provide will 

seen only by Ms. Facey and her supervisors. The information gathered will be used Li a report on 

the work and health of taxi &vers, which ts part of the requirement for Ms. Facey's Masters 

Degree Program. The interview will be audiotaped but my name or other identifying information 

will not be recorded. 1 understand that parts of the final report may be published and that it may 

contain direct quotes taken fiom my interview. ~owever, my name will not appear in any reports 

of this study and the information will not be presented in ways that might reveal my identiv. I 

understand also that summaries of the report will be available to me if 1 request it. 

1 agree to participate in this mdy with the understanding that 1 can withdraw at any time 

and that 1 rnay choose not to answer pestions 1 don't want to. 1 rnay choose at any time during 

the interview to have the tape tumed off. 1 may cal1 Ms. Facey at (4 16) 978-13 16 or her 

supervisor? Professor Joan Eakin, at (416) 978-8502 if 1 have questions or concem about the 

study . 

Willing to be interviewed 

Willing to be taped 

(signature of participant) 
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APPENDIX C 

WANTED: 
TAXI DRIVERS OF COLOUR 

WILLING TO PARTICIPATE IN A 
STUDY ON HEALTH AND WORK 

1 AM A STUDENT lN THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH SCIENCES AT 

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO. 1 AM COlWUCTiNG A STüDY ON THE WORK AND 

HEALTH EXPERIENCES OF WSIBLE MINORITY TAXICAB DRIVERS. 1 WSH TO 

INTERVIEW DRIVERS WHO ARE OF ASIAN-INDIAN, AFRO-CARIBBEAN OR AFR.ICAN 

HERITAGE. INTERVIEWS WILL TAKE 45-60 MINUTES AM) DRIVERS WILL BE PAiD 

A FEE OF $25 FOR THEIR TIME. 

INTERVIEWS W L L  BE STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. 

IF YOU ARE A DRIVER WITH 2 OR MORE YEARS OF FULL-TIME EXPERLENCE 

AND YOU WISH TO SHARE YOUR EXPERIENCES IN THE TAYU DRMNG BUSINESS? 

PLEASE CONTACT MARCIA FACEY AT (4161 978-1316. PLEASE LEAVE A MESSAGE 

INDICATING YOUR NAME, A PHONE NUMBER AND THE BEST TIME TO REACH 

YOU. 

îHANK YOU. 



TAXI DRIVERS OF COLOUR 

W m m G  TO PARTICIPATE IN A 

STUDY ON HEALTE ANI) WORK 

I AM A STUDENT IN THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH SCIENCES AT THE 

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO. 1 AM CONDUCTING A STUDY ON THE WORK GND HEALTH 

EXPERIENCES OF VISIBLE MTNORlTY TAXICAB DRIVERS. 1 WISH TO INTERVIEW 

DRIVERS WHO ARE OF ASIAN-INDIAN, AFRO-CARIBBEAN OR AFRIC AN HERITAGE. 

INTERVIEWS WILL TAKE 45-60 MINUTES AND DRIVERS WILL BE PAlD A FEE OF $25 

FOR THEIR TIME, 

MTERVIEWS WILL BE STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL, 

IF YOU ARE A DRIVER WITH 2 OR MORE YEARS OF FULL-TIME EXPERIENCE AND YOU 

WISH TO SHAW YOUR EXPERIENCES IN THE TAXI DRTVING BUSINESS, PLEASE 

CONTACT MARCIA FACEY AT I41a 978-1316, PLEASE LEAVE A MESSAGE 

IM)ICATING YOUR NAME, A PHONE NUMBER AND THE BEST TIME TO MACH YOU. 



APPENDIX E 

Contact Summary Sheet 

Date 

Narne 

Phone # 

Wbat were the main issues or themes in this interview? 

What information did 1 gethot get on each of the questions? 

Salient, interesting, illuminatiog issues in this interview? 

Questions to consider fbr the next interview 





CONTACT SHEET 

Date 




